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AB STRACT

The object of this thesis was to examine how the
presence of the F-like plasmid ColV, I-K94 in strains of
Escherichia coli affects survival in the environment.

E. coll

is a frequently-isolated water pollutant and is used as a
water quality indicator.

It is known that ColV plasmids cause

increased virulence in pathogenic E, coli strains.
The presence of the ColV, I-K94 plasmid in E. coli
strains causes enhanced adhesion to surfaces;

probably

mediated by the plasmid-encoded sex pili as it is dependent on
the presence of derepressed levels of transfer components.
Attachment of ColV'*' organisms to glass beads led to increased
resistance to treatment with a weak acid at pH 3. 5, to
antibiotics,

to detergents and to other inhibitory agents.

Attachment to naturally-occurring particles in the aquatic
environment also resulted in increased resistance of organisms
to inhibitory agents.
Organisms present in the natural aquatic environment
may be subject to adverse environmental conditions and this
may affect their sensitivity to potential chemical inhibitors.
Cold-shocked ColV"- and Col" strains became less sensitive to
treatment with either Cu2+ ions or acrylic acid.
Conjugation is an important mechanism for dissemination
of plasmids throughout the natural environment and may be of
Public Health significance for virulence and resistance
plasmids.

The transfer frequency of the ColV plasmid was

studied under a variety of adverse conditions such as in poor
medium,

in acid and alkaline pH, at sub-optimal temperatures

and in the presence of a range of inhibitory agents.
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Starvation-survival is an important concept in ecology
because it concerns the long-term survival of individuals in
unfavourable conditions.

Stress induced by starvation was

examined to discover if this increased the sensitivity of
organisms to inhibitory agents.
Acid and alkaline pHs are increasingly common in
rivers,

streams and estuaries as a result of agricultural and

industrial effluents.

The habituation of ColV'*' strains to

acid and alkaline pH was studied in order to assess its
relevance for survival of E. coll strains in natural waters.
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2. INTRODUCTION

2. 1.

Plasmids and Plasmid-Specified Properties.

Some cells harbour small extrachromosomal genetic
elements in addition to the bacterial genome.

Plasmids are

those extrachromosomal genetic elements which can be stably
inherited.
Bacterial plasmids are molecules of double-stranded
DNA and exist predominately as covalently closed circles (CCC)
in their host cells,
more than 200 Md,

Their molecular weights range from 1 to

i.e.

from about 0.04% to 8.0% of the

Escherichia coli chromosome (Hardy,

1981).

However some

plasmids are capable of integrating into the host' chromosome
and these are termed episomes.
Some plasmids are able to transfer copies of
themselves from one bacterial host to another,
as conjugative plasmids.

they are known

In the conjugation process they may

also transfer small pieces of host chromosomal DNA and thus
may be termed sex factors.

These conjugative plasmids can

mediate the transfer of non-conjugative plasmids by a process
of mobilisation when they are both present in the same cell.
Mobilisation may take place either by co-integrate formation
between the two plasmids,

or by the mobilisation system coded

for by the conjugative plasmid which requires a mob site on
the non-conjugative one (Davis et al, , 1980).
Stable inheritance of a plasmid requires a mechanism
which allows accurate segregation between daughter bacterial
cells during cell division.

This control would be expected to

be mediated by coupling of the plasmid replication with that
of the chromosome.

This however doesn't always seem to be the

- 17 -

case.

Plasmids which show relaxed replicational control are

generally small,

multicopy,

non-conjugative plasmids usually

present in between 10 to 30 copies per cell.

Replication is

relaxed in so far as it can be uncoupled from chromosomal DNA
synthesis.

Stringently controlled plasmids are typically

large, conjugative genetic elements,

present in only 1 to 2

copies per chromosomal equivalent and replication is strictly
coupled to chromosomal replication.
A bacterial cell may contain two or more different
plasmids which can co-exist,

these are said to be compatible.

Incompatible plasmids can't co-exist together and after a few
generations of bacterial growth one or other is lost;

plasmids

are classed in incompatibility groups on this basis.
Incompatibility is thought to result from inhibition of
plasmid replication,

plasmids of the same incompatibility

group having similar mechanisms for replicative control.
Plasmids are known to specify for a number of
propert ies:
1. The Resistance or R factors can carry resistance to
antibiotics,

inorganic ions and other bacterial agents.

2. The Bacteriocinogenic plasmids have the ability to produce
protein toxins,

e. g. colicins.

3. Degradative plasmids specify for the ability to produce
catabolic enzymes.
4. Virulence plasmids code for the ability to increase the
pathogenicity of a host organism.
Plasmids are very useful for studying the properties
of bacterial genes and many properties of eukaryote genes.
They are often used as vectors to clone DNA.

Several

eukaryotic proteins have been produced in bacterial cells by
transcription and translation of genes cloned in plasmid
vec tors.

-
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2. 2. The Characteristics of ColV Plasmids.

The ColV plasmids are a group of large F-like plasmids,
defined by the production of colicin V, and its corresponding
immunity components (Hardy,

1975).

The best characterised of

these ColV plasmids is Col V, I-K94.

This was first identified

in 1948 in a strain from a human Salmonella paratyphi B
infection (Fredricq and Joiris,

1950).

molecular weight of 94 Md (Clowes,

ColV,I-K94 has a

1972) and is present in the

cell at a copy number of 1 to 2 per chromosome (Hardy,

1975).

It encodes the colicins V and la plus their corresponding
immunity components.

It is a self-transmissible plasmid under

stringent control and is a member of the IncFl incompatibility
group.

Its transfer properties are under derepressed control

and are coded for by the tra region.

It has the ability to

produce the outer membrane protein VmpA (Rowbury et al. ,
1985).

Three inverted repeat sequences (X,, X;;2 and X3 ) each

of unknown properties have been observed in ColV, I-K94 (Mitra
and Palchaudhuri, 1984; Weber and Palchaudhuri, 1986).

Repeat

sequences of these regions are suspected to mediate variation
in ColV, I-K94 through plasmid DNA rearrangement.
ColV, I-K94 is a nat urally-occurring cointegrate plasmid
with two functional replicons:

Repl, which is homologous to

the RepA replicon of IncFII plasmids,

and Rep2,

which is

homologous to the secondary replicon of F.

Despite the

presence of a RepA-like replication region,

ColV, I-K94 doesn't

behave as an IncFII plasmid because of switchover of its
replicon from Repl to Rep2 in the presence of IncFII plasmids.

- 19 -

The Col V,I-K94 plasmid and the F factor are very
closely related and the following points exemplify this:
1. They are incompatible,

ColV, I-K94 being dominant to F.

2. The finO gene product is able to repress transfer of both F
and ColV, I-K94.
3. The transfer region of F is virtually homologous to that of
ColV, I-K94 (Sharp et al. , 1973).
4. The sex pili of F and ColV, I-K94 are virtually
indistinguishable using serological techniques (Hardy,

1975).

5. ColV, I-K94 tra gene products can complement all F tra
derivatives except for traS defective in surface exclusion.

2. 2. 1. Colicin V synthesis.

Colicins are bacteriocins produced by E. coli and
closely related members of the Enterobacteriaceae.

They are

capable of killing sensitive cells.
ColV plasmids are capable of producing colicin V and
are therefore termed Col factors.
to be described,

This was the first colicin

by Gratia in 1925,

following isolation of an

E. coli V strain from the blood of an infected rabbit
1932).

(Gratia,

Colicin V is a dializable small molecular weight

protein of ca.

4, 000 d (Frick et al. , 1981; Yang and Konisky,

1984).
Davies and Reeves,

(1975a,

1975b),

divided the 19 known

colicins into two groups based on penetration of the host
membrane;

colicins within a group have an inter-related mode

of action.

Colicin V is placed into group B of this

classification.
action.

Different colicins have different modes of

For example,

energy metabolism,

colicins A, B, El, K, la and lb affect

colicin E2 inhibits DNA metabolism whilst

colicins D and E3 inhibit protein synthesis.
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For all colicins

the first step in their killing action is attachment to a
receptor on the cell surface.

It was previously thought that

the colicin mediated its action on the cell membrane however,
there is now evidence to suggest that the E3 colicin molecule,
at least,

goes into the cell before exerting its lethal

effect.

Colicin V is capable of killing sensitive cells,

the

primary effect involving the cytoplasmic membrane as a target.
It is probable that the gene product cirC of the target cell
mediates the antibacterial action of colicin V by acting as
the outer membrane receptor,
and Koninsky,

1984).

(Hancock and Braun,

1976; Yang

Other target cell genes involved in

sensitivity include ivt,

cvt and tonB.

Adsorption is followed

by dissipation of target cell membrane potential,

probably due

to channel formation by the colicin (Pugsley and Oudega, 1987).
Colicin production is repressed and only occurs in a small
proportion of a ColV"" population (Hardy et al. , 1973).

This

may be because production of some colicins is a lethal effect
(Margolin and Kennedy,

1973),

since the producing cell often

lyses or displays increased permeability.
The non-toxic effect of colicin V on animals was
demonstrated when it was used in the treatment of experimental
E. coli infection in mice.

The treatment showed short-lived

success until the bacteria developed resistance (Smith and
Huggins,

1977).

2. 2. 2. Immunity to colicin V.

Colicin V plasmids also encode an immunity factor,

a

6,500 d polypeptide which protects ColV"" organisms from the
lethal effects of their own colicin production,
other V type colicins (Davies et al. , 1981).
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and-of certain

From a physical map of ColV, I-K94

(see fig.

be seen that the genes for colicin V production
immunity

Ccvi> are closely linked,

colicin la determinants

1. > it can

Ccva) and

as are the corresponding

(cia and cii respectively).

The cva

and cvi loci reside on a 900 bp fragment of the ColV plasmid.
Evidence suggests that the insertion of the transposon Tn5
into the cva gene doesn't affect
that
2.

1.

immunity,

suggesting either

cva and cvi are not controlled by a common promoter or

each gene is transcribed separately

(Frick et al. , 1981),

The molecule contains three inverted repeat sequences
et al. , 1973).
cloned

(Sharp

Restriction fragments of ColV, I-K94 have been

(Binns et al. , 1982;

Frick

et al. , 1981;

Krone et al. ,

1983).

2*2.3.

Plasmid—specif led conjugation.

Col V is an F-like plasmid,

thus conjugal transfer of

the ColV plasmid,

like the F plasmid,

operon.

2.

See fig.

for a diagram of the F factor

Heteroduplex analysis of the
high degree of conservation
The

is controlled by the

tra

tra region.

tra region of ColV and F shows a
(Sharp et al. , 1973).

tra region is a 20— 30 kb region between 63 and

93 kb on the F factor genome

(Achtman and Skurray,

See table 1. for the suggested functions of the

-
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1977).

tra cistrons.

Figure 1. Map of Col V, I-K94 (after Binns et al. , 1979)

tra
tra l

region

cvi

is s

bl b2

cva c i i

cia

aa

II
0/124. 4

39. 8

94. 9

103. S

59. 91

110. 5 105.2
102. 9

99. 9

93. 1

co-ordinates in kilobases
open boxes - repeat sequence
closed boxes - regions homologous to R

iss
cva
cvi

serum resistance
colicin V production
colicin V immunity

cia
c ii
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colicin la production
colicin la immunity

Figure 2. The tra operon of the F factor (Hardy,

oriV

1981).

oriT

MJYALEKBVWCUNFHGSTDi:

IS3

IS3

IS2

transcription

insertion
sequences

t r a region

oriT is the origin of replication associated with conjugal transfer.
Replication usually begins at the origin of vegetative replication (oriV)
on the left as drawn, but it can begin at the other origin.
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Table 1. Suggested functions of the tra cistrons.
(From Abdel-Monem et al., 1983; Achtman et ai. , 1971, 1972; Clarke and
Warren, 1979; Hardy, 1981; Minkley et al, , 1976; Willetts and Skurray,
1980; Willetts and Wilkins, 1984).

Function

tra cistron
J, A, L, E, K, B, V, W, C, U, F, H
and probably G

F pilus synthesis

A and/or J

F pilus protein
DNA transfer

M, G, D
Y,Z

Nicking of DNA specific to
transfer

I

Unwinding of DNA (helicase)
specific to transfer

G, N

Formation of stable complexes
between donors and recipients
(formation of mating aggregates)

S, T

Surface exclusion

J

Involved in operon control

Like F, the tra operon of ColV is expressed
const it ut ively,

so nearly all ColV'1- organisms in a population

are transfer proficient.

Two cistrons,

flnO and finP,

necessary for self-repression (Gasson and Willetts,
Willetts,

1972).

are

1975;

finO and finP act together at an operator

traO (Finnegan and Willetts,

1973),

which inhibits

transcription of traJ and thus the whole tra operon because
the traJ gene product appears to switch on transcription of
the whole operon.

F and ColV are derepressed because they

fail to produce a repressor (designated i~o'H").

Two host

factors are also involved in the regulation of the tra operon
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expression;

the sfrA and sfrB proteins act to prevent the

premature termination of the traJ and traY, Z transcripts
respectively (Rehemtulla et al. , 1986).

2. 2. 4-. Sex pili

The study of conjugation in Gram-negative bacteria led
to the discovery on the surface of
not Fr bacteria,

and Hfr bacteria,

but

of specialised thin filaments to which F-

specific bacteriophages adsorb (Brinton,
et al. , 1964; Crawford and Gesteland,

1965;

1964).

1971; Brinton
Electron

microscope studies showed the presence of these structures in
Gram-negat ives,

e.g.

Proteus (Brinton,

Escherichia,

1965).

Shigella,

Salmonella and

To distinguish the filaments from

others found commonly on many enteric bacteria,

Meynell and

Lawn (1967) and Duguid and Anderson (1967) suggested the term
'sex pili'.

The majority of sex pili belong to one of the two

major classes related to either F or Coll

(Lawn et al. , 1967)

but many other classes are now known.
Evidence indicates that sex pili have an essential role
in conjugation.

Experiments have been carried out with cells

harbouring F or F-like plasmids.
if sex pili aren't produced,

DNA transfer is impossible

either because of a mutation in

the tra gene or because expression of the tra operon is
repressed.

When sex pili are removed by shearing,

the cells

can't act as donors until new pili are formed on the surface
(Novotny et al. , 1969).

Attachment of antibody molecules or

bacteriophages to sex pili also inhibits transfer (Ou,

1973).

F-like pili specified by Col plasmids and R plasmids
are very similar.

They can be divided into four groups using

serological techniques (Lawn and Meynell,

1970).

The pili

specified by ColV,I-K94 and F are virtually indistinguishable
(Hardy,

1981).
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Optical and X-ray diffraction techniques to determine
the structure of F-pili show that the F-pilin sub-units are
arranged in the form of helices (Folkhard et al. t 1979).
Recent reassessment of X-ray diffraction patterns of F-pili,
using a more accurate subunit molecular weight,

suggests that

the pilin subunits are related by a fivefold rotation axis
around the pilus axis.
8. 0 nm diameter,
(Brinton,

The F pili are hollow tubes of about

the central hole having a diameter of 2, 0 nm

1965; Lawn,

are able to retract

1966).

Their length is variable as they

(Novotny and Fives-Taylor,

1974).

Their

maximum length is probably 20pm.
F pili purified by Brinton (1971),

showed one major

band on SDS-PAGE with a molecular weight of 11,800.
is a glyco-phospho-protein,

F pilin

it contains two phosphate groups

and one molecule of D-glucose in a stable covalent link.
F pilin has been sequenced (Frost et al. , 1984;

1985).

F pilin has a very high percentage of hydrophobic amino acids
which are concentrated at the pilus tip (Finlay et al. , 1984).
It has been found that isomeric RNA 'phages,

e.g.

R17

and MS2,

bind to the sides of the F pili while filamentous DNA

'phages,

e.g.

1964)

M13,

bind to pilus tips (Crawford and Gesteland,

F pili tips are often characterized by knobs.
The use of monoclonal antibodies has demonstrated that

the antigenic determinants of F-pilin are located within the
amino-terminal region (Finlay et al. , 1985; Frost et al. ,
1986; Worobec et al. , 1983).

The amino-terminus specific

antibodies were associated with*the pilus tip and,
addition,

in

they also bound to a vesicle structure at the pilus

base (Worobec et al. , 1986).
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The role of sex pili in conjugation is still not
properly understood.

The two most likely functions are:

1. to provide a hollow tube through which DNA passes from
donor to recipient

(Brinton,

1965),

or 2. to bring donor and

recipient together by retracting once the tip of the pilus has
become attached to the recipient
Hohn,

1969).

exclusive;

(Curtiss,

1969;

Marvin and

These two roles don't have to be mutually

the pilus may retract and then form a short channel

where the two cell envelopes are close together.
Fives-Taylor

Novotny and

(1974) and Jacobson (1972) have shown that

retraction of F pili does occur on E. coli.

Pilus retraction

may have a further role in counteracting zeta potential and
thus reducing cell-to-cell repulsion (Singleton,

1983a).

Further evidence that the two roles may act together comes
from Ou and Anderson (1970), who noted that DNA transfer
amongst loosely joined mating pairs was less efficient than
between pairs in close contact.
Sex pili must be able to recognise suitable recipient
cells and form stable connections between them.
a receptor present on the recipient,
known of this receptor substance.

This suggests

however very little is

It is suggested that the

receptor is present on both the donor and the recipient.
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2.2.5.

Surface exclusion.

Two gene cistrons in the tra operon are not necessary
for plasmid transfer,

however,

they are required to ensure

that plasmid"*" strains don't mate with cells containing the
same or a closely related plasmid,
with itself.

or that a cell doesn’t mate

This mechanism is known as surface exclusion and

is mediated by the traS and traT gene products acting
together,

but independently (Kennedy et al. , 1977;

et al., 1980).

Manning

The protein specified by traT is found on the

outer membrane of F"*“ bacteria and prevents stable connections
forming between donor and recipient.

The traS protein occurs

in the inner membrane and prevents DNA transfer even when
stable connections between donors and recipients have formed.
The iss gene locus from ColV,I-K94,
resistance,

involved in serum

when cloned into pBR325 conferred strong surface

exclusion against an incoming donor plasmid,
(Chuba et al. , 1986a,

R538 drd 19

1986b).

Four surface exclusion specificity groups have been
defined for F-like sex factors (Willetts and Maule,

1974).

ColV,I-K94 specifies a surface exclusion system similar to
R538 drd 1 (Willetts and Maule,

1973).

Despite the close relationship between ColV, I-K94 and
Flac,

exemplified by their incompatibility and the similarity

of their transfer systems,
different.

their surface exclusion systems are

There is an absence of surface exclusion between

cells carrying the F-factor and cells carrying ColV,I-K94
(McFarren and Clowes,

1967).
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2.2.6.

Incompatibility

Incompatibility is the phenomenon whereby two closely
related plasmids cannot co-exist together in a bacterial host.
After a few generations most of the daughter cells contain
only one of the two types of plasmid.

The molecular basis of

incompatibility is not fully understood,

but it appears to be

a consequence of the mechanisms controlling plasmid
replication and segregation at cell division.

For example,

ColV, I-K94 and F are incompatible because they share the
sop/incD region,

a determinant implicated in partitioning-

mediated incompatibility (Weber and Palchaudhuri,

1986a,

1986b).
Incompatibility is used to classify plasmids into
groups:

any two members of the same group cannot stably exist

in the absence of selection pressure.

Plasmids found in

enterobacteria have been classified into about 25
incompatibility groups.
ColV plasmids are included in the FI incompatibility
group along with F and R386.

The best understood IncFl

replicon is that of the F factor.

The F plasmid carries two

genes specifying incompatibility which are close to the origin
of vegetative replication.

Either of these alone is

sufficient to make one F plasmid incompatible with another.
Incompatibility may result from competition for
membrane sites.

Plasmids which bind to the same membrane site

might be incompatible either because the site is essential for
the initiation of replication and/or because the site is
essential for segregation of plasmids at cell division.
Additional mechanisms may cause incompatiblity.

An

autonomous F plasmid cannot be maintained in a Hfr strain of
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E. coli.

Hfr strains have an F plasmid integrated into their

chromosomes so that the F plasmid is replicated as part of the
chromosome.

The F plasmid doesn't appear to initiate its own

replication in such a strain.

Thus it doesn't occupy a site

on the membrane and so another (autonomous) F plasmid should
be able to use the site for its own replication.
Three incompatibility determinants have been identified
by cloning experiments.

The F region specifying

incompatibility against other IncFl plasmids is located
between 46. 4 to 49. 4 bp (Gardner,

1979;

Kline,

1979).

This is

consistent with earlier experiments involving physical
analysis of IncFl plasmid DNA.

These experiments involved

heteroduplexes formed between different IncFl plasmids and
revealed two specific regions of sequence homology shared by
members of the group (Palchaudhuri and Maas,
et al. , 1973).

1977;

Sharp

The sequences corresponding to 32.6-35.3 and

46. 4-48. 6 kb on F were found also in ColV, I-K94 but not in
plasmids from other incompatibility groups.

It isn't certain

whether the 32.6-35.3 kb sequences express IncFl
incompatibility but these sequences are known to encode the
secondary replication system of F (Gardner,

1979).

There is considerable heterogeneity among the rep-inc
regions of the IncFl plasmids.

The 43. 9-46.9 kb segment

encodes Inc B and Inc C as well as the associated replication
functions,

while the 47.3-49. 4 kb segment encodes inc D.

Heteroduplex analysis allows classification of IncF plasmids
into 4 groups (Lane,

1981).

It is probable that at least one

of the inc gene products directly inhibits initiation of the
superinfecting F replication;

none of them inhibit

complementary strand synthesis of the entering DNA strand or
circularization of the duplex product
Saitoh and Hiraga,

1975).

(Dubnau and Maas,

1968;

The action of all the inc genes

maybe additive.
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2.3.

Inf e c t i o n and Disease caused by E. coli.

Colonisation by Escherichia coli takes place soon after
birth (Bettelheim et al. , 1974).

E. coli is a member of the

normal flora of man andl is universally present in the human
bowel and the urinary tract. However it is only a small
minority constituent of the flora in the bowel.
Once established,
flora.

E. coli remains part of the faecal

In any individual the E. coli population consists of a

majority serotype and a number of minority serotypes (Kauffman
and Perch,

1943;

Wallick and Stuart,

1943).

There is evidence

that the serotype may change from time to time.

Thus the

serotypes in hospital patients may be different to those in
the population at large (Cooke et al. , 1969;

Kennedy et al,

1965) and it seems that the new strains are derived from
contaminated foods (Cooke et al, 1970;

Shooter et al,

1970).

In some cases it has been suggested that ingested organisms
rarely persist

(Sears et al,

1950;

Smith,

1969);

in other

cases persistence regularly followed ingestion of 10®
organisms (Cooke et al,

1971).

It is likely that both the

nature and conditions of growth determine the likelihood of
persistence.

Thus,

the strains used by Smith (1969) were

derived from animals and carried R factors,
may not colonise the bowel (Cooke,

1974).

serotypes Ol, 02, 04, 05, 018, 020,

and such strains
The prevalence of

025 and 075 in the human

faecal flora is greater than that of other serotypes (Ewing
and Davies,

1961;

Guinee,

1963).

There is evidence that

persistence of E. coli carrying R factors depends on their
0 serogroup (Hartley and Richmond,

1975).

Growth conditions

may affect adhesin production in vitro (Parry et al,

1:982) and

this may affect colonisation by and persistence of inocula fed
to volunteers.
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Strains of Escherichia coli are an important cause of

I

|

both diarrhoea and generalised infections in man and livestock

j

(Smith,

i

1976).

In the diseases of man,

E. coli is a

I

multipotent pathogen which can cause disease in several

!

systems and,

at least in the bowel,

body

there are several

different mechanisms of pathogenicity.
The gastrointestinal tract is easily accessible for
pathogens ingested with food and drink.

Bowel infections are

therefore among the most common infections of man,

their

incidence depending on such environmental factors as personal
and food hygiene and temperature.

The E. coli strains

identified with gastrointestinal tract infections fall into
three groups:
1.

ETEC,

or enterotoxigenic E. coli,

travellers diarrhoea (Nye,
|

1979),

is often associated with

in which production of a

heat-stable enterotoxin (ST) or a heat-labile enterotoxin (LT)
or both toxins has been demonstrated (Gross et al,
Rosenberg et al,

1977).

However,

1976;

enterotoxin production alone

doesn't appear to be sufficient to make an ETEC strain
pathogenic.

Evans et al (1975) found the fimbrial

colonization factor CFA/I present on an ETEC strain.

Another

fimbrial factor (CFA/II) is present on certain other ETEC
serotypes (Evans and Evans,

1978).

ETEC to adhere to the ileal mucosa,

These factors may allow
where the enterotoxins are

then secreted in close proximity to their target epithelial
cells.
2.

Enteropathogenic E. coli,

or EPEC,

is commonly isolated

from diarrhoeal disease in children (Rowe,

1979).

It has been

shown that some EPEC strains induce the secretion of fluid
into perfused segments of rat jejunum (Klipstein et al,

1978)

although they don't produce LT or ST.
3.

Strains that cause the dysentery-like syndrome are called

enteroinvasive E. coli (EIEC).

Certain EIEC serogroups are

antigenically related to Shigella (Edwards and Ewing,
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1972;

Orskov et al,

1977).

Clinically the syndrome that they

produce is similar to, or indistinguishable from Shigella
infection.

Dupont et al (1971) showed that for the

pathogenesis of EIEC-induced dysentery,
invasion was the essential feature.

epithelial cell

The enteroinvasive

character of EIEC is associated with a plasmid (Sansonette
et al,

1982; Silva et al,

1982).

The organism most commonly isolated from all types of
urinary tract infection is E. coll.

They mostly belong to a

restricted range of serogroups (Kunin,

1966).

It is generally

accepted that special pathological features are associated
with uropathogenic E. coli.

Several characteristics have been

postulated to be involved in pathogenesis and these include
capsular (K) antigens,

somatic

(0) antigens,

haemolysin

production and adherence.
Meningitis due to E. coli is predominantly an infection
of the newborn and about 80% of the strains responsible carry
the K antigen (McCracken et al,

1974).

E. coli also causes a

range of bacteraemias and septicaemias.

2.3. 1. Virulence factors

A number of virulence factors are associated with an
increase in the pathogenicity of E. coli.
production of haemolysins,

These include the

capsular (K) antigen,

somatic

(0)

antigens and adhesins.
Colonisation of a mucous membrane is essential for
pathogenic E. coli to cause an infection.

Mucous membranes

have natural clearing mechanisms and so pathogens have evolved
adhesins to overcome these mechanisms (Beachey,
et al. , 1980; Bitton and Marshall,
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1980; Berkeley

1980; Ellwood et al. , 1979;

O'Connor et al. , 1981).

A number of fimbrial adhesins have

been described and their functional properties provide a
useful means of identification.

Haemagglutination in the

presence and absence of D-mannose provides a basic distinction
between mannose-sensitive (MS),

and mannose-resistant

adhesins which bind in a more specific fashion.

(MR)

At present,

the antigenic and serological properties of adhesins are most
used for identification and classification.
A number of fimbrial colonization factors of ETEC
strains,
1978),

CFA/I

K99 (Isaacson et al,

and Linggood,
et al,

(Evans et al, 1975), CFA/II
1972),

(Evans and Evans,

1977; Orskov et al,

K88 (Orskov et al,

1977; Nagy et al. , 1976) and F41

1961),

1975;

Smith

987P (Isaacson

(Morris et al,

1982),

which are antigenically distinct from one another and from
type 1 fimbrae (Gaastra and de Graaf,
identified (see table 2. ).
specified.

1982) have been

Many of these are plasmid-

However the MR adhesins of uropathogenic E. coli

appear to be antigenically heterogeneous (Orskov et al,
Parry et al,

1982;

1982).

Table 2. Major characteristics of fimbrial adhesins of E. c o l i .
(From Parry and Rooke, 1985).

Fimbrial
adhesin

Type 1
K88
987P
K99
F41
CFA/I
CFA/II
P fimbriae

Diameter
(nm)

7. 0
2. 1
7. 0
5. 0
3. 2
3. 2
3. 2
7. 0

Molecular weight
of sub-unit

Location of
genetic determinant

17,000
25,000-27. 540
18,900
18,500-19, 500
29,500
15.058
13,000
17,000-22, 000

Chromosome
Plasmid
Chromosome
Plasmid
7
Plasmid
Plasmid
Chromosome
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The presence of well-defined fimbrial adhesins of ETEC
is strongly associated with the ability to adhere to and
proliferate in the intestine (Gaastra and de Graaf,
these antigens are clearly colonization factors.

1982) and

While type 1

fimbriae are well-characterized adhesins of E. coli and mediate
attachment to many types of cells (Duguid and Old,

1980),

it

isn't clear whether they are colonization factors since their
role in infections is poorly understood.
Three major classes of toxin are specified by
pathogenic E. coli:
1.

Endotoxins are the cell envelope lipopolysaccharides <LPS)

of Gram-negatives.
fragments.

The LPS

molecule consists of three

Inserted into the outer membrane of the cell is

<1) lipid A to which is attached (2) the core oligosaccharide,
and the outermost part of the molecule is (3) the 0-specific
polysaccharide.

The latter endows the LPS with its 0-

serogroup identity (Orskov et al,
the LPS with its toxicity.

1977),

while lipid A endows

The endotoxicity of the LPS is

expressed when it is released in the body by the breakdown of
infecting bacterial

cells. Organisms in which the LPS is

complete are termed

smooth (S) and they are virulent.

Loss

of

parts or the whole of the repeating sub-unit structure of the
0-antigenic polysaccharide side chains in mutant strains leads
to a reduction in virulence.
2.

E. coll strains may produce a number of toxins and the best

characterised of these are the plasmid-encoded heat-labile
(LT) and the heat—stabile enterotoxins produced by strains
causing diarrhoeal disease in man (Turnberg,
LT is a protein of MW 86,500.

1979).

It has a subunit

structure of one A fragment and five B fragments.

The latter

bind the toxin to GM, gangliosides in the mucosal cell
membrane and create a functional pore through which the
A fragment enters the cell.

There it ATP-ribosylates a

component of the adenylate cyclase enzyme system,
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which is

thereby activated and increases the production of cyclic AMP.
This causes the intact intestinal mucosa to give rise to a net
secretion of water,

sodium,

chloride and bicarbonate ions.

ST is a polypeptide of approximate MW 5,000.

It is

poorly antigenic and acts by stimulating the guanylate cyclase
system of mucosal epithelial cells.

The resulting increase in

the production of c. GMP leads to secretion of water and
electrolytes.
A few invasive animal pathogenic strains of E. coli
produce a heat-labile toxin controlled by the vir plasmid.
This is lethal for rabbits,
intravenously (Smith,
3.

mice and chickens when given

1978).

Many strains of E. coli produce haemolysins,

their

significance isn't clear but as uptake of haemolysin breakdown
products may be a means of scavenging essential iron,
haemolysin may be an accessory virulence factor (Sussman,
1974; Welch et al. , 1981).
Genetic determinants for certain virulence
characteristics,

such as enterotoxin production and

adhesiveness can be carried by plasmids (Elwell and Shipley,
1980).

However,

the presence of a plasmid isn't always

required for virulence,

nor is it the only factor involved.

Smith and Linggood (1971) noted that the acquisition of
plasmids,

which coded for enterotoxin synthesis and for

adhesiveness,

wasn't sufficient to convert all E. coli strains

into highly virulent enteropathogens.
Finally we can see that the nature and outcome of an
E. coli infection depends not on one virulence factor acting
alone but on a combination of these determinants acting
together.

Each factor is a candidate or potential virulence

marker and is only fully effective when present in an E. coli
strain with the appropriate genetic make-up.

The

multifactorial nature of virulence has been convincingly
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demonstrated by Smith and Huggins <1980) with a strain
018ac: Kl: H7: ColV,
meningitis.

an organism isolated from a human baby with

Forms of this organism without either the 018 or

Kl antigens or the ColV plasmid were significantly less lethal
than the parent strain in experimental infections.
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2. 4.

Virulence of ColV-*' Organisms.

2. 4. 1. ColV plasmids and disease.

The importance of ColV as a virulence factor was first
recognised by Smith (1974).

An E. coli strain isolated from a

chicken septicaemia was found to harbour a ColV plasmid.

When

this ColV plasmid was transferred into a strain which was
non-lethal when injected into chickens,
were produced.
effect.

lethal transconjugants

Loss of this plasmid reversed the lethal

Other ColVs were tested and found to increase

virulence.

Other plasmids,

including Coll and ColE,

were

tested and found not to increase virulence of their host
strains.

Wild-type strains of E. coli cured of the ColV

plasmid were less virulent when injected intramuscularly into
chickens than the original strain carrying the ColV plasmid
(Smith and Huggins,

1976;

Smith,

1978).

ColV"1" forms of a

strain were found to be 30 times more lethal for mice and
chickens (Smith,

1978).

Smith and Huggins (1976) found two

ColV**' strains which persisted in the human gut longer than the
corresponding Col~ forms.
Smith (1974) reported that production of colicin V was
a common property of strains causing bacteraemia in man and
animals.

Colicin V production has been demonstrated in vivo

(Ozanne et al. , 1977a;

Smith and Huggins,

1977).

It was

therefore considered that the colicin molecule itself may have
a role in the increase in pathogenicity of ColV**" organisms
(Ozanne et al. , 1977a).

Colicin V was demonstrated to produce

endotoxin effects by increasing vascular permeability and it
also acts against phagocytes.

However,

when the gene for

colicin V production (cva) in a non-conjugative ColV plasmid
was inactivated by inserting a transposon Tnl,

strains

carrying the altered plasmid were more lethal to mice when
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injected intraperitoneally (Quackenbush and Falkow,

1979),

showing that colicin V is not essential for increased
virulence (Binns et al,

1979;

Williams and Warner,

1980) at

least via the peritoneal route.

Colicin V isn1t toxic in

animals (Braunde and Siemenski,

1965; Smith,

1976) when

administered orally.
It is now thought that the increased virulence of ColV
plasmids is due not to the toxic effects of the colicin V
molecule but to the increased invasiveness and greater ability
to survive in blood and peritoneal fluids which the ColV
plasmid confers on its host strain (Smith,

1974).

Pathogenic ColV"* E. coli organisms have been found to be
invasive.

Most of the E. coli strains responsible for

generalized infections in calves,
colicin V.

lambs or chicks produce

Elimination of ColV plasmids from these strains

reduced their pathogenicity and reintroduction restored their
pathogenicity,

demonstrating that ColV plasmids increase the

invasiveness of E . coli.
52% of invasive E. coli strains isolated from infected
humans and animals produce colicin V (Smith,
evidence was supported by Aguero et al.

1974).

This

(1983) who found a

high incidence of ColV"*- organisms in E. coli Kl strains
isolated from human extraintestinal sources;
(1981) place this figure at 25-30%.

Davies et al.

Examination of E. coli

strains from human urinary tract infections and septicaemia
(Minshew et al. , 1978a, b) showed that ColV-*- strains were
present at a frequency of 71% in UTIs and 12% in septicaemia;
no ColV-1" strains were isolated from healthy faecal samples.
Recently ColV"* strains were found to make up a substantial
proportion of clinical isolates from a group of related
strains implicated in meningitis,
et al. , 1984) .
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septicaemia and UTIs (Mercer

Other evidence for the increased ability for ColV"*”
organisms to invade and then survive in the blood and body
tissues comes from the fact that many more ColV-1" organisms
were found in the deeper tissues and blood of calves dosed
orally compared with ColV~ strains (Smith and Huggins,

1976).

2.4. 2. Enhanced adhesion to epithelial surfaces.

In natural infections ColV"- organisms attach to
epithelial surfaces,

penetrate through or around epithelial

cells into the sub-epithelial spaces,

and then travel via the

blood or lymphatics to the internal organs,
disseminated lesions (Clancy and Savage,

where they cause

1981).

This may have significance for another virulence
property conferred on E. coll strains by a ColV plasmid which
was described by Clancy and Savage (1981).

They associated

the presence of a ColV plasmid in K12 strains with the ability
to adhere In vitro to discs of mouse intestinal tissue.

They

found that mouse strains adhered 2-3 times better than
isogenic Col~ strains.
significant.

Such differences were statistically

Loss of the ColV plasmid was accompanied by a

decrease in numbers of bacteria adhering and also a loss of
the sex pili encoded by the plasmid.
F-like cistrons may specify the increase in adhesion of
the bacterium to eukaryotic tissue,
lacking ColV;

as compared with bacteria

unique ColV antigens invested in the pilus

structure may convey the phenotype.
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Bacterial adhesion to raucous surfaces most probably
involves hydrophobic interactions.

Certainly ColV, I-K94"1" and

ColV-K30'H derivatives of strains grown at 37*C are more
hydrophobic than the corresponding isogenic Col~ strains
(Tewari et al. , 1985).

This phenotype is probably expressed

due to the nature of the pilus tips; F— like sex pili are
characterised by the presence of hydrophobic amino acids
located in the pilus tip region (Finlay et al. , 1984).
Hydrophobicity was shown to be decreased when the sex pili
were removed by mechanical shearing,
grown at 2 1 *C rather than at 37*C.

or when the organism was
This indicates a

relationship between hydrophobicity and sex pili

(Tewari

et al. , 1985) .

2. 4. 3. Autoagglutination and motility inhibition.

The presence of virulence plasmids ColV,I-K94 or
ColV-K30 in E. coli produces a number of cell membrane and
envelope changes.

Tewari et al.

(1986) found that the

introduction of plasmids ColV, I-K94 or ColV-K30 into E. coli
strains produced derivatives which had a motility lesion if
grown without shaking at 37 *C.

Although most ColV"*' organisms

from shaken cultures were motile, 80-90% of free unclumped
organisms from static cultures were flagellate but non-motile.
This plasmid effect was temperature-dependent;

ColV"*' organisms

grown at 30*C or less were predominantly motile.

A related

phenomenon of autoagglutination (clumping) was recognized by
Rowbury et al.

(1985).

Presence of ColV plasmids induces

autoagglutination for static cultures grown at 37*C.
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Autoagglutination and motility inhibition may be
potential virulence factors.

In the intestine,

motility and

chemotaxis would aid virulent ColV-*" organisms during the
period when an appropriate attachment site is being sought.
ColV'" organisms would be motile and,

therefore not clumped in

this situation as 1. the intestinal contents are being
agitated and,

2. bile salts are present.

Once the organisms

have reached a region of the intestine where invasion of the
epithelium can take place,

they must overcome the peristaltic

action which would tend to keep them in the intestinal lumen
and also penetrate inhibitory mucus.

Motility and positive

chemotaxis towards components exuded from the intestinal villi
are important in attracting organisms from the lumen and in
aiding penetration through the mucin coating to the epithelial
surface.

Having reached the surface it is important that firm

attachment occurs;

hydrophobic surface properties and the

presence of specific attachment structures such as pili are
important.

If the organisms reach the bloodstream,

adhesive

properties and motility may favour phagocytosis and so may be
disadvantageous

(Tomita et al. , 1981).

Presumably,

ColV-"

organisms might lose motility and clump in this static
situation.

Ozanne et al.

(1977b) proposed that the virulence

of ColV-" organisms may be due to their inhibiting phagocytosis
by peritoneal macrophages.
Autoagglutination and the motility lesion appear to be
governed by the

same factors.

Organisms regained motility on

incubation with

buffered detergent solutions,

suggesting that

an envelope change might be responsible for the altered
motility.

Both

present for the
1986).

transfer and colicin components must be
motility lesion to occur (Tewari et al. ,

It is possible that the non-functional flagella of

ColV-" organisms demonstrating a motility lesion depends on the
presence together of transfer and colicin components in the
outer membrane.

The insertion of these components may impede

flagellar rotation.

Clumping is dependant upon transfer
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components present in the outer membrane,
25*C,

since growth at

or the presence of fin"" plasmids abolish the phenotype

CRowbury et al. , 1985).
presence of detergents,

Clumping can also be inhibited by the
e. g. SDS.

2. 4. 4. Serum resistance.

The ability of a bacterium to resist the bactericidal
effects of serum can be considered as a virulence factor
(Taylor and Kroll,

1985).

Serum is bactericidal for many

Gram-negative organisms (Taylor,

1983) both smooth and rough;

its lethal action results primarily from the action of the
complement system which can opsonize and lyse bacteria,
properties which are thought to constitute important host
defence mechanisms

(Atkinson and Frank,

1980).

Support for

this comes from the observation that bacteria causing
generalized infections are frequently resistant to the action
of complement

(Bjorksten and Kaijser,

Complement
proteins which,

(Muller— Eberhard,

1978).

1975) is a system of blood

by virtue of concerted and sequential actions,

damages the cell envelope of Gram-negatives (Feingold et al.,
1968a,b).

Complement acts by either the classical pathway

(Inoue et al. , 1968) involving antibody,

or the alternative

pathway (Frank et al. , 1973; Traub and Kleber,

1976).

Complement damages both the inner and outer membranes of
E. coli, although it is the damage done to the inner membrane
that kills the cell

(Wright and Levine,

1981a,b).

Uncertainty over the site of action of complement makes
it impossible to assign a site of action to plasmid-mediated
serum resistance.

It has been variously attributed to the

outer membrane (Donaldson et al. , 1974; Feingold et al. ,
1968a,b) and the cytoplasmic membrane (Mushcel,
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1965).

Derylo

et al. , <1975) demonstrated the alteration of the
lipopolysaccharide by a plasmid.

This would be consistent

with the outer membrane as a possible site of resistance.
It has been reported that certain plasmids
substantially increase the resistance of E. coli to the
bactericidal action of serum (Binns et al,
et al. , 1977;

Reynard and Beck,

Taylor and Hughes,

1976;

1979; Fietta

Reynard et al. , 1978;

1978).

Two conjugative plasmids have been investigated in
detail;

R1 and R100 can both reduce the serum sensitivity of

smooth and rough E. coll strains (Ogata and Levine,
Reynard and Beck,

1976;

Reynard et al,

1978).

1980;

Reynard and

Beck (1976) found that E. coli K 12 strains carrying the
plasmids R1 and R100 were more resistant to the bactericidal
action of diluted rabbit serum.

The effect of these R

plasmids on the serum sensitivity of rough K12 strains has,
however,

been questioned by Taylor and Hughes,

(1978),

who

detected plasmid-dependent serum resistance only with a smooth
E. coli strain.

Such a discrepancy might be attributed to the

use of serum from different animals and/or to different
definitions of resistance.

More recent data shows R plasmids

can .increase the serum resistance of rough E. coli K12;
however,

the absolute level of resistance does depend on the

sensitivity of the host bacterium (Ogata and Levine,

1980).

The basis of serum resistance is not clearly defined.
Experiments with clinical isolates (Bjorksten et al. , 1976;
Oiling,

1977; Taylor,

1967; Taylor,

1976) and mutants (Nelson and Roantree,

1975; Taylor and Parton,

1977) have not proved

earlier suggestions that a full complement of LPS 0-side
chains or the presence of large amounts of acidic K antigens
are able to protect completely the bacterial cell from the
bacterial action of the serum (Feingold,
Howard,

1970; Howard and Glynn,

-

1971a,b).
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1969;

Glynn and

Taylor (1975)

showed that the conversion from rough to smooth,

by the

introduction of genes for an O-specific side chain,

led to

some protection against complement-mediated lysis.

Reynard

and Beck (1976) in their experiments used rough strains,

and

the introduction of plasmids R1 and R100 didn't give a smooth
colonial morphology.

Thus,

alteration to a smooth form

doesn't seem to be a mechanism for resistance. .
The presence of several outer membrane components has
been correlated with serum resistance in E. coli, including the
prevalence of certain 0 and K antigens among serum-resistant
strains (McCabe et al. , 1978; Moll et al. , 1980),
protein profile (Taylor and Parton,
(Akiyama and Inoue,

changes in

1977) and changes in lipid

1977) and LPS composition (Tee and Scott,

1980) in serum resistant mutants.
Two plasmid genes specifying serum resistance have so
far been identified (Binns et al, 1979; Binns et al. , 1982;
Moll et al,

1980; Ogata et al. , 1982):

the traT gene of the

R6-5 plasmid which produces an Omp involved in surface
exclusion (Achtman et al,

1977) and the iss gene of the

plasmid ColV, I-K94 (Binns et al,

1979),

A cloned fragment

containing the iss gene increased the virulence of E. coli
towards chicks by approximately 100-fold (Binns et al,

1979).

Neither colicin V or immunity to colicin V affected the
pathogenicity of E. coli for chicks.
Binns et al (1981) cloned traT and iss into a plasmid
vector to investigate the complement resistance that they
confer.

They found that the R1 and R100 gene product

conferring resistance was traT protein.

The traT protein is

an Omp of MW 25,000 d and is one of the major exposed proteins
o.n the surface of cells harbouring traT genes (Ferraza and
Levy,

1980; Manning et al. , 1980; Timmis et al,
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1981).

The traT locus lies in a large operon that encodes most
of the conjugation functions and together with the traS gene
product,

mediates surface exclusion (Achtman et al. , 1977;

Manning and Achtman,
Binns et al.

1979),
<1981) report that consumption of terminal

components of rabbit complement,

namely C6, C7, C8 and C9,

the same with or without the traT or iss genes,
that resistance operates at one of two places:

is

indicating
either normally

assembled terminal complexes are unable to cause membrane
damage,

or one or more of the five different terminal

complexes are unable to bind to the bacterial membrane.
can,

however,

solution.

They

form nonfunctional terminal complexes in

In the second case,

it is questionable whether

consumption of C6-C9 would be the same in the presence or
absence of resistance genes.
It has been proposed that the preferred sites for the
formation of functional complexes are between the inner and
outer membranes (Bayer,

1979),

The traT and iss proteins may

occupy these sites and alter their physical properties in such
a way to prevent formation of functional terminal complexes.
Moll et al.

(1980) have reported that plasmids with point

mutations in traT produce large amounts of tra T-like protein
which fails to protect bacteria from complement.

Thus any

interactions must be highly specific.
The iss and traT loci conferred similar levels of
complement resistance and appear to act by a similar
mechanism.

The iss gene maps well outside the tra operon

(Binns et al. , 1979) and doesn't hybridize with the traT gene
so the two genes are quite distinct;
ant igenically different
1982).

the two genes are also

(Binns et al. , 1982;

Ogata et al. ,

Although much of the transfer region of ColV, I-K94 is

homologous with that of the F plasmid,

there is a section in

the region of traT and traS which shows no homology;
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ColV, I-K94 and F aren't in the same surface exclusion group
(Binns et al. , 1982;
1973).

Sharp et al, , , 1973;

Willetts and Maule,

A traT gene has been identified on ColV, I-K94 which

specifies a 25, OOOd gene product

(Chuba et al. , 1986a, b).

The identity of the iss gene product is unknown but may
be an Omp which,

like the traT protein,

is exposed on the

bacterial cell surface (Binns et al. , 1982).
that

It is probable

traT and iss function in a similar way.

2. 4. 5. Iron chelation.

To cause infections,

microorganisms must grow and reach

a relatively high concentration in the body fluids and tissues
(Dietzman et al. , 1974).
obtain iron,

This depends on their ability to

an essential element in bacterial metabolism,

which has been correlated with virulence for a variety of
microorganisms pathogenic to humans and animals (Bullen
et al. , 1978;

Neilands,

1981;

Weinberg,

1978).

In nature,

iron is predominately unavailable for bacterial growth.

It

may occur as insoluble polynuclear aggregates (Spiro and
Saltman,

1969) or exist as complexes with various high-

affinity iron-binding proteins,

or chelators,

such as

transferrin in serum and lactoferrin in secretions,

and

therefore isn't free to be used by the invading pathogens
(Weinberg,

1978).

Moreover,

a body responds positively to

infection in a variety of ways to decrease the levels of free
iron still further (Bullen et al. , 1974; Weinberg,
Thus,

1978).

E. coli strains attempting to establish an infection must

possess specific iron transport systems to help them in
overriding the iron starvation imposed by the host.

A

bacterial strain which is capable of synthesising a high-
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affinity chelator to compete efficiently for iron with the
iron-binding proteins of the host is therefore more able to
proliferate rapidly after infection and elicit severe disease
sympt oms.
A number of routes of entry for iron into bacterial
cells have been described (Rosenberg and Young,

1974).

When

present at high concentrations iron enters in a passive,
nonspecific manner (Frost and Rosenberg,
conditions of deficiency,
chelating agent,

1973),

but in

synthesis and excretion of an iron-

enterochelin,

is induced (O'Brien and Gibson,

1970) and the ferric-enterochelin complex that forms in the
medium is actively transported into the cell
1976).

(Hancock et al.,

Iron can also be carried into most E. coli strains in

the form of complexes with citrate or ferrichromes.
It has been demonstrated that strains of E. coli
harbouring ColV plasmids are more virulent than Col" strains
in experimental infections (Smith,

1974).

Thus,

it has been

postulated that possession of a ColV plasmid provides a
selective advantage for growth in animal bodies (Smith and
Huggins,

1976).

Williams (1979) was the first to show that some ColV
plasmids encode an iron-sequestering system and suggested that
this plasmid-mediated iron transport mechanism might play a
key role in the pathogenicity of organisms harbouring such
plasmids.

Williams showed that the plasmid ColV-K30 in E. coli

endowed the host with the capacity to grow under iron-1imiting
conditions,

i.e.

in the presence of transferrin.

This

property was correlated with an enhanced ability to cause
septicaemic infections in various animal hosts
(Williams,

1979).
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The ColV-K30 siderophore has been identified as
aerobactin (Braun,

1981; Stuart et al. , 1980; Warner et al. ,

1981; Williams and Warner,

1980),

a member of the hydroxamic

acid-citrate family of siderophores,

originally found in

culture supernatants of Enterobacter aerogenes (Gibson and
Magrath,

1969),

It is a conjugate of 6 - (N-acetyl-N-

hydroxamino)-2-aminohexanoic acid.

It forms an octahedral

ferric complex using the two bident ate hydroxamate groups,

the

central carboxylate and probably the citrate hydroxyl group
(Harris et al, , 1979a).

The genes specifying aerobactin and

its membrane receptor complex are located on a 16. 3 kb Hind
III restriction endonuclease fragment
1983).

Gross et al.

(Bindereif and Neilands,

(1984) used complementation analysis on

ColV mutants impaired in various steps of aerobactin synthesis
to suggest that three genes,

aerA,

aerB and aerC were required

in the synthesis of aerobactin.
Although secretion of aerobactin is thought to play an
important part in the virulence of invasive E. coll strains
(Stuart et al. , 1980; Warner et al. , 1981; Williams,
Williams and Warner,

1980)^

1979;

it isn't clear how acquisition of

the ability to make this siderophore confers a selective
advantage on organisms already capable of synthesizing
enterochelin.

At pH 7. 4, the normal physiological pH,

enterochelin is by far the most effective siderophore
characterized (Harris et al, , 1979a).

The formation constant

for ferric enterochelin (log Kf 52) is roughly 29 orders of
magnitude larger than that of aerobactin (log Kf 22.9)
et al, , 1979b).

(Harris

Hydroxamate-based chelating agents are

kinetically inferior to catecholate-type siderophores in
removing iron from transferrin (Carrano and Raymond,
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1979).

Stuart et al.

(1980) proposed that ColV plasmid-

mediated aerobactin is bound to the bacterial cell wall and
is, therefore,

functionally different and, somehow,

more

efficient than the secreted enterochelin in acquiring iron
from iron-binding proteins.

However,

this contrasts with the

known relative effectiveness of the two components of iron
chelators and the cell-free mode of action of aerobactin
suggested by genetic and other data (Warner et al. , 1981;
Williams and Warner,

1980).

One possibly important difference between the mode of
action of enterochelin and that of aerobactin is that the
latter may be recycled.

There is, as yet,

aerobactin cannot be re-used,

no evidence that

whereas enterochelin is known to

be used only once for transporting iron into the cell.
Therefore enterochelin-mediated iron transport may be a more
expensive way of assimilating iron (Raymond and Carrano,
1979).

In contrast,

iron can be removed from hydroxamate

siderophores by the simple reduction of Fe3"" to Fe2+ without
destruction of the chelator (Harris et al. , 1979b).
infection is concerned,

As far as

it is the relative ability of these

chelators to remove iron from transferrin and lactoferrin and
to transfer it. back to E. coll that is important.
of other factors,

in serum or body fluids,

The presence

could well affect

the overall effectiveness of different siderophores.

The

kinetic barrier to efficient hydroxamate-mediated removal of
iron from transferrin can be partially overcome by the
additions of other anions to the system,

a phenomenon which

could function in body fluids such as serum (Pollack et al.,
1976).

The presence of anti-enterochelin and anti-receptor

antibodies might restrict the effectiveness of an
enterochelin-mediated iron uptake system in serum and favour
aerobactin-mediated iron transport.

So far there is no

convincing answer to why acquisition of the ability to
synthesise an apparently inferior iron chelator gives E. coll a
selective advantage during growth In vivo.
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Synthesis of aerobactin is insufficient for virulence;
a specific receptor for the uptake of ferric aerobactin is
also required (Williams and Warner,

1980).

Recently the

identity of an outer membrane protein receptor,
ColV plasmid,

specified by a

regulated by iron and involved in aerobactin

mediated iron transport has been reported (Bindereif et al.,
1982; Grewal et al. , 1982).

This protein is the cloacin

receptor protein (Krone et al. , 1983) and has an apparent
molecular weight of 74K and is revealed on gels only in cir
mutants which lack the 74K Cir protein.

The killing activity

of cloacin is competitively inhibited by aerobactin,

further

evidence that the receptors for aerobactin and cloacin are one
and the same (Krone et al. , 1983).

Braun et al.

(1982) have

reported that the presence of the ColV-plasmid-mediated outer
membrane receptor is not by itself sufficient for transport of
ferric aerobactin;

the 78K (Ton A) protein which is the

receptor for ferrichrome also seems somehow to be involved.
Braun and Burkhardt

(1982) suggested that the ColV plasmid-

determined iron (III) aerobactin transport system in E. coli is
subject to regulation by the chromosomal fur gene.

Carbonetti

and Williams (1984) discovered a cluster of 5 genes which
specifies the aerobactin iron uptake system of ColV-K30.
Aerobactin iron transport genes commonly encoded by
some ColV plasmids occur in chromosomes of a human invasive
strain of E. coli K1

(Valvano and Crosa,

1984).

Conservation

of aerobactin sequences as a genetic unit in E. coli K1
isolates and other enteric pathogens suggest a recombinational
mobility of these genes which may have found a role in the
spread of this virulence factor in nature (Valvano and Crosa,
1984).
It is interesting that the plasmid ColV, I-K94,

which

has been shown to carry determinants for serum resistance,
doesn't specify an iron uptake system.
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2. 4. 6.

VmpA protein.

The outer membrane of E. coli K12 contains four major
proteins in very large amounts,

up to about 70-80% of the

protein of the outer membrane.

These are the lipoprotein

(MW ca. 7,000),

the OmpA protein (MW ca. 35,000),

the OmpC

protein (MW ca. 36,000) and the OmpF protein (MW ca.
(Braun,

1975;

37, 000)

Lugtenberg et al. , 1975; Nikaido and Vaara,

1985).
OmpC and OmpF act as porins for small hydrophilic
molecules (Luktenhaus,

1977);

they also function as phage

receptors and in colicin attachment and conduction.
Lipoprotein has been implicated in attachment of the outer
membrane to the murein layer (Braun,
acts as a receptor,

e.g.

1978).

The OmpA protein

for phages K3 and Tull,

as a

component in colicin L conduction and in stabilization of
conjugal aggregates (Manning et al. , 1977;
1974)

Skurray et al. ,

but its role in normal growth has not been precisely

defined.

It has been suggested that OmpA may have a porin

function (Manning et al. , 1977),

although its properties vary

markedly from those of the other porins (Nikaido,

1979).

Evidence that OmpA mutants lose viability in stationary phase
and show other growth and permeability lesions indicates a
more general role for OmpA protein in morphogenesis or in
membrane or envelope stability (Deeney et al. , 1986;
et al. , 1977;

Manning

Reakes et al. , 1988).

Moores and Rowbury (1982) found a n e w major outer
membrane protein in strains of E. coli harbouring the plasmid
ColV, I-K94.

This ColV, I-K94 plasmid-encoded VmpA protein of

apparent MW 33,000 is synthesised from a larger precursor and
resembles the OmpA protein (1) immunologically,

and in being,

(2) a transmembrane component of the outer membrane,
trypsin-sensitive in membrane preparations,
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(3)

(4) not murein

associated and (5) soluble in 2% SDS at 60*C.

The VmpA

protein was able to suppress a growth lesion in OmpA mutants
of E. coli, allowing growth at 44*C (Deeney et al. , 1986).
A number of other ColV plasmids elicit the production of the
VmpA protein (Rowbury et al. , 1985).

The formation of VmpA

does not seem to be related to colicin production or immunity
because (1) some ColV'’" strains which show both colicin V
production and immunity,

form little or no VmpA protein and

(2) some mutant forms of ColV, I-K94 produce no colicin (either
V or la) and show no colicin immunity,

but have normal levels

of VmpA protein (Rowbury et al. , 1985).
The presence of the VmpA protein does not appear to be
associated with the derepressed F-like transfer properties of
ColV, I-K94 because some ColV"*" strains produce VmpA protein but
do not show derepressed F-like transfer properties (Rowbury
et al. , 1985 ).

2. 4. 7. Multi—factorial virulence.

It is now believed that the enhanced virulence of ColV"1"
strains can be attributed to various factors acting together.
This has been demonstrated (Smith and Huggins,
strain 018ac: K1:H7: ColV,
baby with meningitis.

1980) with a

an organism isolated from a human

Forms of this organism without either

the 018 or K1 antigens or the ColV plasmid were significantly
less lethal than the parental strains in experimental
infections.

Each factor is a potential virulence factor and

is only fully effective when present in an E. coli strain with
the appropriate genetic make-up.

A number of virulence

factors have been proposed in ColV+ organisms,

e.g.

hydrophobicity and adhesion to epithelial surfaces,
resistance,

iron chelation,

autoagglutination,

enhanced
serum

production of the VmpA protein,

and control of motility.
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Thus,

the outcome

of an E. coli infection depends not on one virulence factor
acting alone but on a combination of these factors acting
together.

It can be said that the pathogenesis of infection

involves a combination of virulence factors,

and therefore may

be described as a multifactorial process (Penn et al. , 1976).

2.4.8.

In vivo and in vitro growth of organisms.

The conditions under which bacteria are cultured
affects their metabolic activity and surface composition
(Smith,

1977).

Some virulence factors may not be expressed

when the organisms are cultivated outside the host
et al. , 1976).

Conversely,

(Penn

potential virulence factors

identified in vitro may play little or no role in the
pathogenesis of disease.
Penn et al.

(1976) demonstrated that gonococci in vivo

produced smaller colonies,

they were sometimes not piliated,

they were more resistant to the bactericidal action of serum
and were more infective for Guinea pig subcutaneous chambers.
In gel diffusion,

extracts from the in vivo organisms appeared

to contain one or two antigens different from extracts of in
vitro grown organisms.
Finn et al.

(1982) found that ColV^ organisms implanted

into the peritoneal cavities of mice or rabbits differ
structurally and physiologically from in vitro grown
organisms.
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2.5.

C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of R Factors.

The conjugative R plasmids were discovered in Japan in
1957 in multiple resistant strains of Shigella responsible for
epidemics of dysentery.

Following this discovery of R

plasmids in enterobacteria,

they were soon found in strains

isolated from many parts of the world.

They occur in both

Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria and have been found
in almost all the species which are pathogenic for man and
animals.

R plasmids are particularly common in the

ent erobact eria such as E.coll, Salmonella and Shigella, and in
Staphylococci.

Almost all the antibacterial drugs used in

medicine have a corresponding resistance gene on at least one
type of R plasmid.

Plasmids found in Enterobacteria can also

confer resistance to heavy metal ions such as arsenic,
cobalt,

copper,

Silver,

1978).

nickel,

silver,

mercury and tellurium (Summers and

Two important features of R plasmids which have
contributed to their rapid evolution and dispersal are their
conjugative ability and the presence within their sequences of
genetic elements known as transposons.

2.5. 1. Relationship between F-like R factors and ColV
plasmids.

The relationships between the F and F-like plasmids and
the ColV plasmids are evident using heteroduplex analysis
(Sharp et al. , 1973).

The F-like plasmids Rl, R100,

R6 and

ColV, I-K94 form heteroduplexes with F, indicating that much of
their DNA is similar- in sequence to that of the F plasmid.
Homology is most evident in the tra region.

Such studies have

suggested that large rearrangements of DNA sequences have

-
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i

occurred during the evolution of R plasmids from common
|

ancestors,

either by inversion or substitution of DNA,

|

addition or deletion of large sequences.

or by

j

The resistance genes,

with the exception of the

tetracycline-resistance determinant,
one region,

the '*— determinant'.

are usually clustered in

This cluster of genes is

flanked by copies of the insertion sequence IS1 in each of the
plasmids.

Clustering is associated with multiple drug

resistance and is thought to arise as a consequence of two
!

factors.

Firstly,

transposition may occur more frequently

near other transposons or insertion sequences,

and secondly,

transposition outside the r determinant may cause inactivation
I

!

of other genes.

This clustering arrangement implies that

!

selection for one of the genes provides a strong selection for

I

all closely-linked resistance genes.

I

more likely to combine en bloc.

|

genes may be a factor in the survival of a resistance gene in

Closely-linked genes are

Clustering of resistance

the absence of selection pressure.

I

f

2. 5. 2. Transposons.

A transposon is a genetic element comprising a gene or
genes conferring a trait such as drug resistance or toxin
production,

together with sequences which enable the element

as a whole

to transpose copies of itself.

There appears to be little difference between
transposons and insertion sequences (IS elements);
capable of transpositions,

but transposons,

both are

in contrast to IS

elements also encode an easily recognisable trait such as drug
resist ance.
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Transposons specifying drug resistance range in size
from 2638 to 20,500 base pairs.

The sequences at each end are

similar and inverted with respect to each other.

These IR

sequences range in length from 38 to 1500 bases in different
transposons.

Transposons can insert at many different

positions within a DNA molecule,

although they insert

preferentially at particular sequences or regions,
inserts into A, T-rich regions.

eg. Tn3

Sequences homologous to parts

of the terminal IR of Tn3 are also preferred sites for
transposition.

Transposition causes duplication of a short

DNA sequence at the site of insertion.

The length of the

duplication is characteristic for each transposon and is
usually a five or nine base pair sequence.

The frequency of

transposition is characteristic of a particular transposon in
a particular strain.

Transposition involves the transfer of a

copy of the transposon to another DNA molecule;
transposon is retained at the original site.

a copy of the

It is

independent of the RecA-4' gene-product, implying that it
depends on other host enzymes and/or on transposon-encoded
enzymes.

Transposons can cause rearrangements (deletions and

inversions) of adjacent sequences.
deleted from DNA molecules,

They can also become

and this is sometimes accompanied

by a rearrangement of an adjacent sequence.
Most of the resistance determinants of the F-like R
plasmids are clustered together.
resistance genes occurs in Rl.

The largest groups of
Clustering of resistance genes

in R plasmids is common.

j
arises through the accumulation of individual transposons on a j
If it is assumed that multiple drug resistance usually

plasmid,

then clustering might occur if resident transposons

were preferred sites for the addition of other transposons.
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2. 5. 3.

M e c h a n i s m of antibiotic resistance.

Plasmids make their bacterial hosts resistant to
antibiotics by one of four mechanisms (Davies and Smith,
1978).
The first mechanism involves the alteration of the
target site of the antibiotic.

Examples of this are

erythromycin and lincomycin resistance.

The R plasmid codes

for an enzyme which methylates two adenine residues on the 23s
RNA molecules of bacterial ribosomes so that erythromycin and
lincomycin cannot bind.
The second mechanism is brought about by modification
of the antibiotic.

Chloramphenicol resistance is mediated by

plasmids which code for the enzyme chloramphenicol
acetyltransferase,

which detoxifies chloramphenicol by

catalysing the reaction between chloramphenicol and acetyl-CoA
to produce the non-toxic 3-acetoxychloramphenicol.

A second

example of this type of resistance is the inactivation of a
number of penicillins by f3-lactamase.
The third mechanism of resistance involves the
prevention of accumulation of the antibiotic.

Plasmids

conferring tetracycline resistance block the uptake of the
antibiotic by both the active and passive transport systems.
The final mechanism of resistance involves enzyme
substitution.

For example,

trimethoprim inhibits an enzyme

involved in folate metabolism,

dihydrofolate reductase.

Plasmids which specify resistance to trimethoprim code for a
dihydrofolate reductase which is 20,000 times more resistant
than the chromosomal enzyme.
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2. 5. 4. Consequences of antibiotic resistance.

R plasmids have important implications for human and
veterinary medicine.

In the last 25 years,

widespread use of

antibiotics has been accompanied by an increase in multipledrug resistance.

This has been particularly rapid in

S. aureus and the ent erobact eria (especially E. coli, Shigella
and Salmonella) .
Antibacterial drugs are used to treat infections in man
and animals and are also used for prophylaxis and as growth
promoters when added to animal feedstuffs.
antibiotics can select R 4- plasmids.

Heavy use of

For example,

patients are given oral doses of tetracycline,

when

TcR E. coli are

the predominant strain isolated from their faeces within a
week.

The large amounts given to livestock may lead to the

selection of large numbers of R"'~ bacteria,

seriously

complicating the treatment of animal infections.

Several of

the drugs added to animal feedstuffs are also used to treat
infections in man.

Enterobacteria (and their R plasmids) are

transmitted from animals to man,

and the handling of raw meat

is considered to be the major route for transmission of .
strains from animals to man,

so the selection of R'"- bacteria

in animals could also adversely affect the treatment of human
infections.

The Swann report emphasised this concern.

In people treated with antibiotics,

the rapid increase

in the proportion of resistant bacteria is due to the
selection bf R"^ bacteria which are already part of the normal
bacterial flora.
Already the rapid increase in the number of resistance
plasmid-bearing strains has had serious consequences.
Mexico,

in the early 1970s,

In

an epidemic of typhoid was caused

by a chloramphenicol resistant strain.

-
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Chloramphenicol is the

drug of choice against typhoid but widespread use against
other infections in Mexico evidently led to the resistant
strain appearing.

In Central America,

an outbreak of

dysentery from 1968 to 1972 was caused by a multiply resistant
strain of Shigella dysenteriae type 1.
Recently there has been a spread of R plasmids to
previously antibiotic-sensitive genera.

For example,

Neisseria gonorrhoeae resistant to penicillin has been
recently isolated.
One of the most serious consequences of the spread of
R-plasmids is in the treatment of hospital-acquired infections
which is often complicated by the multiple drug resistance of
the pathogens involved.

The Burns Unit at Birmingham Accident

Hospital is a good example of this:

Pseudomonas aeruginosa can

colonise burns and is particularly troublesome because it is
inherently resistant to all but a few drugs and so the
acquisition of an R plasmid can narrow the choice to perhaps
one or two drugs.

Carbenicillin is effective against

P. aeruginosa but a resistant strain emerged:

fortunately by

prudent use of antibiotics and careful monitoring of strains
this was eventually eliminated.

2. 6.

I m p o r t a n c e of Plasmid Carriage to Public Health.

Plasmid'4' strains of Escherichia coli are of medical and
Public Health importance because large plasmids frequently
increase the virulence of disease-causing strains (Ellwell and
Shipley,

1980;

Smith,

1974).

Strains bearing resistance factors and the ColV plasmid
may reach natural waters through sewage effluents and run off
waters.

There is a high incidence of R"1" ent erobact eria in

sewage effluents and contaminated water,

and also in other

aquatic environments (Feary et al. , 1972; Goyal et al, 1979;
Grabow et al. , 1974,

1976;

Smith,

1971).

This is a serious

Public Health problem because R"1" bacteria pose hazards in
drinking water,

water for crop irrigation,

recreational waters

and waters used for shellfish cultivation (Kueh and Chan,
1985).

The high incidence of R"1" ent erobact eria in the aquatic
environment may reflect the levels in the original effluents,
or they may be enriched by exposure to certain environmental
agents.

There is evidence that some organisms may be enriched

in certain aquatic environments (Grabow et al. , 1973; Meckes,
1982; Murray et al. , 1984).

Wastewater treatment and water

purification processes have been shown to proportionally
enrich plasmid-bearing strains (Bell et al. , 1981; Murray
et al. , 1984).
ColV-1" derivatives of non-pathogens may constitute a
health hazard,
tra operon,

since some of them const itutively express the

and thus can transfer very efficiently.

This is

also true of R factors with derepressed transfer properties.
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2. 7.

Survival of E. coli in Man and Animals.

Pathogenic strains of E. coli have been implicated in
diarrhoeal disease and systemic infections in man and animals
and in urinary tract infections (UTIs) in man.

The ColV

plasmid has been demonstrated to have a virulence-enhancing
effect in E. coli strains associated with serious intestinal
disorders CFredericq and Joiris,

1950) and invasive infections

(Smith,

1976).

1974;

Smith and Huggins,

Thus a number of

studies have been made on inhibitory agents which may affect
the growth and survival of pathogenic organisms carrying ColV
or other virulence factors.

2. 7. 1. Bacterial cell wall structure.

The effects of inhibitory agents on E. coll are likely
to be influenced by their ability to affect and/or cross the
cell envelope.
The outer membrane serves as a physical and functional
barrier for Gram-negative bacteria.

Wide-ranging studies of

its structure have been concentrated on the enterobacteriaceae
and on Escherichia coli in particular.
The Gram-negative cell envelope consists of two
membranes separated by a layer of peptidoglycan and a cellular
compartment called the periplasm.
membrane,

The innermost,

cytoplasmic

is generally a phospholipid bilayer liberally

studded with a wide variety of polypeptides.

The major

functions of these membrane proteins are in energy generation,
in active and facilitated transport of nutrients and export of
toxic byproducts,

and in enzymatic synthesis and translocation

of cell envelope components (Saier,
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1979).

The cytoplasmic

membrane serves as a major barrier for hydrophilic or charged
molecules (in the absence of a utilizable transport system),
but it is generally accepted that even moderately hydrophobic
molecules can enter into,

or even cross,

growth temperatures (Nikaido,

the lipid bilayer at

1976).

The periplasm is probably a matrix of polypeptides and
polysaccharides with net negative charges (Kennedy,
Stock et al. , 1977).

1982;

It contains a variety of enzymes,

some

of which function as scavenger or processing enzymes for
conversion of nontransportable metabolites to transport
substrates.

Little is known about the barrier function of the

periplasm or of the peptidoglycan that serves as a primary
shape and osmotic stability-maintaining determinant of the
cell.

Some workers consider that the peptidoglycan fills the

periplasmic region to give the periplasmic gel (Hobot et al. ,
1984).
The outer membrane is unusual in that its outer
monolayer contains 1ipopolysaccharide (LPS) as its major
lipidic molecule,

while the inner leaflet contains

phospholipids rather than LPS (Lugtenberg and van Alphen,
1983; Nikaido and Nakae,

1979).

LPS is an amphiphilic

molecule containing a hydrophobic region (Lipid A, also known
as endotoxin) that has 5 or 6 fatty acids linked to
diglucosamine phosphate.

Covalently linked to this is the

rough oligosaccharide core containing in its proximal portion
an unusual sugar,

2-keto-3-deoxyoctanate (KDO),

as well as a

variety of heptose and hexose residues (Galanos et al. , 1977;
Lugtenberg and van Alphen,

1983).

The rough oligosaccharide

core may be substituted with a variable number of repeated
tri- to penta-saccharide units called the O-antigen (Palva and
Makela,

1980).
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The LPS carries a net negative charge resulting in the
strong negative surface charge of Gram-negative cells (Brinton
et al. , 1964;

Sherbert and Lakshini,

1973).

One of the most

important features of LPS is that it appears to be anchored in
the outer membrane by binding to outer membrane proteins
(Schweizer et al. , 1978; Yamada and Mizushima,

1980). ,

possibly through hydrophobic interactions with lipid A (Yamada
and Mizushima,

1980),

and by noncovalent cross-bridging of

adjacent LPS molecules with divalent cations (Gray and
Wilkinson,

1965; Leive,

Nikaido and Nakae,

1974; Lugtenberg and van Alphen,

1979).

1983;

Thus treatment of Gram-negative

cells with EDTA generally results in removal,

by chelation,

of

divalent cations and consequent disruption of the outer
membrane.

2.7.2.

Structure and mechanism of action of antibiotics.

In infections of man and animals by pathogenic strains
of Escherichia coli the administration of effective
antibiotics is an important line of defence.
Antibiotics are organic molecules of microbial origin
which are either toxic or growth-inhibitory for other
organisms.

Their value in the treatment of infections depends

on their selective toxicity,

directed against the infecting

agent but not the infected host.

Many classes of antibiotic

owe their selective toxicity to the fact that the target is a
structure ,or function,

specific to the procaryotic cell.

The difference in general structure between animal and
bacterial cells may provide the basis for selective
antibacterial attack.

The tough,

rigid outer cell wall is a

structure unique to the bacteria.
function for the bacterium,

It has a protective

but at the same time may be

vulnerable to attack.
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It is the presence of the outer membrane that makes
Gram-negative organisms much more resistant than gram-positive
ones to a wide range of inhibitors (Leive,
Nakae,

1979).

1974; Nikaido and

It is to the LPS layer of the outer membrane

that the protective properties are generally attributed
because mutants with defective LPS are more sensitive than
wild-type strains to many inhibitors (Hancock and Reeves,
1976; Tamaki et al. , 1971) and treatment of Gram-negatives
with Tris-EDTA (which removes a substantial amount of the LPS)
sensitises them to some inhibitory agents (Leive,
Nik^aido and Nakae,

1979;

Russell,

1974;

1982).

Antibiotic substances mediate their effects by a wide
variety of mechanisms.

(See table 3. ).

Table 3. Antibiotic classes and their targets.

Mode of action

Ant ibiot ic
3-lactams
e. g. penicillin plus other
agents such as cycloserine

Block synthesis of peptidoglycan
constituent of cell wall.

Polypeptide antibiotics
e. g. polymyxin B

Affect permeability of the
bacterial cell membrane

novobiocin, rifamycins,
nalidixic acid

Inhibit synthesis of nucleic
acids

Aminoglycosides,
tetracycline, macrolides
chloramphenical

Block synthesis of proteins on
70s ribosomes, and in some
cases, 80s ribosomes.
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1.

Those antibiotics which affect steps in the synthesis of

the peptidoglycan component of the cell wall are selectively
toxic for prokaryotes.

The conclusion that a particular

antibiotic owes its antibacterial activity to interference
with peptidoglycan biosynthesis comes from a number of lines
of evidence:

(a) Bacteria in a high osmotic pressure medium

are protected from concent rat ions of the antibiotic that would
normally cause lysis and death.
bacteria is inhibited,

<b) The growth of common

but L-forms of bacteria where the cell

wall is greatly modified or species lacking walls containing
peptidoglycan are not affected.

<c) Sub-inhibitory

concentrations of an antibiotic cause accumulation of
intermediates in the early stages of peptidoglycan synthesis.
Cycloserine has a simple structure (see fig.

3. >.

It is active against a number of bacterial species but is only
used in treatment of TB.

Cycloserine enters the bacterial

cell by active transport,

allowing the antibiotic to reach

higher concentrations in the cell than in the medium and aids
considerably to its antibacterial efficacy.

Cycloserine acts

as a competitive enzyme inhibitor to inhibit completion of the
peptidoglycan pentapeptide side chain.
The p-lactam antibiotics,

for example penicillin,

generally more active against Gram-positives,

are

however,

chemical modification of the penicillin sidechain leads to
increased activity against Gram-negatives,
ampicillin.

a property found in

The active part of the penicillin molecule is a

5-membered thiazolidine/p-lactam ring with dimethyl
substitution at position 5 and is formed from L-cysteine and
D-valine (see fig.

3. ).

Penicillin acts on the transpeptidase

which brings about the cross-1inking of peptidoglycan (Tipper
and Strominger,

1975;

1978).

Part of the penicillin molecule

shows a similar conformation to the peptide backbone of the
acyl-D-ala-D-ala end of the nascent peptidoglycan so the
penicillin may bind to the transpeptidase enzyme which is
involved in splitting the two D-ala residues and thus
inactivate it.
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Figure 3. Antibiotics having a primary action on
peptidoglycan biosynthesis.
Franklin and
Snow <1931).

(a) the p-lactamases

i—

R-1

\ <»>

"CH,
'COOH

Ampicillin side chain

General Penicillin structure
C w ° -

Benzyl penicillin
(Penicillin G) side chain

<b> Cycloserine

Figure 4. Polymyxin B-, .

From Franklin and Snow <1981).
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A;2Bu = 2,4-diaminobutyric acid. The standard abbreviations are used for
the common amino acids. Arrows show the direction of the peptide bond
-CO-NH-. Configurations are L unless otherwise indicated.
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2.

The polypeptide antibiotics owe their primary

antibacterial action to their binding to the cytoplasmic
membrane,

with subsequent disturbance of its function.

The

polymyxins have a polypeptide ring attached to a polypeptide
chain terminating with a branched 8 or 9 carbon fatty acid
residue.

They have 5 free amino groups (see fig.

4. ).

Their

antibacterial action is directed particularly against Gramnegatives,

though the cause of this selectivity is not

understood.

The positively charged peptide ring probably

binds electrostatically to the membrane.

At the same time the

fatty side chain is inserted into the hydrophobic inner region
of the membrane.

This disturbs the normal organization of the

membrane and alters its permeability characteristics (Storm
et al. , 1977).

In Gram-negatives there is further binding to

the outer membrane affecting mainly the LPS, with
disorganizing effects.
3.

Some antibiotics mediate their effect by inhibiting the

biosynthesis of nucleic acids.

The rifamycins act to inhibit

DNA-dependent RNA polymerase (McClure and Cech,
are most active against the Gram-positives;
being much less permeable to rifamycins.
molecule consists of two major components,

1978).

They

Gram-negatives

The RNA polymerase
one is the minimal

or core enzyme and the other the sigma factor;

the efficiency

of RNA synthesis is much reduced in the absence of sigma.
core enzyme is composed of a, B> Bi , and

The

o subunits and

rifampicin forms a tight one-to-one complex with the B
subunit.

The drug probably interferes with the binding of the

incoming purine nucleoside triphosphate to the active site of
the membrane.
Nalidixic acid acts to inhibit DNA polymerase (Pedrini,
1979).

It is a relatively simple synthetic anti-bacterial

compound (see fig.

5. ) and has an important place in the

treatment of Gram-negative infections of the urinary tract.
For DNA replication and recombination to occur the DNA strands
must separate and unwind the double helix.
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One of the enzymes

Figure 5. Some antibiotics that mediate their action by
inhibiting the biosynthesis of nucleic acids,
From Franklin and Snow (1981).

h 3c

$2*5
NwN
COOH

HO

CHaO

Nalidixic acid
N-CH.

Rifampicin

OH

CH,0

Novobiocin

Rifampicin is a semisynthetic member of the rifamycin group: the synthetic
side chain is enclosed by the dotted line. Nalidixic acid is a
synthetically-produced inhibitor of DNA gyrase. Novobiocin is a naturallyoccurring inhibitor of DNA gyrase.
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involved in this is DNA gyrase and this is the target for
nalidixic acid.
prokaryotes.

So far, DNA gyrase has only been found in

In the presence of ATP,

DNA gyrase acts to

introduce negative superhelices into DNA.
ATP,

In the absence of

the enzyme behaves as a swivelase with the ability to

relax both positive and negative superhelices.

The subunit A

component of DNA gyrase is the target site for nalidixic acid.
Novobiocin is a naturally occurring antibiotic that,
affects DNA gyrase.
of the gyrase,
4.

In this case it is the second component

subunit B, which is the target for novobiocin.

A number of antibiotics act to inhibit protein

biosynthesis.

Streptomycin is a member of the aminoglycoside

group and has a complicated chemical structure (see fig.

6. ).

All aminoglycosides possess a cyclohexane ring bearing basic
groups in the 1 and 3 positions with oxygen substituents at 4,
5 and 6.

Streptomycin is a broad-spectrum antibiotic.

The

specific antibacterial action of this drug rests on its
ability to disrupt protein synthesis on 70s ribosomes whilst
having no action on 80s ribosomes (Wallace et al. , 1979).
binds tightly,

but not irreversibly,

target site is on the 30s subunit.

to 70s ribosomes;

It

the

There is still no

molecular explanation for the various effects of the
antibiotic on protein biosynthesis.
Other aminoglycosides include gentamycin and kanamycin
which also affect protein biosynthesis.

Evidence indicates

that both gentamycin and kanamycin may have at least two
binding sites to the 30s subunit.
The tetracyclines are broad-spectrum antibiotics.

They

inhibit protein synthesis on both 70s and 80s ribosomes
although 70s ribosomes are more sensitive (Brown and Ireland,
1978; Kaji and Ryoji,

1979).

They inhibit the binding of

aminoacyl-tRNA to the acceptor site on the ribosome but have
little effect on binding to the donor site except at high drug
concentrations.

The primary binding site is probably the 30s

subunit.
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Figure 6.

The aminoglycoside antibiotics which act to
inhibit protein synthesis.

From Franklin and

Snow (1981).
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Figure 7.

Some antibiotics that inhibit protein synthesis.
From Franklin and Snow (1981).
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Chloramphenicol is a broad-spectrum antibiotic.

Its

bacteriostatic action is due to a specific inhibition of
protein biosynthesis on 70s ribosomes;

it is completely

inactive against 80s ribosomes.

It binds exclusively,

reversibly,

Evidence points to the target

to the 50s subunit.

and

of the chloramphenicol action being at the acceptor site
domain of peptidyl transferase (Pongs,

1977).

Erythromycin is a complex antibiotic

(see fig.

7. ) and

a member of the macrolide group which is characterized by
molecular structures containing large lactone rings linked
with amino sugars through glycosidic bonds.
effective against Gram-negative organisms.

It is not very
Erythromycin

blocks protein .synthesis on 70s but not 80s ribosomes.
binds exclusively to the 50s subunit.

It

It is possible that the

molecule may prevent peptidyl-tRNA gaining proper access to
the donor site during translocation while allowing the
molecule to bind to a closely adjacent site (Teraoka and
Nierhaus,

1978.
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2.8.

Survival of E n t e r o b a c t e r i a in Natural Waters.

Enteric and other bacteria are routinely isolated from
natural waters.

In recent years the quantity of coliform

bacteria entering natural waters has increased dramatically.
Coliform bacteria,

like other enteric bacteria,

rapidly

decline in seawater both "in situ” (Anderson et al. , 1983;
Dawe and Penrose,

1978; Lessard and Sieburth,

1983;

Rhodes

et al. , 1983) and in laboratory experiments (Anderson et al. ,
1979; Carlucci and Pramer,
et al,

1986; Hood and Ness,

1982; Xu

1982) when counted by conventional methods.
However,

the concept of "die-off" has recently been

challenged due to reports indicating the existence of sublethal stress in coliforms exposed to unfavourable conditions,
such as those found in marine environments (Anderson et al. ,
1979; Bernard et al. , 1988; Dawe and Penrose,
Wu,

1974;

Stuart

et al. , 1977),

1978;

Klein and

It was shown that E. coli

introduced into aquatic environments suffered from sub-lethal
stress within one week (McFeters et al. , 1982).
Thus the apparent decay of enteric bacteria in natural
waters may result from the enumeration techniques used.
Injured cells are unable to grow on selective medium
(Bissonnette et al. , 1975) and thus enumeration of E. coli on
selective media is difficult and subject to error (Bissonnette
et al. , 1975,

1977; Zaske et al. , 1980).

Failure to grow on

accepted media is probably due to the presence of deoxycholate
or bile salts (McFeters et al. , 1986).

Sub-lethally stressed

organisms may be detected by a B-galactosidase assay (Warren
et al. , 1978),

electrochemical detection (Wilkins,

1978) or

use of an alternative growth medium (McFeters et al. , 1986).
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The failure to detect significant numbers of stressed
but viable indicator organisms in water is a problem since up
to 99% of the indicator bacteria present may not be detected
with certain selective media (Bissonnette et al. , 1975).
It is possible to classify stressed organisms into
three groups according to how stressed they are.
may exhibit

(i) death,

by standard procedures,

Organisms

(ii) survival with enumeration possible
or (iii) sub-lethal stress followed by

death in standard enumeration media (Bissonnette et al. ,
1975).
Injury is defined as a temporary state in which an
organism is unable to reproduce but still maintains limited
metabolic capacities (Zaske et al. , 1980).

Metabolic injury

is classed as the ability of a stressed organism to multiply
in a non-select ive medium,

but not in MM.

ability to grow in a non-selective medium,

In contrast,
but not in a

selective one is defined as structural injury (Zaske et al. ,
1980).
In, addition,

coliforms and enteric pathogens can

undergo morphological and physiological changes when starved
in seawater and rapidly evolve toward a viable but nonculturable state,

they remain alive for some time and,

least in some cases,

at

are capable of producing pathological

processes when introduced into test animals (Roszak et al. ,
1984;

Tamplin and Colwell,

1986; Xu, H. -S.

et al. , 1982).

Other factors which may contribute to an inaccurate
count of waterborn organisms on NA include dormancy,

clumping,

inhibition by neighbouring cells and physio-chemical
differences between the laboratory and natural environment.
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2.8. 1. F a c t o r s aff e c t i n g survival in natural waters.

One can routinely isolate enteric bacteria from natural
waters but it isn‘t obvious how allochthonous and
autochthonous bacteria are able to persist in a dilute
environment.

The survival of these organisms in an

environment to which they are not indigenous depends on their
ability to tolerate biological,

physical and chemical

conditions to which they aren’t specially adapted.
There have been many studies on the survival of
Escherichia coli and other indicators of faecal pollution in
freshwater,

marine and estuarine habitats and the membrane-

filter chamber,

developed by McFeters and Stuart

(1972),

proved to be an

important tool in the study of coliform

has

bacteria in natural waters.

In most of the marine studies,

E. coli disappeared rapidly.

Osmotic stress is proposed as a

major factor in the mortality of coliforms in seawater (Munro
et al. , 1989;

Pike et al. , 1970).

Other factors which

influence mortality are high temperatures which are found to
enhance death (Orlab,

1956),

sedimentation (Rittenberg et al. ,

1958) and the bacteriocidal effects of u. v. light
et al. , 1981;
1967;

Fujioka and Narikawa,

Kapuscinski and Mitchell,

(Fujioka

1982; Gameson and Saxon,

1981).

Mortality rates are

greater in sunlight than in the dark (Chamberlin and Mitchell,
1978).

Predation by bacteriophage,

bdellovibrios and

protozoans also undoubtedly play a role in controlling the
microbiological population in seawater (Jones,
et al. , 1967;

Vasconcelos and Schwartz,

In estuarine environments,
periods,

1971; Mitchell

1976).

bacteria survive for longer

mainly because of the decreased effect of u. v. light

which is partially absorbed by the more turbid waters.
Predation (Enzinger and Cooper,
McMeekin,

1980)

1976; McCambridge and

or temperature

-

(Faust et al. , 1975) are also
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suggested as the major factors in the disappearance of E . coli.
In addition,

sedimentation and flocculation may play an

important role in the removal of bacteria from the water
column,

and attachment of bacteria to particulates can aid in

their preservation (Sheldon et al. , 1967)

Clay minerals are

present in large quantities in estuaries and these,
with colloids and organic matter,

may form a protective

envelope around E. coli cells (Marshall,
In freshwater,

together

1968).

it is less clear which are the major

factors in the disappearance of faecal bacteria.

Indeed,

E. coli has been shown to grow in diffusion chambers suspended
in a lake receiving thermal effluent from a nuclear power
station (Gorden and Fliermans,

1978).

However,

Mancini

(1978)

has suggested that temperature is the major factor in the
disappearance of faecal bacteria from freshwater.
times for E. coli of 1-5
(McFeters et al. ,

Survival

days were noted in well water

1974) and up to six weeks in a laboratory

stream (Cherry and Guthrie,

1975).

Flint

(1987) showed

survival times in autoclaved river water of up to 260 days at
temperatures from

4° to 25*C with no loss of viability.

Survival times in

untreated water were-less,

suggesting that

competition with the natural microbial flora of the water was
the primary factor in the disappearance of the introduced
bacteria.

Other sources suggest that light exerts a lethal

effect on faecal bacteria in freshwater (Barcina et al.,
1986).
Postgate and Hunter (1962) have reported that certain
factors may extend survival times.
values,

These include low pH

low temperatures and ions such as Mg-'*"*-, Ca3^ and Fe3“".

Granai and Sjogren (1981) found that the viability of E. coli
was prolonged if the temperature of the surrounding water was
approximately 12°C, the pH was about 5 and certain ions were
present.

Sjorgen and Gibson (1981) suggested that certain

bacteria such as E. coli are capable of utilising acidic

-
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conditions as an electrochemical gradient to generate
necessary high-energy intermediates for prolongation of
survival beyond that possible in environments of near— neutral
pH.

A second mechanism which may allow organisms to persist

in an aquatic environment was proposed by Sjogren and Gibson
<1981) and involves the conversion of cellular macromolecules
such as RNA into essential cellular conponents by means of an
active ribonuclease.

2. 8. 2. Starvation

When enteric bacteria enter the aquatic environment
they encounter a heterogenous environment and are subjected to
fluxes of nutrients encompassing surfeit,
and starvation.

sub-optimal amounts

To be successful it is vital that they should

be able to survive periods of deprivation and recover rapidly
when the supply of nutrients improves.
Starvation-survival has been defined as "the process of
survival in the absence of energy-yielding substrates"
(Morita,

1982).

It is an important concept in ecology because

it concerns the long-term survival of individuals in
unfavourable conditions.

Hence,

the genome will survive,

enabling the small numbers of bacteria which have survived
starvation to recolonise a suitable habitat should favourable
In the case of E. coli,
’ that would entail
*>
reingestion into the gut of a suitable animal species.

conditions return.

-
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So far,

4 patterns of starvation-survival have been

observed:
1. Some marine vibdos show an increase in cell numbers when
starved (Kjelleberg et al. , 1982;
Novitsky and Morita,

Kuruth and Morita, 1983;

1976).

2. Some organisms show a pattern of rapid dieoff.

This is

displayed by some of the freshly isolated bacteria of the
open ocean (Amy and Morita,

1983),

and probably represents

that of most bacteria that grow in energy-rich
environments,

such as Escherichia coli.

3. Some organisms show an initial increase in cell numbers
followed by the maintenance of a constant level of viable
cells.
4. Finally,

some nitrifying organisms do not appear to display

either a dieoff or an increase in cell numbers.

Starved marine bacteria,

particularly marine vibrios,

showed an initial burst of growth and subsequent decline to a
constant viable count,
inoculum,

with survival times in excess of 8 months (Novitsky

and Morita,
However,

usually less than 0. 1% of the initial

1976; Morita,

1982; Amy and Morita,

when E. coli was added to river water,

was on occasion,

an increase in numbers,

1983).
although there

it wasn* t on the

scale of one to two logs increase previously reported by Amy
and Morita (1983) and Kuruth and Morita (1983)

(Flint,

1987),

Morita (1982) suggested that 1% or less of a culture
survived for a long period of time without the addition of an
exogenous energy yielding substrate.

However,

Flint

(1987),

found that more than 90% of introduced E. coli survived in
river water for up to 260 d without the addition of any extra
carbon source.

The survival of E. coli for such a long time

suggests that they may have entered some type of dormant state
or metabolic arrest

(Morita,

1988).

-
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Wu and Klein <1976) have shown that starved E. coli
cells remained viable when the adenylate energy charge was
maintained at a value between 0. 8 and 0. 5; death was observed
at values below 0. 5.

Persistence can be increased by

decreasing the temperature or the pH of the incubation medium,
since such factors result in cells with higher ATPase
activity.

The conversion of cellular macromolecules such as

RNA into essential cellular components also increases
persistence (Sjogren and Gibson,
nutrient starvation,

1981).

bacteria have been shown to alter their

nucleic acid and protein levels
et al. , 1986;

Under conditions of

Amy et al. , 1983; Hood

Jaan et al. , 1986; Moyer and Morita,

1989).

In the first 4-5h of starvation for carbon substrates,
approximately 30 proteins are induced in E. coli K12 (Groat and
Matin,

1986; Groat et al,

1986).

These proteins have been

demonstrated to be important in starvation-survival
et al. , 1984 a, b; Schultz and Matin,

1988).

(1988) have shown that of these 30 proteins,

(Reeve

Schultz et al.
only the cyclic

AMP-independent carbon-starvation proteins are likely to have
a direct role in starvation-survival.

It has been shown that

glucose or nitrogen-starved E. coli cultures exhibit enhanced
resistance to heat

(57*C) or H::£0-;2 (15mM) challenge,

to their exponentially growing counterparts,

compared

and the induction

of cyclic AMP-independent starvation proteins is necessary for
enhancing the resistance of the cells to these secondary
stresses (Jenkins et al. , 1988).
It has been found that the E. coli outer membrane
becomes more fluid upon nutrient deprivation,

suggesting that

antibiotics and heavy metals may be taken up more readily
(Massa et al. , 1988),
Starvation-survival will also have an important bearing
on the dissemination of antibiotic resistance factors as the
survival of the plasmid information in an alien environment is

-
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as important as the survival of the parental bacterial strains
and Flint

(1987) showed that there was no difference in the

survival of plasmid-plus and plasmid-minus strains of E, coli.
When Caldwell et al.

(1989) examined plasmid expression and

maintenance during long-term starvation-survival,

it was found

that enteric bacteria survived for over 250 d in well water.
Viable populations dropped to 0. 1 - 1.0% with three patterns
of host-plasmid interaction detected:
1. No apparent loss of plasmid expression.
2. Loss of plasmid expression with subsequent expression on
c
resuscitation.
3. Loss of capability to produce functional plasmid response.
Stress induced by starvation may increase sensitivity
to secondary stresses such as chemical agents,
u. v. light,

sunlight,

pH, temperature and warming/cooling stresses.

Wu and Klein (1976) showed that E. coli in an aqueous
environment with increasing starvation times showed a
corresponding increase in glucose sensitivity in combination
with a warming stress,

however these effects were not seen

with a mixed indigenous population.

2. 8. 3. Cold shock.

Enteric organisms,
37*C in their animal host,

such as Escherichia coli, present at
may be subjected to cold-shock when

they are expelled in the faecal material of man and other
animal hosts.

When man is their host,

they may suffer cold-

shock when 1. they enter the sewage system,
go from the sewage system into,
seawater.
faeces,

for example,

and 2. when they
river water or

In the case of enteric bacteria present in animal

they may suffer cold-shock when they directly enter a

body of water.

Faecal organisms entering a body of water may

experience a cold-shock from 37°C to 0-10*0 depending on the
time of year.

-
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The lethal effect of chilling on certain bacteria,
'cold shock'

(Gorill and McNeil,

1960),

or

may be due to

interference with bacterial permeability control mechanisms
(Meynell,

1958).

There is evidence that leakage of normal

endothelial constituents occurs when susceptible bacteria are
chilled (Strange and Dark,

1962;

Strange and Ness,

1963).

Evidence to support this hypothesis demonstrates that certain
agents,

e. g. RNase,

amylo-naphthalene-8-sulphonate, H”" ions

and OH" ions enter bacteria subjected to cold shock or
freezing more readily (Strange and Postgate,
presence of acid and alkali

1964).

Thus,

the

(i.e. H“~ and OH" ions),

accelerated the death rate of Aerobact er aerogenes at 0*0 more
than at 20*C (Strange and Postgate,

1964).

The death rate of

chilled A. aerogenes was also accelerated by the presence of
RNase,

especially when present with other leakage products

such as Mg31'"" and 0. 3M sucrose (Strange and Postgate,

1964).

It has been shown that the synthesis of RNA decreased to very
low levels in cold-shocked Bacillus subtilis (Kuhl and Brown,
1980).

2.8.4. Damage and killing by inhibitory agents.

Coliform survival in natural waters may be influenced
by interactions between the organisms and toxic materials.
Plasmids may influence enterobacterial survival in natural
aquatic situations by altering the response of the host
organism.
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2. 8. 4. 1. Copper salts.

Metal salts are frequent pollutants of the aquatic
environment;

copper is one of these and is commonly isolated

as divalent copper salts (Domek et al. , 1984).
contaminates aquatic ecosystems,

it can persist in sediments

and can be concentrated in the biota,
surface microlayers (Jonas,

When copper

1989).

faecal material and

The exposure of

microorganisms in activated sludge (with a Cu2+ concent rat ion
of 5.0 mg/1 for 1 d) caused a nearly 90% reduction in oxygen
utilization (Huekelekian and Gellman,

1955).

Copper is introduced into the aquatic environment in a
number of ways:
1. CuSO.*,. is commonly added to water in reservoirs to kill
algae.
2. Copper may be leached from geological materials.
3. Copper and brass pipes contribute copper salts to the water
syst em.
Zaske et al.

(1980) demonstrated .that E. coli injured in

water polluted with copper salts showed cell envelope damage.
Cells became sensitive to lysozyme after short term exposure
to oligotrophic waters containing heavy metals,

including

copper (Bissonnette et al. , 1975).
Coliforms injured by copper show impaired respiratory
action,

probably due to copper binding to the thiol groups of

respiratory enzymes near the cell surface.

Domek et al.

(1987) have observed the inhibition of glycolysis and TCA
cycle activity.

Only very small concent rat ions of Cu(II) are

required to cause injury to coliforms.

Copper present at

levels of 7.0 - 540 pgl- ’1 has been observed to cause injury to
coliforms.

Approximately 90% of a coliform population were

injured after exposure to 25 jigl"'1 for 6 d or 50 pgl"1 for 2 d
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(Domek et al. , 1984).

Copper was found to be acutely toxic to

the estuarine microbial community;

only 10 pgl"1 of added

copper was required to reduce CFU bacterial abundance by 60%
and to inhibit amino acid turnover rate by 30% (Jonas,
In a study of ColV^" and Col" strains,

1989).

free organisms

were found to be equally sensitive to killing by Cu2+ ions,
whether ColV"" or Col".

Attachment to glass beads rendered

both plasmid-bearing and plasmid-free organisms less sensitive
to Cu52"" ions (Hicks and Rowbury,

1987a).

This would have more

significance for the plasmid-bearing strain because it has
been shown that the ColV plasmid enhances attachment
1987; Hicks and Rowbury,

1986,

(Hicks,

1987b).

The porins provide a means of entry for metal ions such
as Cu2+ ions (Lukenhaus,

1977;

Rossouw and Rowbury,

1984).

The LPS also has a high affinity for divalent metallic ions
such as copper,

attributable primarily to phosphoryl

substitutions (Ferris and Beveridge,

1986).

The OmpF protein

appears to be most effective in allowing the entry of copper
ions.

This is probably due to 1. the greater size of the OmpF

pores compared to the OmpC pores (Nikaido and Vaara,

1985) and

2. because a higher proportion of OmpF pores are open under
normal conditions.

-
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Goodson and Rowbury (1986) described an E. coli K12
mutant,

deficient in both OmpA and OmpC,

exceptional sensitivity to Cu2+.
of OmpF was greatly increased,

which showed

It was found that the level

and presumably this is the

explanation for the copper sensitivity.

Presence of the

ColV, I-K94 plasmid in the mutant completely restored the
copper resistance by abolishing production of the OmpF
protein.

Thus carriage of a ColV plasmid may protect

enterobacteria from metal ions in effluent,

allowing increased

survival for plasmid-bearing strains compared to plasmid-free
ones.

2. 8. 4. 2. Algal products.

Toxic agents produced by algae may affect
enterobacterial survival in marine and estuarine environments
(Brown et al. , 1977; Elliot and Colwell,
diatoms,

e.g.

1985),

Some marine

Phaeocystis pouchetti and Phaedactylum

tricornutum contain dimethyl B propriothetin (DMPT) as a cell
wall component.

When the cell dies,

acrylic acid (Sieburth,

1960,

1961).

DMPT is cleaved to form
Acrylic acid has been

proposed as an important toxic agent in the survival of
enterobacteria in aquatic environments.

Acrylate present in

food fed to chickens suppressed the intestinal E. coli
population (Sieburth,

1961).

It has been proposed that

acrylic acid is particularly significant in shellfish beds
such as that of the oyster.

When oysters were fed this algae

a decline was seen in the E. coli populations (Brown et al. ,
1977).
Hicks and Rowbury (1987) studied the sensitivity of
en^terobacteria in natural waters to acrylic acid,

and the

effect of plasmid-encoded properties on such sensitivity.
was found that attached organisms of both ColV"1" and Col”
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It

strains were much more resistant to acrylate than were the
corresponding free ones.

Thus plasmid"" organisms may survive

better in the aquatic environment because the presence of some
plasmids enhances attachment.
The resistance to acrylic acid shown by attached
coliforms suggests they may survive better in shellfish and
shellfish beds.

Attached organisms may even survive a

purification treatment.

This is of Public Health significance

because many shellfish are either eaten raw,

or are only very

lightly cooked.

2. 8. 4. 3. Acid and alkaline pH.

Bacterial cell function is totally dependent on the
maintenance of an appropriate intracellular pH (pH.,.).

For any

organism to survive it must be able to tolerate the wide range
of pH values which it is likely to encounter in the
environment.
For ingested pathogenic enterobacteria a number of
factors influence their ability to reach an appropriate
intestinal site prior to attachment or invasion.

A major

initial factor which limits transfer to the intestine is the
acid gastric secretions of approximately pH 2; enterobacteria
are normally sensitive to gastric acid.

Any organism which

subsequently invades the tissues and bloodstream from the
intestine will then be subject to phagocytic attack.

It has

been reported that the phagolysosomes have an internal pH
within the range of 3. 5-4. 5 (Jenson and Bainton,
1982;

Rous,

1925).

1973; Mims,

Potential pathogens of the urinogenital

tract may have to withstand acid pHs of 5.0-5.5 in the vagina
and in the urine.
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Acid and alkaline pHs in natural waters are generated
by a number of factors,

either occurring naturally,

result of man's activities.
a result of acid rain,
wastes,

or as a

Acidification is brought about as

acid snow melts,

acid mine and chemical

acid sewage and run-offs from fields treated with

acid-generating fertilizers and acid agricultural wastes.
Alkalination results from alkaline sewage,

chemical industry

effluent and highly ammoniacal agricultural wastes.
Naturally-occurring alkaline environments may arise by
biological activity such as ammonification,
and oxygenic photosynthesis.

sulphate reduction

In these instances the

alkalinity may be localized and short-lived.
It has been reported that some ColV-" plasmid-bearing
strains were more sensitive to killing when exposed to pHs of
2. 5-3. 5 than were the corresponding plasmid” strains (Cooper
and Rowbury,

1986).

The plasmid-encoded transfer components

seen to make the ColV-" strains more sensitive by destabilizing
the LPS of the outer membrane,

therefore allowing increased

penetration of H" ions.

ColV-" strains may show greater

Thus,

sensitivity to gastric acid and to phagocytic activity than do
Col” strains.

At pH 4. 5-6. 0 ColV'" organisms do not seem to be

any more sensitive to Col” organisms.
When E. coli organisms were attached to glass beads,
both ColV"" and Col” strains were more resistant to acid pHs of
2. 5-3. 5 than unattached organisms (Poynter et al. , 1986).
increased resistance of attached organisms

to pH 2.5 may allow

the survival of organisms attached to food particles in
gastric acid.

The attached organisms were

The

possibly more

resistant because they form a thicker layer of cells.

It has been shown that the introduction of the
ColV, I-K94 plasmid into any of the four strains of E. coll gave
derivatives which grew less well than the parent at alkaline
pHs.

For ColV plasmids,

the presence of transfer and colicin

components together leads to reduced tolerance to alkaline pHs
(Rowbury,

1986).

2. 8. 4. 4. Weak acids.

A number of weak acids are frequently added to
foodstuffs to act as preservatives;
propionic,
addition,

benzoic,

sorbic,

these include cinnamic,

citric and lactic acids.

In

normal fermentation in foods rich in carbohydrates

results in the production of sufficient weak acid to suppress
further microbial activity,
fermentation process,

e.g.

milk souring is a normal

leading to the formation of lactic acid.

Weak acids are also likely to be present in the natural
environment.

Acetic,

acidified waters,

propionic and butyric acids may occur in

following the influx of acid agricultural

wastes (Henry et al. , 1983).
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Studies carried out to determine the optimum pH
conditions for preservative activity found that the lower the
pH the greater the antimicrobial activity.
sorbic acid,

For benzoic and

the degree of dissociation is pH-dependent, and

their antimicrobial activity is due predominantly to the
undissociated acid,

both exhibit much greater activity in

acidic solutions and hence are normally used at pH 4.0 or
below (Eklund,

1983).

Salmond et al.

(1984) investigated the effect of

preservatives on E. coli.

Effects of cinnamic,

propionic,

benzoic and sorbic acids on the growth and intracellular pH of
E. coli were studied.

Their potency was found to be related to

their capacity to specifically reduce the intracellular pH.
Although both the undissociated and dissociated forms of the
acid cause the intracellul~ar pH to fall,

growth inhibition is

due predominantly to the undissociated acid.
The mechanism of toxic effects on coliforms may be
similar to that exerted by weak acids on yeasts;

the acids

pass through the wall of the yeast cell and accumulate within
the cell (Warth,

1977).

The cell wall is permeable to the

free acid but impermeable to the anion.
anion may accumulate within the cell,
intracellular pH,

Therefore,

a toxic

depending on the

and the pKa of the compound from which the

anion is derived (Henry et al. , 1982).

2. 8. 4. 5. Disinfection.

A number of disinfectants are used to treat the water
supply and these include chlorine,
chloramines,

bromine,

iodine,

chlorine dioxide,

ozone,

and u. v. radiation.
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potassium permanganate

The active bacteriocidal factor in chlorination is the
undissociated hypochlorous acid <H0C1) which is dissociated
into the weakly active hypochlorous ion (0C1~) at pH 8 and
above.
H0C1
Together,

a

^ _______

H-

+

0C1-

H0C1 and 0C1“ contribute to the free

available chlorine (FAC) present in a disinfected system
although H0C1 is approximately 100 times more effective at
disinfection than is 0C1~.

Chlorine in the form of H0C1 is a

potent bacteriocide even at concentrations of less than
0. 1 mgl” 1.
The major effect of chlorine is that it increases the
cell envelope permeability of treated organisms.

Treatment

with 1. 5 mgl~'' FAC results in leakage of proteins and RNA
molecules,

whilst higher doses cause leakage of DNA

(Venkobacher et al. , 1977).

Other effects include unbalanced

metabolism after destruction of key enzymes,

disruption of

protein synthesis,

formation of chloro derivatives of

cytosine,

nucleic acids and pyrimidines,

purines,

of oxygen uptake,

inhibition

creation of chromosome aberrations,

and

induction of DNA lesions.
A number of physical and chemical factors affect the
efficiency of disinfection.
which disinfection occurs,

Temperature affects the rate at
often making it necessary to

increase the dose at low temperatures.
effectiveness,

The pH also influences

since dissociation species (0C1""> has a weaker

bacteriocidal action than unionised H0C1.
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It has been proposed that because of the failure of
conventional enumeration methods to count waterborne coliforms
which are sub-lethally injured due to chlorination treatment,
more than 70% of the total coliform count in drinking water
may escape enumeration (McFeters et al. , 1986).
Coliforms treated with low chlorine concentrations may
suffer reversible injury which is repairable.
probably involve membrane functions,

These injuries

particularly those

involved in the transport of extracel1ular nutrients.
Chlorine-injured cells are able to repair after an extended
lag period of 3-4 h, after which they grow logarithmically at
a rate equivalent to an untreated control
McFeters,

(Camper and

1979).

Over 30% of a surviving population which enters the
water distribution system is composed of opportunistic
pathogens (Le Chevalier et al. , 1980).

Survival of such

bacteria in water distribution systems with free chlorine
levels of 0. 5-1.0 mgl"*"1 has been attributed to four specific
mechanisms (Ridgway and Olsen,
1.

1982):

Modification of cell surface structures leading to
increased aggregation and clumping.

2.

Adhesion to pipe surfaces and suspended particulates.

3.

Extrusion of extracellular capsular or slime layers.

4.

Production of spores.
Chlorination reduces the diversity index of chlorinated

waters,

stored in reservoirs,

waters (Maki et al. , 1986).

compared to that of source
Chlorination also has an effect

on the antibiotic resistance profile of sewage related
organisms in potable waters.

Although chlorination reduces

the total number of organisms,

it proportionally enriches

antibiotic resistant potential pathogens (Murray et al, ,
1984).

Le Clerc and Mizon (1978) found R"^ organisms

constituted only 0. 1-1.0% of total organisms in faecal
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material,

10% of the total in urban wastewater,

50% of the

total in river water and 80% of the total in potable water.
It is not certain if chlorine selects or induces antibiotic
resistance.

It is suggested that chlorination may enhance

transfer of R factors to surviving organisms (Murray et al. ,
1984).
The effect of chlorination on virulence is unclear.
Enterotoxic E. coli survival depended on the degree of type 1
piliation,

suggesting that attachment may be an important

factor in resistance (Walsh and Bissonnette,
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1983).

2. 9.

Conjugation in the Natural Environment.

Plasmids are ubiquitous in a large variety of organisms
isolated from diverse environments.

Many traits which confer

advantages in stressed and hostile environments are coded by
plasmids.

The occurrence of antibiotic-resistant bacteria in

the environment is a well-known phenomenon (Cooke,

1975;

Gonzal et al. , 1979;

The high

Sizemore and Colwell,

incidence of isolation of enteric bacteria,
R-plasmids,

1977).

which carry

has given rise to concern over the presence of

such antibiotic resistant bacteria in aquatic environments.
It is believed that these drug-resistant organisms have become
more common recently due to the extensive use of antibiotics
in medicine and agriculture throughout the world (Grabow
et al. , 1974; Hinshaw et al. , 1969; Mitsuhashi,
Van Rensbury et al. , 1975).

1977;

In the U. K. , agricultural and

veterinary use accounts for 25% of our antibiotic consumption
(Lacey,

1984) and the animal gut flora is a major reservoir of

R-plasmids (Linton and Hinton,

1984).

Faecal material is the

source of enteric bacteria and therefore their major modes of
entry into environmental water bodies are through domestic and
agricultural effluents.

Antibiotic-resistant bacteria have

been isolated from raw sewage (Corliss et al. , 1981; Fontaine
and Hoadley,

1976; Linton et al. , 1974; Misra et al. , 1979)

and sewage effluent-receiving waters (Grabow and Prozesky,
1973;

Sturvevant and Feary,
Generally,

1968).

bacteria with the greatest levels of

resistance have been isolated from environments with the
greatest potential for significant contamination by
antimicrobial agents,
effluent

(Datta,

Prozesky,

1973),

1969;

e.g.,

hospitals and hospital sewage

Fontaine and Hoadley,

1976; Grabow and

commercial fisheries (Watanabe et al. , 1971),

areas practising animal husbandry (Abdul and Venables,
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1986)

and abattoirs (Goyal and Hoadley,
However,

1979;

resistant bacteria have also been isolated from

apparently non-selective environments,
(McNichol et al. , 1980),
Sizemore and Colwell,

including estuaries

lakes and tarns Clones et al. , 1986),

deep ocean water and sediment
1981),

Sato et al. , 1975).

1977),

(Hada and Sizemore,

1981;

drinking water (Armstrong et al. ,

and coastal canal water and sediment

(Goyal et al. ,

1979).
In the absence of selection pressure induced by the
presence of antibiotics,

the carriage of R-factors confers an

energetic disadvantage (Sherratt,

1982),

and may impair the

competitive potential of R*- cells (Anderson,

1973).

The

plasmid may spontaneously undergo decay by fragmentat ion and
eventually be lost

(Smith and Hall,

1966),

Despite this,

high

frequencies of R"1
" ent erobact eria are known to be present in
humans and their environment even in drug-free habitats
(Datta,

1969; Linton et al. , 1972),

and this apparently

anomalous distribution pattern of the R-factors results from a
horizontal dissemination of the R'** bacteria from animal
reservoirs exposed to high concentrations of antibiotics
(Dhillon and Dhillon,

1981).

Furthermore,

Grabow et al.

(1973) have proposed that R"1
" organisms may have a survival
advantage over R“ strains in natural waters.

Finally,

the

incidence of resistance appears to increase during convential
sewage and water treatments (Armstrong et al. , 1982; Bell
et al. , 1981; Murray et al. , 1984).
The transfer of antibiotic resistance has been
extensively studied In vitro; however,
conducted using in situ studies.

less research has been

Stewart and Koditschek

(1980) followed the appearance of resistant transconjugants
when donor and recipient organisms were incubated in glass
vessels,

in sterile sediment and water,

Bight at a winter temperature of 10*C.

in the New York River
Transconjugants were

present in water samples only 1 day after the initiation of
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the mating experiment,

and for over a month in sediments.

This observation may be explained by the survival of donors,
which was 7 days in water,

but at least a month in sediments.

Gene transfer is likely to occur in waste waters owing
to the high microbial biomass and the abundance of nutrients.
Mach and Grimes <1982) investigated R-plasmid transfer from
sewage isolates,

in nutrient broth and sterile sewage,

membrane diffusion chambers,

in

in primary and secondary

clarifiers of a waste water treatment plant.

Transfer in situ

was about 2 orders of magnitude less than transfer in vitro,
and this may be due to the lower temperature <10. 6*C) of the
clarifiers compared to the 2 0 #C maintained in vitro.

Transfer

frequency was slightly higher in the secondary clarifier,
possibly owing to physical agitation in the primary clarifier.
Membrane diffusion chambers were also used by Astherr
and Kasweck <1982) to demonstrate in situ gene transfer
between two sewage E. coli isolates in a degritter tank of a
sewage treatment facility.

Transfer was optimal at 25*C.

Some component of the sewage supported transfer,

since it was

not observed at a site 500m downstream from the sewage outlet
into the river.
Grabow et al.

<1975) inserted dialysis bags containing

donor and recipient cells of E. coli strains at a depth of 0. 5m
in the Apies River,

South Africa.

Transconjugants were

detected after 24h at frequencies of about io~'3 donor-1.
Gowland and Slater (1984) studied the effect of plasmid
incompatibility on transfer in a continuous flow,
fermenter and in dialysis bags immersed in a pond,
effect of selective pressure on these processes.

fixed-bed
and the
Strains

harbouring TP120 <IncN) and R1 (IncFII) exchanged plasmids
readily when grown in the fermenter in the absence or presence
of selection.

In pond water,

the transfer rate depended on
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the density of donor and recipient organisms.
and TP113 (both IncB),

Plasmids TP125

of the same incompatibility group,

transferred at a low frequency even in the absence of
selective pressure in the fermenter.

No transconjugants were

detected in dialysis bags immersed in the pond water at any
cell densities and time intervals.
Finally,

transfer of ColV plasmids from ingested

strains of Escherichia coli to resident bacteria in the human
intestine in the absence of strong selection pressure has been
demonstrated (Williams,

1977).

2.9. 1. Factors influencing conjugation.

As plasmids are found in a large variety of organisms
isolated from diverse environments,

and specific environmental

habitats support dense and active microbial communities where
the requirement for cell-to-cell contact can be met easily it
would seem that conjugation may be an efficient means of gene
transfer.

However,

it has been suggested that conjugation may

not play an important role in the spread of genes in the
environment.

A number of intracellular barriers,

entry exclusion,

such as

possible incompatibility between two plasmids

residing in the same cell,

and restriction-modification

systems which enable the recognition and degradation of
incoming donor DNA, may act to prevent transfer.
Pilus site interference,
minute clay paticles to cells,

for example,

the sorption of

has been shown to produce an

effective barrier to conjugation (Singleton,

1983b).

Sex pili

may be removed by shearing action of waves and underwater
current s.
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A correlation between cell density and frequency of
plasmid transfer has been demonstrated (Cullum et al. > 1978).
In some environments (e.g.

oceans and deserts) organisms exist

in low densities which reduce the opportunity of cell-to— cell
cont act.
Finally,
reproduction,

although conjugation does not depend on cell
it depends on the metabolic state of the donors

and recipients.

The metabolic rate of organisms in their

natural habitats is reduced in response to nutrient scarcity
(Reanney et al. , 1983).
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2. 10.

Role of Attachment

in Bacterial Survival.

The survival of organisms in natural waters is
influenced by complex physical,
factors (Ezinger and Cooper,
et al. , 1986).

chemical and biological

1976; Faust et al. , 1975; Mason

The ability of an organism to adhere to

surfaces has been proposed as a survival strategem which may
protect organisms from a wide range of environmental stresses
(Brown et al. , 1977; Ridgeway and Olsen,
Marshall,

1974).

1982;

Roper and

The attachment of coliform bacteria may

enhance survival both in natural waters and in the course of
an infection in man and animals.
A large proportion of aquatic bacteria are found
attached to surfaces.

Bacterial-laden particles are commonly

isolated from raw water sources (Geesey and Costerton,

1979).

Attached bacterial populations are particularly significant in
low nutrient waters,

where numbers of suspended organisms are

generally quite low (Fletcher,

1979).

2. 10. 1. Mechanisms of bacterial attachment.

Most bacteria have no obvious means of attachment,
They probably attach by means of extracellular,
adhesins,

hydrophobic

which may exist as thin cell-surface coats or as a

diffuse intercellular matrix,

retaining colonies of cells on

the surface (Fletcher and Floodgate,

1973).

For the majority

of aquatic bacteria only small amounts of these adhesins are
involved (Fletcher and Floodgate,
Marshall et al. , 1971; Zobell,

1973; Marshall,

1943).

Pili,

1976;

fimbriae,

flagella and more specialised structures may also play a role
in some cases (Corpe,
Kjelleberg,

1974; Fletcher and Marshall,

1984; Meadows,

1971; Zobell,

1943).

1983;

It has been

suggested that for bacteria carrying conjugative plasmids,
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the

sex pili may also be considered as adhesins on the basis that
they promote relatively stable cellular aggregation.
The adhesion of single cells to a solid surface occurs
in two stages.

The first,

reversible stage,

where cells are

able to exhibit Brownian motion and flagellar motion,
explained in terms of physico-chemical forces.
time dependent or irreversible phase,

can be

The second,

is characterised by the

appearance of extracellular polymeric adhesives (Marshall and
Bitton,

1980).

Once single cells have firmly attached,

growth

and division rapidly lead to the development of microcolonies
which,

as they enlarge,

coalesce to form a layer of cells

covering the surface (Wardell et al. , 1980).
For bacteria in aquatic systems the forces which have a
role in the adhesion process are the London Van der Waals
attractive forces and the electrostatic
forces (Daniels,

1972;

Marshall,

(usually repulsive)

1976; Marshall et al. , 1971).

The bacterial cell surface carries a net negative charge owing
to the dissociation of ionogenic groups in the cell envelope.
A measurement of this is the zeta potential.

Adhesion

activity involves an interaction between two negatively
charged surfaces (Jones,

1977).

The physico-chemistry of

attachment is a function of distance of separation between two
negatively charged surfaces (Jones and Isaacson,

1982).

However the surface may be modified by the adsorption of ions
and macromolecules so that its charge may be altered (Wardell
et al. , 1983).
Attractive and repulsive forces between two negatively
charged surfaces vary independently with the distance of
separation of the two surfaces.

Bacterial cells lack suffient

kinetic energy to overcome the forces of the potential energy
maximum.

However,

forces of attraction and repulsion are

functions of the radii of curvature of the cell surface.
Individual pili have smaller radii than the bacterial cell,
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and thereby overcome the potential energy maximum more readily
(Jones and Isaacson,
adhesins.

1982).

Sex pili have been suggested as

F-like sex pili can attach to cell surfaces by both

side and tip binding (Ou,

1973).

Fine hair— like pili would

enable the cell to make contact with the surface whilst held
at a distance at the secondary minimum (Jones,

1984).

This is

possible because the net charge around a fine probe would be
considerably less than that of the main cell envelope.
In F-type mating the establishment of cell to cell
contact is a two step process involving attachment of a pilus
to a recipient organism,
wall to wall contact.

followed by formation of a stable

The second step requires energy since

it involves cells bearing a charge of the same polarity
entering into close proximity to each other.

This energy

requirement may be reduced by decreasing the zeta potential of
either cell (Singleton,

1983a).

It has been suggested that

pilus retraction may counteract the zeta potential and thereby
reduce cell to cell repulsion.

2. 10. 2. Consequences of bacterial adhesion.

In natural environments all bacteria spend some time
associated with an interface.

It is generally thought that

bacteria attached to surfaces in aquatic environments are more
active than free-living bacteria,
waters (Marshall,

1976; Zobell,

particularly in oligotrophic

1943),

Zobell and Anderson

(1936) found that the number of bacteria present in stored
seawater and the rate of carbon mineralisation is proportional
to the surface area to volume ratio of the container used.
Ellwood et al.

(1982) found that the growth of a Pseudomonas

species on glass surfaces suspended in chemostat cultures may
be several times higher than that of the liquid cultures.
heterotrophic uptake of attached bacteria may be four times
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The

that of free-living ones (Kirchman and Mitchell,

1982>.

The

addition of inert solids can increase the activity of certain
bacteria,

e.g.

marine forms (Huekelekian and Heller,

Jannasch and Pritchard,

1972).

1940;

The attachment of organisms to

surfaces has been shown to alter their physiology (Bright and
Fletcher,
Albright

1983; Fletcher and Marshall,

1983).

Bell and

(1982) observed that an increase in amino acid uptake

was significantly associated with the attached fraction,
whereas glucose uptake was primarily mediated by the freefloating fraction.
However,

there are a number of reports that attachment

results in a decrease in activity (Hattori and Furusaka,
Zobell,

1943).

Many inorganic or even organic particles are

not heavily colonised by bacteria.
biotypes,

In a variety of aquatic

no more than 10% of the bacteria were found to be

attached to surfaces (Azam and Hodson,
Mitchell,

1960;

1982; Zimmerman,

1977;

Kirchman and

1975) and also free-living bacteria

exhibited a considerable metabolic activity (Hoppe,
Gordon et al.

1984).

(1983) detected no enhancement of the bacterial

activity by organic particles,

in fact,

the respiration of

attached bacteria was diminished in comparison with that of
free bacteria.
Aquatic environments are oligotrophic,
nutrient concent rat ions are very low.

therefore

Thus available

nutrients are dispersed through diffusion and water currents
(Marshall,

1976).

The beneficial effect of solid surfaces

usually occurs in very low nutrient media (Huekelekian and
Heller,

1940;

Jannasch and Pritchard,

1972; Zobell,

1943).

Small starved cells In aquatic ecosystems appear to have an
increased tendency for firm adhesion (Dawson et al,
Kjelleberg et al,

1983).

Marshall

1981;

(1979) interprets the

attraction of microorganisms to interfaces as the escape of
these organisms from the nutritionally-deficient aqueous
phase.

The actual attachment of cells is not always involved,
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and the association between bacteria and surfaces may be quite 1
superficial

(Huekelekian and Heller,

1940).

Ions and macromolecules are adsorbed at inert surfaces
(Marshall,

1979,

1980).

However,

macromolecular components

are more effectively adsorbed by surfaces than are low
molecular weight components (Khailov and Fineko,

1970).

Presorbed macromolecules have been shown to both promote and
inhibit adsorption (Corpe,
Fletcher and Loeb,

1970; Fletcher,

1976; Meadows,

1971).

1976;

1977;

It is thought that

the physiological basis of the stimulatory effect of surfaces
on bacterial activity is due to the presence of adsorbed
nutrients and this is supported by the evidence that bacteria
attach to polymer coated surfaces in larger numbers than to
uncoated surfaces (Wardell et al. , 1983).

However,

completely

coated surfaces will have a modified surface charge which
could,

depending on the nature of the charge,

the attachment process.

aid or inhibit

Also specific receptor sites on cells

and surfaces may become saturated and unavailable.
The environmental conditions at a solid-liqid interface
differ from those in the bulk aqueous phase,

and,

accordingly

the physiological activity of bacteria attached to surfaces
may differ from that of free-living cells (Fletcher,

1984).

Biological physiological processes may well be
influenced directly by the proximity of a solid surface.

The

microenvironment at an interface has differences which may be
unlike those of the bulk phase,

as conditions at the interface

are determined by the properties of the solid substratum and
by special physiochemical factors associated with surface
phenomena and thermodynamic equilibria (Fletcher,
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1984).

Interfaces are thermodynamically unstable.
adsorption of solutes helps to achieve stability,
molecules tend to be adsorbed,
surface.

As
dissolved

and thus concent rated,

When these substances are nutrients,

substances affecting nutrient accessibility,

at a

inhibitors,

or

then there may be

a significant influence on the attached bacterium (Fletcher,
1984).

It has been shown that surface adhesion is a function

of the nutritional state of the organism present;

attachment

being associated with low nutrient levels (Brown et al. ,
1977).

The surface uptake of scarce nutrients by particulate

material makes available a relatively high concentration of
surface active organic nutrients to reversibly attached
bacteria (Hermansson and Marshall,

1985).

Substrate uptake mechanisms or respiratory efficiency
may be affected by surface-induced modifications in cell
membrane structure (Fletcher,
Ellwood et al.
i. e. protons,

1984).

(1982) discussed the fate of energy,

in films.

They speculated that cells in a

microcolony would benefit from the resultant pool of protons.
Substrate capture may be promoted by transport of
substrate to the surfaces via flowing and circulating water
masses.

It has been suggested that the role of the glycocalyx

may be to act as an ion exchange resin,
molecules,

trapping and releasing

many of which may be utilised by the

microorganisms.
It has been speculated that the attachment*of organisms
to solid surfaces may protect them from a number of
environmental stresses.

Hicks and Rowbury (1986,

1987a,b)

have reported that attached bacteria are more resistant than
the equivalent organisms free in liquid media to treatment
with CuSH" ions,

chlorine and acrylic acid.
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The increased resistance to toxic environmental agents
shown by these surface attached organisms may be explained in
a number of ways:
1.

The concentration of a toxic substance may be lower at the
surface than in solution.

This may be because both ions

and macromolecules are adsorbed at surfaces (Marshall,
1979;

1980) and irreversibly bound.

Thus they can have no

further inhibitory action.
2.

The effect of a toxic substance may be

masked or

compensated for because of the greater concent rat ion of
nutrients or other dissolved components at an interface.
3.

Attached organisms may be as susceptible as free organisms
to inhibitory agents,

but damaged organisms may be

repaired more efficiently if surface-attached,

either

because of higher nutrient levels (Wardell et al. , 1983;
Hermansson and Marshall,

1985) or because close proximity

of cells allows protection through cross-feeding,
metabolism,
(Fletcher,
4.

co

proton transfer and hydrogen transfer
1984; Wardell et al. , 1983).

Attachment may involve several layers of cells being
applied to the surface with subsequent
buried organisms.
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protection of

2.11.

Habituation to Acidic and A l kaline pH.

Acid and alkaline pHs have recently become major
factors in the deterioration of natural waters such as rivers,
streams and estuaries.

Acid rain,

water and chemical wastes,

acid snow melts,

acid sewage,

acid mine

run-offs from fields

treated with acid-generating fertilizers and acid agricultural
wastes play a role in acidification.
from alkaline sewage,

Alkalination results

chemical industry effluents and highly

ammoniacal agricultural wastes.
Acidification and alkalinization usually occur
periodically due to periodic discharges of effluents at a
particular site.

With diffusion from these sites,

there will

be gradual pH changes to a maximum followed by a gradual
return to neutrality due to dilution and neutralization.
Acidification and alkalinization affect the normal
aquatic bacteria and extreme pHs may also affect the survival
of polluting organisms such as E. coll.

Microorganisms are

able to withstand sub-lethal changes in external pH; through a
variety of pH homeostasis mechanisms they are able to maintain
their internal pH at a constant value.

2. 11. 1. Regulation of cytoplasmic pH in bacteria.

Cytoplasmic pH is an important aspect of bacterial cell
physiology over which the cell exerts relatively tight
control.

The physiological role of pH homeostasis is probably

to keep cytoplasmic enzymes optimally active.

Regulation of

cytoplasmic pH implies control over the permeability of the
cell membrane to protons.

It is generally accepted that this

is achieved by control of the activity of ion transport
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systems which facilitate proton entry.

The first

demonstration that bacteria could maintain a relatively
constant internal pH (pH:l) was made in E. coli (Padan et al. ,
1976).
E. coli is a neutrophile and thus exhibits internal pH
values in the range of 7. 5 to 8. 0 (Ahmed and Booth,
Kashket,

1981;

Padan et al. , 1976).

1983;

E. coli has been

demonstrated to be very sensitive to internal pH variation and
shows almost complete growth inhibition at pH;l 6. 6-6. 8.
The two principal factors causing perturbation of pH.,,
are likely to be passive movement of protons across the
cytoplasmic membrane and the production of acids and bases in
the cytoplasm.

Membrane-bound protein pumps extrude protons

from the cytoplasm to generate a transmembrane electrochemical
gradient of protons,

the proton motive force (Mitchell,

1973).

The passive influx of protons in response to the proton motive
force could be a problem for bacteria attempting to regulate
their internal pH.

However,

biological membranes exhibit a

low proton permeability due to the intrinsic impermeability of
the lipid bilayer and very specific control of ion flux
through the protein complexes inserted in the membrane.
The other major sources of cytoplasmic pH perturbation
are essential metabolic processes associated with growth and
metabolism.

One example is acid production due to ammonia

assimilat ion.
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2. 11.2.

M e c h a n i s m of pH homeostasis.

Intracellular pH is subject to perturbations in both
the acid and the alkaline direction.

Thus any homeostatic

system must cope with both types of deviations from the
regulated state.

Since pH;L can be either more acidic or more

alkaline than pH,...,, there must be systems both to raise and
lower pH.,. in a controlled manner.

Possible mechanisms for pH

regulation include pre-existing cytoplasmic buffers,
biochemical production of H"1
" or OH"', and active transport of
H+ and OH” .
Cytoplasmic buffers can offset a limited amount of
acidification or alkalinization.

The principal components of

the cytoplasmic buffer are the amino acid side chains of
proteins (Sanders and Slayman,

1982).

There is little evidence for metabolic acid or base
production as a specific component of a pH homeostatic
mechanism.

The synthesis of decarboxylases and deaminases is

affected by the pH of the culture medium (Gale and Epps,
and this results in a drift of pH,;:;i towards neutrality,

1942)

but

this has not been shown to be directly involved in pH.,,
control.
The controlled transport of H"“ is the dominant
mechanism of control of cytoplasmic pH.

Although it has been

suggested that primary proton pumps have evolved properties
that would enable them to have a role in pH homeostasis
and Smith,

1976),

(Raven

it must however be recognised that their

activity is constrained by the generation of proton motive
force,

especially its membrane potential component

1973).
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(Mitchell,

An alkaline pH:l. is established by the extrusion of H”
in response to the electrogenic uptake of K'+\
major means by which a pH gradient,
generated (Bakker and Mangerich,
1981;

Kobayashi et al. , 1982;

and Booth,
cells,

This may be a

inside alkaline,

might be

1981; Erechinska et al. ,

Koyama and Nosoh,

1981; Nakamura et al. , 1982).

1985; Kroll

In K^-depleted

the pH gradient is very small at all values of external

pH (Kroll and Booth,

1981,

1983;

Nakamura et al. , 1982) and

the addition of K"" results in the generation of a pH gradient.
Thus potassium-dependent alkalinization of the cytoplasm
results in cells with a pattern of ApH generation similar to
"that seen in growing cells (Kroll and Booth,

1983).

In

E. coli, the relationship between net potassium transport and
the pH gradient breaks down when the internal pH becomes too
alkaline.

At this point a mechanism for acidification of the

cytoplasm comes into play and the pH;(. falls back to a value
close to pH.,. 7.6.

The major potassium transport system in

E. coli is encoded by TrkA.

Evidence suggests that although

potassium transport does play a role in the generation of the
pH gradient,

interior alkaline,

it is likely that its role is

a passive one rather than under the control of pH.,. (Bakker and
Mangerich,

1982; Booth,

1985).

Two principal systems have been identified which could
account for the generation of a pH gradient,
E. coli and similar organisms.

inside acid,

in

These are the sodium-proton and

potassium-proton antiports.
It was suggested that a potassium-proton antiport may
play a role in pH homeostasis (Beck and Rosen,
et al. , 1979).

1979; Brey

Genetic evidence points to at least three

separate systems involved in potassium exit in E. coli.

Two of

these are the trkB- and fcrAC-encoded systems (Booth et al. ,
1985; Epstein and Kim,

1971).

Loss of the trkB and trkC-

encoded systems did not impair diethanolamine-stimulated
potassium efflux at alkaline pH (Nakamura et al. , 1984),
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suggesting the presence of a third potassium efflux system.
The strongest evidence for a potassium-proton antiport has
been obtained with whole cells of V. alginolyticus (Nakamura
et al. , 1984).

It has been demonstrated that net potassium

efflux may be involved in the generation of a pH gradient,
inside acid,

and this pH gradient was dependent upon the

presence of a potassium gradient,

directed outward.

thus suggested that potassium exchange for protons,
via an antiport,

It was
possibly

is an intrinsic component of pH homeostasis

in V. alginolyt icus at least.
A sodium-proton antiport was first demonstrated in
E. coli (West and Mitchell,

1974) and has subsequently found to

be ubiquitous in bacteria (Krulwich,

1985).

Energy-dependent

extrusion of sodium from cells has been shown both in intact
cells (West and Mitchell,

1974; Zilberstein et al. , 1980) and

in right-side-out vesicles (Schuldiner and Fishkes,

1978) to

be dependent on the proton electrochemical gradient maintained
across the membrane.

Dependency

of the Na^/H"1" antiporter

activity on external pH has been observed with intact energydepleted E. coli cells.

After protons were translocated

inwards by a lactose pulse,

their reequilibration was much

faster at basic pH and Na"K markedly enhanced this movement
(Zilberstein et al. , 1979).

It has been suggested that the

antiporter is electroneutral at low pH, whereas at alkaline pH
it changes stoichiometry with protons and becomes electrogenic
(Reenstra et al. , 1980; Schuldiner and Fishkes,
Mitchell,

1974).
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1978; West and

2.11.3.

Habituation.

When a bacterium is exposed to a sub-lethal dose of
certain stresses,

it may become adapted to this particular

stress and thus acquire resistance phenotypically and can
therefore resist damage or killing by a higher dose which is
lethal to the unadapted (non-habituated) organisms.
The survival of Salmonella typhimurlum after a standard
heat challenge at 55 *C for 25 min was increased when cells
were pre-incubated at 42, 45 or 48*C before heating at the
higher temperature (Mackey and Derrick,

1986;

1987).

When

organisms are shifted from lower to higher temperatures,
synthesis of a specific set of ’heat shock proteins'
induced.

This response appears to be universal

et al. , 1982).

the

are

(Schlesinger

A transient increase in heat resistance was

also observed in E. coli, although this was much shorter-lived
than that observed in S.

typhimurium.

(Yamamori and Yuri,

1982).
E. coli cells show an adaptive response when exposed to
a low level of simple alkylating agents,

rendering them more

resistant to the killing of higher doses (Teggo,

1979).

A

repair mechanism appears to be induced (Samson and Cairns,
1977; Schendel et al. , 1978).
Finally,an inducible repair mechanism for oxidative DNA
damage has been observed in E. coli (Demple and Halbrook,
1983).

-
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3. 1. Bacterial Strains and Plasmids.

The strains used throughout this study were E. coli 1829
(trp') (Finnegan and Willetts,
leu,

thi,

lac Y, gal,

1967) and J53-1

1971),

xyl P, mtl,

(.pro, met,

lac%

E. coli P678-54 ( thr,

mal,

min A) (Adler et al. ,

n a l ,''> (Datta et al. , 1980)

and plasmid-containing derivatives of these.
The plasmids used were ColV, I-K94,

a member of the

IncFl incompatibility group encoding colicins V and la, serum
resistance and derepressed F-like transfer (Hardy,

1981).

ColV, I-K94 TnlO, a derivative of the above plasmid with the
s
tranposon Tn 10 inserted (this laboratory).
F lac, a member of
the IncFI incompatibility group,

encoding the lac operon and

showing derepressed F-like transfer (Jacob and Adelberg,
1959).

Rl, a member of the IncFII incompatibility group,

showing F-like transfer and resistance to the antibiotics
streptomycin,

kanamycin,

ampicillin,

spectinomycin and

chloramphenicol.

3. 2. Media.

The Davis minimal medium (DMM) used consisted of
7g K;:2HP0 a l-1, Ig (NH,*)'HS0^. 1~', 0. 5g tri-sodium citrate I™1,
0. lg MgSO^. 7H^20 1— 1.

After sterilizing,

a 20% stock solution

of sterile glucose was added to give a concentration of
0.2% (w/v) glucose.

For strain ED1829,

with 20pg ml-1 tryptophan.
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DMM was supplemented

The rich medium used was Oxoid Nutrient Broth No. 2
(NB) at 25g I-1.

Solid media were prepared by the addition of

2% Difco Bacto Agar to the nutrient broth.

In some cases,

deoxycholic acid was added to the NA at 0.5% to select for
undamaged organisms.
The natural media used in this study were final sewage
effluent

(Beckton Sewage Treatment Works,

seawater (Blakeney Point,
river Thames).
effluent,

Barking,

Essex),

Norfolk) and river water (from the

For use in the studies of habituation,

distilled water and river water were supplemented

with 20 jjigml-1 tryptone and 10 pgml*"'1 humic acid.
To produce poor medium,
transfer,

used in studies of conjugal

sterile distilled water was supplemented with 0.2%

(w/v) glucose and 20 jj.gml~1 tryptone.
River water was enriched with 20 p,gml~'' tryptone,
10 pgml-1 humic acid,

20 pgml-1 threonine,

20 pgml-"'1 leucine

and 0.2% glucose (w/v) for a comparison with starved organisms
in a study of secondary stresses.
Selective solid media were produced by incorporating an
appropriate level of antibiotic in NA.

Thus,

streptomycin was

added at 200 pgml-1 to produce NA + S plates,

tetracycline was

added at 10 pgml'-1 to produce NA + T plates,
30 p.gml-1 and nalidixic acid at 10 pgml- ''.

ampicillin at
Nalidixic acid at

10 pg ml” 1 was dissolved in 5ml 1M NaOH prior to addition to
sterilized NA.
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3. 3. Growth Conditions.

Stationary phase cultures were produced by growing
inoculated cells overnight,

in appropriate media,

at the required temperature.

with shaking

For exponential cultures,

overnight cultures prepared as above,

were diluted into fresh

medium and shaken growth was continued at the appropriate
temperature for 2-3 hours.

Cultures for attachment were grown

statically overnight at 37°C.

Anaerobic cultures were

obtained by growing inoculated cells overnight statically at
37°C in loz McCartney bottles filled to capacity with medium.

3.4. Estimation of Bacterial Cell Numbers and Mass.

Viable count measurements were used to estimate the
number of cells capable of further growth and division;
optical density measurements were used to estimate the cell
mass,

from which the total cell numbers can be obtained.

3. 4. 1. Measurement of cell numbers by using viable counts.

1 ml of a sample was serially diluted in saline
solution (7.5 g NaCl I""1).

0. 1 ml of an appropriate dilution

was spread plated onto the required solid medium.

Colonies

were counted after a 24-48 h incubation at 37*C.
Viable counts were used to estimate the percentage
survival of populations treated with a putative inhibitory
agent or subjected to inhibitory conditions.

This was done by

dividing the viable count of an untreated control population
into the viable count of a treated population.
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3. 4. 2. Measurement of cell numbers by using optical density.

This was determined by use of a Hilger photoelectric
calorimeter,

using a 550 nm filter for cultures in nutrient

broth and a 490 nm filter for samples in 0. 065M phosphate
buffer.

A reading of 0. 1 corresponded to ca.

organisms ml"1.

From this cell mass value,

lOOpg dry weight

cell numbers can be

est imat ed.

3.5. Attachment and Detachment of Organisms to Surfaces.

3.5.1. Attachment of organisms to glass beads.

The method is that of Hicks and Rowbury <1986).
Organisms were grown up overnight,
20 ml of nutrient broth.

statically,

at 37*C in

They were washed and resuspended at

2-3 x 10s* cells ml"1 in 0. 065M phosphate buffer <pH 7. 4) and
then applied to columns <172mm long x 6mm inner diameter)
containing ca. 3.7 ml of glass beads <180 jjimdiameter).

The

suspensions of organisms were allowed to soak in and then
elution was begun with 0. 065M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4).
3.0 mis of phosphate buffer was sufficient to remove all those
organisms not firmly attached to the glass beads.

3.5.2. Detachment of organisms from glass beads.

Organisms were removed from the glass beads by vigorous
shaking for 5 mins. , in 20 mis of nutrient broth at 3 7 ’C.
viable count of the resulting supernatant showed that
essentially all the organisms had become detached from the
^ glass beads.
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A

3.6. Sensitivity of Free and Attached Plasmid—bearing
Organisms to pH 3. 5 in the Presence of a Weak Acid.

Organisms of strain P678-54 ColV, I-K94 were grown up
overnight statically in 20 mis of nutrient broth at 37*C and
then washed and resuspended in 0. 065M phosphate buffer.
Organisms for attachment
described in section

were applied to glass bead columns as

3.5. 1.

at ca. 2-3 x 103 cells ml"1.

Beads with cells attached were removed from the column and
treatment was carried out in 5 mis of nutrient broth,
acidified to pH 3.5 where appropriate,
a weak acid where required.

and in the presence of

For unattached organisms,

the

treatment again was done

in 5 mis of nutrient broth, using

2-3 x 10~' cells ml-1, at

pH 3.5 and in the presence of a weak

acid where appropriate.
required length,

After an incubation period of the

the treated samples were neutralised with

5 mis of nutrient broth.

The attached and unattached

organisms were resuspended in 20 mis of fresh sterile nutrient
broth and the attached cells were removed from the glass beads
as described in section 3.5.2.
Thus were tested the effects of a 30 mM concentration
of the following weak acids;

acetic acid (glacial 99%,

Chemicals Ltd. ), butyric acid (99%, Sigma),

BDH

Trans-cinnimic

acid (Sigma),

citric acid (BDH Chemicals Ltd. ), lactic acid

(85%,

propionic acid (Sigma) and sorbic acid (Sigma).

Sigma),
Growth,

i. e. cell mass increase,

was used to determine

the effect of treatment with a putative inhibitor.
a free, or attached,

Growth of

treated population was determined as a

percentage of that occurring for an untreated free,
attached,
180 min.

or

but otherwise identical control population over a
shaken incubation period in NB at 37°C.

Growth of

each of the samples was measured every 30 or 40 mins.

-
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using

optical density as described in section 3, 4. 2, .

The initial

OD of each sample was adjusted to 0.05-0.1 by appropriate
dilution into fresh sterile NB.

3. 7. Sensitivity of Attached and Free Organisms to
Inhibitory Agents.

Cultures of strain 1829 with,
ColV, I-K94 plasmid,

were grown up overnight,

20 mis of NB at 37*C,
phosphate buffer,

or without,

the

statically,

in

then washed and resuspended in 0. 065M

pH 7.4.

Organisms for attachment were

attached to glass beads as described previously (see section
3. 5. 1. ).

Both free and attached organisms were used at a

concentration of 2-3 x 10^ cells ml-1.

Treatment of free and

attached organisms was carried out in 5 mis of NB, plus the
required concentration of inhibitor.

Incubation was at 20*C

for the appropriate period of time.
Thus were tested the effects of the following
antibiotics and other inhibitory agents;
100 jjLgml"’
' chloramphenicol,
erythromycin,
penicillin G,

40 jjigml-1 cycloserine,

10 jjigml"1 gentamicin,

50 jjigml""1 nalidixic acid,

30 pgml"1 ampicillin,
50 p.gml-1

20 p.gml-'1 kanamycin,

50 pgml"' novobiocin,

100 jjigml"1

10 p.gml"1 polymyxin B, 30 pgml-1 rifampicin,

30 jigml-1 streptomycin (all Sigma Chem.

Co. ), 2.0 )jLgml-1

tetracycline (Calbio-Behring Corp.), 100 pgml"1 sodium dodecyl
sulphate (SDS,
(CTAB),

99%),

10 pgml"-'1 cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide

30 p.gml-1 deoxycholic acid (DOC, sodium salt)

(all Sigma) and 42 mM Hs:0;;e.
After treatment the organisms were resuspended in 5 mis
of fresh NB.

To determine the effect of treatment with each

potential inhibitory agent,

the viable count

(see section

3.4. 1. ) of a free or attached population was ascertained.
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Percentage survival of the treated samples was calculated by
dividing the viable count from the treated organisms by that
of the control samples.

3.8. Effect of Cold Shock on the Sensitivity of E. coli
Organisms to Chemical Environmental Agents.

Cultures of strains 1829 and P678-54,
free,

either plasmid-

or bearing one of the following plasmids,

ColV, I-K94,

R1

or F lac, were grown up overnight at 3 7 *C and then diluted in
fresh NB and shaken at 3 7 *C for 2-3 hours to produce
exponential cultures (see section 3.3. ).

The organisms were

then cold-shocked by diluting into 20 mis of river water at
the required temperature to give a final concentration of
approximately 1-2 x 10e cells m l -'.

Pre-incubation was

achieved for lh at the cold-shock temperature,

of either 5*C

or 10*C, before treatment with the required chemical agent at
2 0 #C for the appropriate incubation period.

Viable counts (see section 3. 4. 1. ) were used to
estimate the percentage survival of those cold-shocked and
non-shocked populations treated with the chemical
environmental agent compared to the untreated,

cold-shocked

and non-shocked controls.

3.8. 1. Treatment with copper <II> salts.

Cold-shocked and non-shocked populations were treated
with 3.75 p.gml-1 Cus"" ions (as aqueous copper sulphate) for
24h.

The treated populations were then washed and resuspended

in sterile distilled H;;20.

Percentage survival was estimated

using viable counts.

-
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3. 8. 2.

Acrylic acid treatment.

Cold-shocked and non-shocked populations were treated
with 1. 0 mgml-1 acrylic acid <99%, Aldrich Chemical Co.
for 4h.

Ltd. )

The treated populations were then washed and

resuspended in sterile saline solution (7. 5g NaCl 1” ').
Percentage survival was estimated using viable counts.

3.8.3. Chlorine treatment.

Hypochlorous acid <0.011 mgml-1 available chlorine) was
provided by the disinfectant Chloros <10-11%,
Greenwich,

Hays Chemicals,

London. ).

Cold-shocked and non-shocked populations were treated
in hypochlorous acid <0.011 mgml'"1 free available chlorine)
for 4 min at 20*C.
treatment period,

To determine percentage survival after the
a 1. 0 ml aliquot of treated organisms was

added to 9.0 ml of neutralising solution <50 mgml-1 sodium
thiosulphate pentahydrate).
20*C,

This was incubated for 10 min at

and a viable count was made from this.

The resulting

viable count was compared to that of the identical untreated
control populations,

both cold-shocked and non-shocked,

in

order to ascertain percentage survival.

3. 8. 4. Acid pH treatment.

Cold-shocked and non-shocked populations were treated
with acid pH 3.0 (acidified with HC1) for 15 min at 20*C.

The

treated populations were then neutralised by adding a 1. 0 ml
aliquot of treated organisms to 9. 0 mis of NB,
viable count was made from this.
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pH 7. 4, and a

The resulting viable count

was compared to that of the identical untreated control
populations,

both cold-shocked and non-shocked,

in order to

ascertain percentage survival.

3. 8. 5. Alkaline pH treatment.

Cold-shocked and non-shocked populations were treated
with alkaline pH 11.0 (alkalinised with NaOH) for 15 min at
20*C.

The treated populations were then neutralised by adding

a 1.0 ml aliquot of treated organisms to 9.0 mis of NB,
pH 7. 4, and a viable count was made from this.

The resulting

viable count was compared to that of the identical untreated
control populations,

both cold-shocked and non-shocked,

in

order to ascertain percentage survival.

3.9. Effect of Starvation on Sensitivity of E. coli Organisms
to Chemical Environmental Agents.

Cultures of E. coli strains P678-5.4 and 1829,
plasmid-free,
ColV, I-K94,

either

or bearing one of the following plasmids,

R1 and Flac,

were grown up overnight at 37*C and

then diluted in fresh NB and shaken at 37*C for 2-3 hours to
produce exponential cultures (see section 3.3. ).

The

organisms were washed twice in river water to remove all
traces of nutrient broth.

Organisms to receive the starvation

treatment were finally resuspended in 20 mis of unsupplemented
river water,

while control populations were resuspended in

20 mis of supplemented river water (see section 2. 2. ) to give
a final concentration of organisms of approximately 1-2 x 10e
cells ml"1.

Each population was incubated at 20*C.

After 24h

the controls and the starved populations were resuspended in
supplemented river water with the required chemical agent at
20*C for the appropriate incubation period.
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Inhibitor exposure and assessment of killing was as for
that of cold-shocked cells except that starved and non-starved
ones were compared.

3. 9. 1. Treatment with copper <11) salts.

Starved and non-starved populations were treated with
3.75 pgml"1 Cu^"" ions (as aqueous copper sulphate) for 4h in
enriched river water at 20*C.

The treated populations were

then washed and resuspended in sterile distilled H;:20.
Percentage survival was estimated using viable counts.

3. 9. 2. Acrylic acid treatment.

Starved and non-starved populations were treated with
1.0 mgml-”1 acrylic acid (99%, Aldrich Chemical Co. Ltd. ) for
16h in enriched river water at 20*C.

The treated populations

were then washed and resuspended in sterile saline solution
(7. 5g NaCl l”1).

Percentage survival was estimated using

viable counts.

3. 9. 3. Chlorine treatment.

Hypochlorous acid (0.011 mgml""1 available chlorine) was
provided by the disinfectant Chloros (10-11%,
Greenwich,

Hays Chemicals,

London. ).

Starved and non-starved populations were treated with
hypochlorous acid (0.011 mgml"1 free available chlorine) for
4 min.

in enriched river water at 2 0 #C.

To determine

percentage survival after the treatment period,

a 1.0 ml

aliquot of treated organisms was added to 9. 0 ml of
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neutralising solution (50 mgml-1 sodium thiosulphate
pentahydrate).

This was incubated for 10 min at 20*C,

viable count was made from this.

and a

The resulting viable count

was compared to that of the identical untreated control
populations,

both starved and non-starved,

in order to

ascertain percentage survival.

3. 9. 4. Acid pH treatment.

Starved and non-starved populations were treated with
acid pH 3.0 (acidified with HC1) for 15 min in enriched river
water at 20#C.

The treated populations were then neutralised

by adding a 1.0 ml aliquot of treated organisms to 9.0 mis of
NB, pH 7. 4, and a viable count was made from this.

The

resulting viable count was compared to that of the identical
untreated control populations,

both starved and non-starved,

in order to ascertain percentage survival.

3. 9. 5. Alkaline pH treatment.

Starved and non-starved populations were treated with
alkaline pH 11.0 (alkalised with NaOH) for 15 min in enriched
river water at 20*C.

The treated populations were then

neutralised by addinga 1. 0 ml aliquot of treated organisms
9.0 mis of NB, pH 7. 4,

and a viable count was made fromthis.

The resulting viable count was compared to that of
identical untreated control populations,
starved,

to

both starved and non-

in order to ascertain percentage survival.
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the

3.10. Effect of Habituation of E. coli to Acid and Alkaline pH
on Environmental Survival.

3. 10. 1. Habituation of E. coli organisms to acid pH.

Cells of E. coli strain 1829, with or without the
plasmid ColV, I-K94,

were grown to exponential phase (see

section 3. 3. ), in NB,

at either pH 7. 0 (for control

populations) or at the habituation pH of pH 5.0 for treatments
with acid pH (acidified with IN HC1).
cultures obtained an OD of 0.2,

When exponential

the sensitivity of habituated

and non-habituated organisms to acid pH was investigated.

The

cultures were spun down and resuspended in the appropriate pH;
pH 7. 0 in the case of the control or pH 3. 0 for acid pH
treatment.
temperature,

After an appropriate incubation period at room
the organisms were serially diluted in saline

solution (7. 5g NaCl l"1) and then plated to NA and incubated
for 24h at 37*C.

A viable count was used to estimate the

percentage survival of acid-treated populations compared to
their untreated controls.
Habituation of E. coli strain 1829,
bearing the plasmid ColV, I-K94,

plasmid-free or

to acid pH 3. 0 was also

investigated in organisms grown and treated in Davis minimal
medium.
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3. 10.2.

Habituation of E. coli organisms to alkaline pH.

Cells of E. coll strain 1829,
plasmid ColV, I-K94,

with or without the

were grown to exponential phase (see

section 3. 3. ), in NB,

at the appropriate pH (7. 0 or 9. 0) and

then tested exactly as for section 3. 10. 1. , except that
exposure was to pH 10.75 for the appropriate time period.
In addition,

for these alkali habituation experiments,

organisms were plated to NA + 0. 5% DOC,

as well as to NA

alone.
Habituation of E. coli strain 1829,
bearing the plasmid ColV, I-K94,

plasmid-free or

to alkaline pH 10. 75, was also

investigated in organisms grown and treated in Davis minimal
medium.

3. 10. 3. Habituation of E. coll organisms to acid pH in natural
media.

A series of experiments were carried out to investigate
whether 1829 ColV,I-K94 can become habituated to acid pH in
natural waters.
Cells of 1829 ColV-'-, grown to exponential phase in NB
at 37*C,

were inoculated into 100 mis of sterile medium,

either at pH 7.0 for the control population,

or at the

habituation pH of pH 5.0 for treatments with acid pH
(acidified with IN HC1).
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The media used were distilled water,
river water,

final effluent and

and also these natural media supplemented with

20 pgml-1 tryptone and 10 pgml-1 humic acid.
were then incubated at

Thesecultures

37°C and shaken for 24 h.

After

24 h

the cells were spun down and resuspended in NB at the
appropriate pH; pH 7. 0 in the case of the control and pH 3. 0
for acid pH treatment.
period of time,

After incubation for the required

the organisms were serially diluted in saline

solution (7. 5g NaCl I -1) and then plated to NA and incubated
at 3 7 #C for 24h.

A viable count was used to estimate the

percentage survival of acid-treated populations compared to
their untreated controls.

3. 10. 4. Habituation of E. coll organisms to alkaline pH in
nat ural media.

This was investigated exactly as for section 3. 10. 3. ,
except
pH 9.0,

that organisms were grown^in media at either pH 7. 0

or

and exposure was to pH 10. 75 for the required period

of time to test for habituation to alkali.
these alkali habituation experiments,
NA + 0. 5% DOC,

as well

In addition,

for

organisms were plated to

as to NA.

3. 10. 5. Time course of inductionof aci,d resistance.

The induction of acid resistance over time in E. coli
strain 1829 ColV, I-K94 was investigated in Davis minimal
medium at 37*C.
Initially,

for controls,

cells of 1829 ColV*’ were grown

in DMM to exponential phase (see section 3.3.> at either
pH 7.0 for the non-habituated populations,
habituation pH of pH 5.0.

or at the

When the exponential cultures
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obtained an OD of 0.2,

the sensitivity of habituated and

non-habituated organisms to lethal acidity (pH 3.0, HC1) was
investigated for a 12 min treatment time.
The induction of acid resistance in non-habituated
(pH 7. 0-grown) organisms was examined by transferring non
habituated organisms to minimal medium acidified to pH 5.0 and
then subjecting them to acid treatment
min,

(pH 3.0,

HC1) for 12

after 30 min and 60 min incubation at this pH at 37°C.
Induction was then investigated when various components

of the medium,

0.2% (w/v) glucose,

20 pgml- '
1 tryptophan or the

nitrogen source were removed in turn.
The results were estimated by means of a viable count
and were given in terms of the percentage viability of the
acid treated populations compared to their untreated controls,

3. 10. 6. Loss of acid resistance of habituated E. coll in sewage
ef fluent.

The loss of acid resistance of E. coll 1829 Coll/"*"
organisms,

habituated (pH 5. 0-grown) in NB, was investigated

during a 48h incubation in sewage effluent at pH 7.0 at 37*C.
1829 ColV"'- was grown to exponential phase (see section
3. 3. ) in NB at 37#C at pH 5. 0 to produce acid habituated
organisms and at pH 7.0 to produce non-habituated organisms.
These habituated and non-habituated organisms were inoculated
into sterile effluent

(pH 7.0) and incubated at 37*C,

shaking.

The habituated and non-habituated organisms were then assessed
for sensitivity to lethal acidity (pH 3.0,

HC1) for a 20 min

treatment time after a 24 and a 40 hour incubation period.

Results were estimated by means of a viable count and
were given in terms of the percentage viability of the acid
treated populations compared to their untreated controls.

3. 10. 7. Survival of habituated and non—habit uat ed E. coli in
acidified natural media.

The ability of habituated <pH 5. 0-grown) and non
habituated (pH 7. 0-grown)

1829 ColV"*' organisms to survive was

investigated in acidified river water (pH 3.5, HC1) at 37*C
over a 100 min incubation period.

The control populations

were incubated in river water at pH 7.0.

A 1.0 ml aliquot was

removed at 20 min intervals and was neutralised by adding it
to 9 mis of sterile NB.

A viable count was conducted from

these samples and results were given in terms of the
percentage viability of the populations incubated in acidified
river water compared to the controls incubated in neutral
river water.

3. 11. Conjugal Transfer of the ColV, I—K94 TnlO Plasmid.

3. 11. 1. Conjugation in liquid medium.

For transfer in liquid medium,

donor and recipient

cells were grown to exponential phase in NB with shaking at
37*C.

Donor and recipient organisms were then mixed in the

ratio 1:2 and diluted with 2 parts of nutrient broth.
mixtures were then incubated for 210 mins at 37*C,

The

and then

serially diluted in saline solution (7. 5g NaCl l” 1).

These

were then plated to appropriate selective solid media and
incubated at 3 7 *C for 24-36 h.
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3. 11.2.

C o n ju g a t i o n at a solid surface.

A sterile

membrane filter (Pall 0.20 pm) was

used to vacuum filter 2 mis of recipient culture.

A second

sterile filter was used to filter 1 ml of donor culture.
The two filters were then placed so that both the sides with
the organisms attached were together and attached together
with a paper clip.

This arrangement was then suspended in the

appropriate liquid medium for an incubation period of 210 mins
at the appropriate temperature.

Following this incubation

period , the organisms were removed from the discs by mashing
them with a sterile glass rod.

The organisms now in liquid

medium were serially diluted in saline solution (7. 5g
NaCl I-1) and then plated to appropriate selective solid media
and incubated at 37*C for 24-36 h.

3.11.3. Effect of changes in environmental conditions on the
conjugal transfer of the ColV, I—K94 TnlO plasmid.

In all cases the donor strain was 1829 ColV,I-K94 TnlO.
Where the recipient strain was P678-54,

transconjugants were

selected by plating to NA + 200 pgml- '1 Streptomycin +
10 pgml” 1 Tetracycline.

Other recipients and selective media

will be detailed where they appear in the text.
The effect of different incubation temperatures was
examined by statically incubating free and attached organisms
in broth at 20*C,

25*C,

30*C and 37*C.

The effects of different incubation media were examined
by replacing 20 mis NB with 20 mis of either sterile effluent,
river water or seawater,

DMM,

distilled water supplemented
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with 0. 2%

<w/v) glucose and 20 pgml""1 tryptone and river water

supplemented with

10 pgrnl""1 humic acid and 20 pgml-1

tryptone.

Effect of incubation in anaerobic broth was also investigated.

The effect of a range of inhibitors were examined by
including them in NB, and comparing the resulting transfer
frequency observed to that of an identical population
incubated in NB without the inhibitor.
effects of 500 pgml”1 Bile Salts,
Streptomycin,

Thus were examined the

100 pgml"-1 SDS,

10 pgml-1 Nalidixic acid,

Chloramphenicol,

25 pgml-1 Kanamycin,

200 pgml-1

20 pgml™1

25 jigml'"1 Spectinomycin

and 30 pgml~'* Ampicillin on the frequency of transfer of
ColV,I-K94 TnlO.
acid,

While investigating the effects of Nalidixic

the transconjugants were selected by plating to NA +

10 pgml” 1 Nalidixic acid + 200 fxgml--' Streptomycin,

using

J53 Nal^ as the recipient.

To investigate the effects of

Chloramphenicol,

Spectinomycin and Ampicillin,

Kanamycin,

the

transconjugants were selected by plating to NA + 200 /igml~''
Streptomycin + 30 pgml"1 Ampicillin,
recipient.

using P678-54 R1 as the

Other inhibitors were examined using P678-54 as

the recipient.
The effect of different pHs was examined by statically
incubating free and attached organisms in broth at pH 4.4,
5.0, 5.5,

6.0,

7.0, 8.0 and 9.0 at 37*C.

The effect of cell density was examined by statically
incubating free and attached organisms at different
concentrations in broth at 37°C.
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3.11.4. Use of indices to determine relative frequency of
plasmid transfer.

Two indices have been used to express the reduction in
plasmid transfer frequency associated with the use of either
poor media and altered pH or broth + inhibitor (both as
compared to NB alone).

Index A = Transfer frequencv in given medium
Transfer frequency in NB

Index B = Transfer frequency in NB + Inhibitor
Transfer frequency in NB - inhibitor

In both cases the observed plasmid transfer frequency in NB
has been arbitarily assigned as unity.

3. 12. Statistical Analysis of Results.

For statistical analysis,

results were only compared

for groups of strains tested under circumstances where the
experimental materials and conditions of both growth and
experiment were identical.

For each group of experiments,

sample means and standard errors (S.E.) were determined and
recorded where appropriate.

To determine whether the

difference between pairs of means was significant,
estimated using the following equation: -
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ss was

the

-

■<y i - y i
+__-y<y? - y^*.
n, + ns - 2

where : y 1 and y:;2 are sample values for populations 1 and 2
y-, and y^. are sample means for populations 1 and 2
n-, and n^ are number of observations in populations 1
and 2

From this the value t was obtained :

t =

y-i. - y?.
L + i.
ss n, n;:2

The derived t value was compared with tables to
ascertain significance (and percentage confidence level) of
differences between pairs of means.
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4. RESULTS

4. 1. Attachment as a Factor in the Survival of
Escherichia coli in the Environment.

4. 1. 1. Sensitivity of free and attached plasmid—bearing
organisms to pH 3. 5 in the presence of a weak acid.

Escherichia coli ColV-1" strains are known to display
enhanced hydrophobic!ty and adherence to epithelial surfaces
relative to corresponding isogenic Col“ strains (Clancy and
Savage,

1981; Tewari et al. , 1985).

Both of these properties

suggest that ColV"- organisms may be capable of interacting
with surfaces in the environment,
such as sand,

or particles,

for example,

such as detritus,

inert particles
resulting from

the decay of plant material.
Previous work in this laboratory demonstrated that
certain strains of E. coli were markedly sensitised to killing
at acid pH when some ColV-1" plasmids were introduced into them
(Cooper and Rowbury,

1986).

However,

when organisms of E. coli

attached to glass beads in a model attachment system,
exposed to acid pHs of 2.5 to 3.5,

were

both ColV"’- and Col” strains

were more resistant than corresponding acid treated unattached
organisms.

It was also shown that acid sensitivity was

enhanced by the presence of the weak acid,

lactate (Poynter

et al. , 1986) .
E. coli strain P678-54 carrying the plasmid ColV, I-K94,
which was previously shown to enhance attachment to a range of
surfaces (Hicks and Rowbury,

1986) was examined to assess the

effects of treatment with pH 3.5 in the presence of one of a

range of weak acids on the sensitivity of free and attached
organisms.
The results shown in Table 4. indicated that for strain
P678-54 ColV, I-K94,

those organisms which were attached to

glass beads were significantly more resistant to pH 3.5 than
were corresponding unattached organisms.

Resistance to acid

was indicated by subsequent growth of treated organisms at
37*C compared to their untreated controls.
for 15 minutes at pH 3.5,

After treatment

the percentage growth for attached,

treated organisms was 101.3% ± 2, 1 and for unattached,
organisms was 82.5% ± 2.6.

treated

Statistical analysis showed that

the difference between the mean percentage values of attached
and unattached,

pH 3.5-treated populations was significant to

the 99% confidence level.

4. 1. 1. 1. Sensitivity to weak acids likely to occur in the
natural environment.

It has previously been shown that the presence of the
weak acid,

lactate enhanced the sensitivity of organisms to

acid pH (Poynter et al. , 1986).
Unattached organisms were markedly more sensitive to
treatment with a 30mM concent rat ion of each of the weak acids
acetate,

butyrate and propionate at acid pH 3. 5 compared to

their untreated controls at pH 7. 3, than were those organisms
attached to glass beads,
Figs.

These results are illustrated in

8. to 10.
The results shown in Table 5, demonstrated that the

presence of a 30mM concentration of one of a range of weak
acids likely to occur naturally in the environment increased
the sensitivity of unattached organisms to a 15 minute
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Tabl e 4.

Effect of acid pH on the sensitivity of free and
attached strain P678-54 ColV, I-K94.

Treatment
time Cmins)

Exposure
pH

Mean percentage growth (± SE)
Attached
Free

15

7. 3

100

15

3. 5

101. 3 ± 2. 1

100
82. 5 ± 2. 6

Organisms were exposed to pH 3.5 for 15 mins and after neutralisation,
grown in broth at 37*C. Percentage growth was estimated against untreated
attached and unattached controls which were considered to have a growth of
100% over 180 minutes.
N^o. o£ PS-plieoi-QJS - 3,

incubation at pH 3.5,

but didn't affect the sensitivity of

those organisms attached to glass beads.

Resistance to

treatment with pH 3. 5 in the presence of a weak acid was
indicated by subsequent growth of treated organisms at 37*C
compared to their untreated controls.
Statistical analysis of these results showed that for
the attached organisms there was no significant difference
between those populations treated at pH 3.5 only and those
treated at pH 3. 5 in the presence of a weak acid.
for unattached organisms,

However,

the difference between populations

treated at pH 3.5 only and populations treated at pH 3.5 in
the presence in a weak acid was significant to the 95%
confidence level for propionic acid but not statistically
significant in the case of acetic and butyric acids.
The difference in sensitivity between attached and
unattached populations after a 15 minute treatment at pH 3,5
in the presence of the weak acid butyrate was significant to
the 95% confidence level,

while in the presence of acetate and

propionate the difference in sensitivity was significant to
the 99% confidence level.

4. 1. 1. 2. Sensitivity to weak acids likely to occur naturally
or as preservatives in food.

Unattached organisms were markedly more sensitive to
treatment with a 30mM concentration of each of the weak acids
trans-cinnimate,

citrate,

lactate,

and sorbate at acid pH 3.5

compared to their untreated controls at pH 7. 3, than were
those organisms attached to glass beads.
illustrated in Figs.

11. to 14.

These results are

The effect of the weak acids

on free organisms was most marked for trans-cinnimate and
lact at e.
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The results shown in Table 5. demonstrated that the
presence of a 30mM concentration of one of a range of weak
acids likely to occur naturally or as food preservatives
increased the sensitivity of unattached organisms to a 15
minute incubation at pH 3.5,

but didn't affect the sensitivity

of those organisms attached to glass beads.

Resistance to

treatment with pH 3. 5 in the presence of a weak acid was
indicated by subsequent growth of treated organisms at 37*C
compared to their untreated controls.
Statistical analysis of these results showed that for
the attached organisms there was no significant difference
between those populations treated at pH 3.5 only and those
treated at pH 3.5 in the presence of a weak acid,

except in

the case of citric acid where the difference was significant
to the 95% confidence level.
organisms,

However,

for unattached

the difference between populations treated at

pH 3.5 only and populations treated at pH 3.5 in the presence
in a weak acid was significant to the 99% confidence level for
trans-cinnimic,

citric and lactic acids and to the 95%

confidence level for sorbic acid.
The difference in sensitivity between attached and
unattached populations after a 15 minute treatment at pH 3,5
in the presence of the weak acids lactate and sorbate was
significant to the 95% confidence level,

while in the presence

of citrate and trans-cinnimate the difference in sensitivity
was significant to the 99% confidence level.
Damage and killing following treatment of ColV"*'
organisms at pH 3. 5 in the presence of a weak acid was
assessed by plating duplicates onto NA and NA + 1% deoxycholic
acid (DOC) plates.

Any damaged cells generally failed to form

colonies on the NA + DOC plates.
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Table 5. Effect of weak acids on the acid sensitivity of
free and attached strain P678-54 ColV, I-K94.

Weak acid
<30mM>

Attached or
unattached

Acetate

Attached

106. 6 ± 2. 6

102. 1 ± 3. 8

85. 9 ± 4. 5

68. 7 ± 3. 9

102. 5 ± 2. 5

105. 7 ± 4. 2

69. 2 ± 4. 2

59. 3 ± 7. 1

101. 3 ± 7. 9

82. 5 ± 5. 9

Unattached

72. 6 ± 4. 0

0,005 ± 0.005

Attached

99. 6 ± 0. 4

84. 3 ± 2. 6

Unattached

90. 2 ± 0. 7

34. 3 ± 2. 6

Attached

87. 0 ± 5. 7

85. 6 ± 9. 5

Unattached

83. 9 t 5. 1

16.0 ±3.0

109. 1 t 2. 1

101, 7 ± 2. 5

84. 8 ± 6. 6

65. 9 ± 2. 6

103. 2 ± 1. 5

113. 2 ± 4. 5

Unattached
Butyrate

Attached
Unattached

transCinnimate

Citrate

Lactate

Propionate

Attached

Attached
Unattached

Sorbate

Mean percentage growth (± SE)
after 15 min exposure at pH 3. 5
No acid
Weak acid

Attached
Unattached

90. 8 ± 7. 8

31. 0 ± 13. 3

Organisms were exposed to pH 3.5 for 15 mins and after neutralisation,
grown in broth at 37*C. Percentage growth was estimated against un:reated
attached and unattached controls which were considered to have a growth'of
100% over 180 mins. Kl° • o£ ra.plicaVaS ^ 3>
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Figure 8.

Effect

of acetate on the acid sensitivity of free

and attached strain P678-54 ColV,I-K94.
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Figure 9. Effect

of butyrate on the acid sensitivity of free

and attached strain P678-54 ColV,I-K94.
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Figure

10.

Effect

of trans-cinnimate on the acid sensitivity

of free and attached strain P678-54 ColV,I-K94.
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Figure

11.

Effect

of citrate on the acid sensitivity of free

and attached strain P678-54 ColV,I-K94.
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Figure 12.

Effect of lactate on the acid sensitivity of free
and attached strain P678-54 ColV, I-K94.
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Figure

13.

Effect

of propionate on the acid sensitivity of

free and attached strain P678-54 ColV,I-K94.
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Figure

14.

Effect

of sorbate on the acid sensitivity of free

and attached strain P678-54 ColV,I-K94.
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The results of pH 3. 5 treatment in the presence of a
weak acid for both attached and unattached ColV"" populations
are shown in Table 6.

The presence of either citrate or

sorbate generally increased the sensitivity of unattached
organisms to pH 3.5 but affected the sensitivity of attached
organisms to a lesser extent in the case of citric acid and
not at all in the case of sorbate.
On NA alone,

the viability of attached organisms

appeared relatively unaffected either by pH 3.5 treatment
alone or by pH 3. 5 treatment in the presence of either citric
or sorbic acid.

However,

when these organisms were plated

onto NA + DOC approximately 20% of the citrate-treated
organisms showed sub-lethal injury,

i. e. 20% of the treated

organisms which grew on NA weren' t capable of growth on NA +
DOC.

For sorbate-treated attached organisms at pH 3. 5 there

was no difference between the populations plated onto NA and
those plated onto NA + DOC.

'

When unattached organisms were treated with citrate at

j

pH 3.5 there was a 10-fold decrease in the number of colonies

I

formed on NA + DOC compared with NA.

Treatment with sorbate

at pH 3. 5 of unattached organisms showed 20% death on NA and a
further 70% showed sub-lethal injury on NA + DOC.

-
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Table 6. Effect

of weak acids on the acid sensi ti vit y of

free and attached strain P678-54 ColV, I-K94.

Weak acid
(30 mM)

Attached or
unattached

Percentage viability after treatment with:
No acid
Weak acid
NA
DOC
NA
DOC

Citrate

Attached

94. 8

88.8

68.9

44. 4

Unattached

60. 7

54. 0

15. 5

1. 4

Attached

97. 0

96. 9

101. 1

107. 9

Unattached

81. 6

71. 9

79. 0

10, 9

Sorbate

Results are given in terms of percentage viability for organisms grown on
NA and NA + 1% DOC following treatment, compared with an untreated control.
N
°

- 2
>
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4. 1. 2.

S e n s i t i v i t y of Free and Attached Organisms to the
Presence of Inhibitory Chemical Agents.

4. 1. 2. 1. Sensitivity to treatment with antibiotics.

Previous work in this laboratory has demonstrated that
the introduction of some ColV plasmids into E. coli K12
resulted in increased sensitivity to the hydrophobic
antibiotics,

rifampicin and novobiocin,

to which most Gram-

negative organisms are relatively resistant
1986).

(Davies et al. ,

It has also been shown that attachment of both ColV-’"

and Col“ strains increased resistance to certain inhibitory
agents,

e. g. acrylic acid,

divalent copper ions,

chlorine (Hicks and Rowbury,
1986).

1986;

acid pH and

1987 a, b; Poynter et al. ,

This is more significant for the survival of ColV'*

strains because they show enhanced attachment.
Organisms of E. coll strain 1829,
attached to glass beads or unattached,

both ColV-* and Col",
were treated with a

number of antibiotics and putative inhibitory agents.
Resistance to treatment with an inhibitor was assessed using a
viable count'; comparing the numbers of surviving organisms on
NA, with the numbers surviving of the corresponding untreated
control which was considered to have a survival rate of 100%.
The results shown in Tables 7. and 8. demonstrated
that the attached ColV-* organisms were more resistant to a
20 minute treatment with the majority of the antibiotics used
than were the corresponding unattached ColV"* organisms.
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Table 7.

Sensitivity of free and attached E. coli organisms
to treatment with antibiotics.

Antibiotic
(pgml-1)

Mean % viability ± SE after treatment
with an antibiotic for a population:
Attached
Unattached

Dif ference
between means
(% confidence)

1829 ColV,I-K94

20 pgml-1 Kanamycin

68.45 + 6.89

2. 59 ± 0. 91

Significant 99

10 pgml-1 Gentamicin

70. 50 + 4. 85

1. 97 ± 0. 19

Significant 99

40 pgml-1 Cycloserine

93. 37 + 8.09

83. 40 ± 8.24

30 jigml-1 Streptomycin

40. 50 + 4. 00

4. 70 ± 0. 10

30 pgml-1 Rifampicin

87. 00 + 11. 10

43. 50 ± 1. 80

50 jigml-1 Nalidixic acid

68.85 + 7. 35

39.25 ± 4. 45

Significant 95

10 jigml-1 Polymyxin B

27. 80 + 5. 10

0 ± 0

Significant 95

104. 00 + ’9. 57

74. 03 ± 5. 29

Significant 99

98. 95 + 25. 45

53. 35 ± 9.85

Not Significant

12. 03 + 4. 03

3. 83 ± 1. 43

Not Significant

10 pgml-1 Gentamycin

8.35 + 0 . 15

3. 95 ± 0. 05

Not Significant

40 pgml-1 Cycloserine

86.80 + 2.20

83. 20 ± 2. 30

Not Significant

30 pgml-1 Streptomycin

19. 63 + 8.70

16.35 ± 4. 84

Not Significant

30 pgml-1 Rifampicin

97. 30 + 6.48

96.00 ± 4. 70

Not Significant

100 pgml- 1 Rifampicin

71. 85 + 6.45

82.05 ± 8.65

Not Signif icant

50 pgml-1 Nalidixic acid

75. 33 + 8.87

68.97 ± 10.66

0.80 + 0.36

0. 49 ± 0. 41

Not Signif icant

100 pgml- 1 Penicillin G

87. 85 + 2.65

87.65 ± 1. 95

Not Significant

30 pgml-1 Ampicillin

72. 50 + 2.50

100 pgml- 1 Penicillin G
30 pgml-1 Ampicillin

Not Significant
Significant 99
Significant 95

1829

20 pgml-1 Kanamycin

10 pgml-1 Polymyxin B

No-

oP ro_p\ ICLCxP.Q-3> — 3)
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77. 90 ± 5. 40

Not Significant

Not Signif icant

Table 8.

Sensitivity of free and attached E. coll organisms

to treatment with inhibitory agents.

Inhibitor
(jigml-1)

Exposure
time (mins)

Mean % viability ± S. E.
after treatment with an
inhibitor for a population
Attached
Unattached

Dif ference
between means
(% confidence)

1829 ColV, I-K94
Chloramphenicol (100)

240

82. 3 + 2. 3

26. 4 ± 1. 8

Significant 99

Erythromycin (50)

240

88. 3 + 2. 6

43. 7 ± 2. 1

Significant 99

Novobiocin (50)

240

90. 3 + 5. 3

61. 3 ± 2. 9

Significant 99

Tetracycline (2.0)

240

31. 3 + 0. 8

10. 5 ± 4. 8

Significant 95

SDS (100)

210

91. 9 + 3. 0

42. 5 ± 5. 6

Significant 99

DOC (30)

240

99. 8 + 2. 6

79. 1 ± 2. 0

Significant 99

CTAB (10)

240

101. 9 + 1. 1

25. 3 ± 0. 8

Significant 99

H.202 (42mM)

40

96. 7 + 5. 5

52. 6 ± 8. 4

Significant 99

Chloramphenicol (100)

240

42. 3 + 11. 6

42. 8 ± 11.4

Not significant

Erythromycin (50)

240

90. 9 + 0 .0

76. 4 ± 0. 7

Significant 99

Novobiocin (50)

240

59. 7 + 0. 3

69. 3 ± 1. 1

Significant 95

Tetracycline (2.0)

240

42. 3 + 4. 7

34. 2 ± 6. 5

Not significant

SDS (100)

210

53. 0 + 8. 5

53. 4 ± 0. 5

Not significant

DOC (30)

240

100. 5 + 0. 6

100. 8 ± 1. 9

Not significant

CTAB (10)

240

65. 0 + 6. 0

55. 4 ± 5. 4

Not significant

H*Cu. (42mM)

40

93. 8 + 6. 8

96. 5 ± 4. 4

Not significant

1829

Results are given in terms of percentage survival after treatment with the
required inhibitor, compared to that of an untreated control.

- N° c^- rG-plicoAd-s = 3 .
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Statistical analysis showed that the difference between mean
percentage viability of the attached and unattached ColVH“
populations was significant to the 99% confidence level for
20 jigml” 1 kanamycin,
streptomycin,

100 jigml” 1 penicillin G,

chloramphenicol,
novobiocin,

10 jigml” 1 gentamicin,

30 jigml” 1

100 jigml” 1

50 jigml” 1 erythromycin and 50 jigml” 1

significant to the 95% confidence level for

30 jigml” 1 rifampicin,

2.0 jigml” 1 tetracycline,

50 jigml"1

nalidixic acid and 10 jigml” 1 polymyxin B, but there was no
significant difference between attached and unattached
organisms treated with 40 jigml” 1 cycloserine or 30 jigml” 1
ampicillin.
Statistical analysis demonstrated that there was no
significant difference in resistance between attached and
unattached Col" populations when treated with any of the
antibiotics,

except in the cases of 50 jigml” 1 erythromycin and

50 jigml"1 novobiocin where the differences were significant to
the 99% confidence level and

the 95% confidence level

respect ively.
Unattached ColV^ organisms were found to be either more
sensitive or equally sensitive to a 20 minute treatment with
an antibiotic than were the corresponding Col” organisms,

in

no case were the ColV^ organisms more resistant than the Col”
organisms.

Statistical analysis demonstrated no significant

difference in resistance to 40 jigml"1 cycloserine,
streptomycin,

50 jigml"1 nalidixic acid,

30 jigml” 1

10 jigml"1 polymyxin,

100 jigml"'1 penicillin G, 30 jigml” 1 ampicillin,
chloramphenicol and 50 jigml"1 novobiocin,

100 jigml” 1

a difference

significant to the 95% confidence level in resistance to
20 jigml” 1 kanamycin and 2. 0 jigml"1 tetracycline and a
difference significant to the 99% confidence level in
resistance to 10 jigml” 1 gentamicin,

30 jigml 1 rifampicin and

50 jigml” 1 erythromycin between unattached ColV"1” and Col”
populat ions.
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Attached Col" organisms were generally found to be
either more sensitive or as sensitive to a 20 minute treatment
with an antibiotic than were the corresponding ColV""
organisms.

Statistical analysis showed no significant

difference in resistance to 40 jigml"1 cycloserine,
rifampicin,

50 jigml"1 nalidixic acid,

30 jigml"1 ampicillin,
erythromycin,

30 jigml"1

100 jigml"1 penicillin G,

100 jigml"1 chloramphenicol,

2.0 jigml"1 tetracycline,

50 jigml"1

a difference

significant to the 95% confidence level in resistance for
30 jigml"1 streptomycin and 50 jigml” 1 novobiocin and a
difference significant to the 99% confidence level in
resistance to 20 jigml"1 kanamycin,

10 jigml"1 gentamicin and

10 jigml"1 polymyxin B between attached ColV"1- and Col"
populat ions.

4. 1. 2. 2. Sensitivity to treatment with other inhibitory
agents.

The results in Table 8. demonstrated that attached
ColV"1" organisms were more resistant to treatment with all of
the inhibitory agents used than were the corresponding
unattached ColV“‘" organisms.

Statistical analysis showed that

there was a difference significant to the 99% confidence level
in resistance between attached and unattached ColV"*' organisms
for 30 jigml"1 deoxycholic acid (DOC),

10 jigml"1 CTAB and

42mM H.;20;
;2 and a difference significant to the 99% confidence
level in resistance for 100 jigml"1 SDS.
There was no difference in resistance between attached
and unattached Col" organisms when treated with most of the
inhibitory agents used.

Statistical analysis of the results

in Table 8. showed that there was no significant difference in
resistance values between attached and unattached Col"
organisms when treated with 100 jigml"1 SDS,
deoxycholic acid (DOC),

30 jigml"1

10 jigml"1 CTAB and 42 mM H:;s.0;;;:;.
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Unattached ColV^ organisms were generally either more
sensitive,

or as sensitive,

Col~ organisms.

as the corresponding unattached

Statistical analysis showed that the

difference in resistance between the mean values of ColV-'" and
Col" were significant to the 99% confidence level for
10 jigml"1 CTAB and 42 mM H:;20:
;2, significant to the 95%
confidence level for 30 jigml"1 deoxycholic acid (DOC) and not
significant for 100 jigml"1 SDS.
Attached ColV"" organisms were less sensitive,
sensitive,

or as

to treatment with the inhibitors used than were the

corresponding attached Col" organisms.

The difference in

resistance between attached ColV*1' and Col" organisms was
significant to the 99% confidence level for 10 jigml"1 CTAB,
the 95% confidence level for 100 jigml"1 SDS,
significant for 30 jigml"1 DOC and 42 mM H;:20;
~2.
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but was not

to

4.2. Effect of Cold Shock on the Sensitivity of E. coll
Organisms to Chemical Environmental Agents.

Cold shock may occur when organisms enter sewage after
having grown up in man at 37*C,
water from an animal host.

or when they enter a body of

These organisms may experience a

drop in temperature from 37*C to between 0*C and 10’C,
depending on the time of year.

Accordingly,

the ability of

cold-shocked organisms to resist the effects of chemical or
biological agents found in natural waters was investigated.

4.2. 1. Effect of 5"C Cold Shock on the Sensitivity of
E. coll Organisms to Acrylic Acid.

Organisms were cold-shocked at 5*C for a 1 hour period
in river water.

They were then exposed to a 1 mgml"1

concentration of acrylic acid for 4 hours at 20"C.
Sensitivity of cold shocked and non-cold shocked populations
to this treatment was assessed using a viable count;

comparing

the numbers of surviving organisms on NA with numbers
surviving of the corresponding untreated controls,
shocked and non-cold shocked,
survival rate of 100%.

cold

which were considered to have a

Untreated cold-shocked organisms

experienced no significant loss in viability.
The results are shown in Table 9. for E. coli strains
P678-54 and 1829,

either plasmid~free or, carrying the

plasmids ColV, I-K94,

R1 and Flac when the organisms were

treated with 1 mgml-1 acrylic acid for 4 hours.

Those

populations that had been previously cold-shocked at 5*C for a
1 hour period were more resistant to the treatment and this
result was significant to the 99% confidence level in every
case.
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Ta bl e 9.

Survival of E. coll strains,
lh,

when treated with

cold-shocked at 5*C for

1 rngml"1 acrylic acid for 4h

at 20 *C.

Strain

Mean % survival ± S. E. for:
cold-shocked
non-shocked
populations
populations

Dif ference
between means
(% confidence)

P678-54 ColV, I-K94

2. 25 ± 0. 39

16. 48 ± 2. 32

Significant (99)

P678-54

29. 53 ± 4. 17

65. 38 ± 4. 76

Significant (99)

1829 ColV, I-K94

50. 05 ± 0. 93

73.88 ± 1.08

Significant (99)

1829

24. 33 ± 3. 15

39. 98 ± 1. 32

Significant (99)

1829 R1

31. 13 ± 2. 58

50. 77 ± 4. 41

Significant (99)

1829 Flac

16. 86 ± 2. 82

43. 79 ± 1. 84 .

Significant (99)

Results are given in terms of percentage survival after treatment compared
to that of an untreated control which is considered to have a 100%
survival, N° of re.pl icocfes = 5
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For E. coli P678-54,

the presence of the ColV plasmid

increased sensitivity to acrylic acid treatment,

from 29,53 ±

4. 17 to 2. 25 ± 0. 39% survival for non-cold shocked organisms
and from 65. 38 ± 4. 76 to 16. 48 ± 2. 32% survival for coldshocked organisms and these differences
However,

for strain 1829,

were significant.

the presence of the ColV plasmid

increased resistance to acrylic acid,

from 24.33 ± 3. 15 to

50.05 ± 0.93 percentage survival for non-cold shocked
organisms and from 39.98 ± 1.32 to 73.88 ± 1.08 for coldshocked organisms and these differences were significant.

The

plasmid R1 also appeared to increase the resistance of strain
1829 to acrylate treatment although the differences were not
significant.

The plasmid F lac appeared to increase the

sensitivity of strain 1829 although the differences were not
statistically significant.

4.2.2. Effect of 5*C cold shock on the sensitivity of
E, coll organisms to Cii2"*" ions.

Organisms were cold-shocked at 5*0 for a 1 hour period
in river water and then exposed to a 3. 75 jjgmT""1 concentration
of Cu2"*- ions for 24 hours at 20*C.

Sensitivity of cold

shocked and non-cold shocked populations to this treatment was
assessed using a viable count as described in section 4. 2. 1.
above.
The results shown in Table 10. demonstrated that for
E. coll strains 1829 and P678-54,

either plasmid free or

bearing the plasmids ColV, I-K94,

R1 or Flac,

cold-shocked

organisms were more resistant to treatment with 3, 75 pgml-'
'
Cu2-1“ than were the non-cold shocked organisms.

The

differences between the mean percentage survival values of
cold shocked and non-cold shocked organisms was found to be
significant to the 99% confidence level in every case.
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Table 10.

Survival of E. coll strains,
lh,

cold— shocked at 5*C for

when treated with 3.75 jigml-1 C u 2+ ions for 24h

at 20 *C.

Strain

Mean % survival ± S. E. for:
cold-shocked
non-shocked
populations
populations

Dif ference
between means
(% confidence)

P678-54 ColV, I-K94

32. 28 ± 4. 99

59. 28 ± 3. 48

Significant (99)

P678-54

25. 10 ± 4. 86

74. 80 ± 4. 26

Significant (99)

1829 ColV,I-K94

24. 25 ± 3, 37

62.05 ± 5. 18

Significant (99)

1829

21. 10 ± 4. 11

78. 88 ± 2.62

Significant (99)

1829 R1

10. 48 ± 0. 28

72. 98 ± 2.25

Significant (99)

2.57 ± 1.09

69. 28 ± 1. 97

Significant (99)

1829 Flac

Results are given in terms of percentage survival after treatment compared
to that of an untreated control which is considered to have a 100%
survival. J\J° of Pe pileeches = 5
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For cold-shocked organisms,

the presence of the ColV

plasmid appeared to increase the sensitivity of strains P67854 and 1829 from 74. 80 ± 4. 26 to 59. 28 ± 3. 48% and from 78. 88
± 2.62 to 62.05 ± 5. 18% respectively,

although neither of

these apparent differences in survival were found to be
statistically significant.

The presence of plasmids R1 and

F lac appeared to decrease the percentage survival of non
shocked organisms of strain 1829 from 21. 10 ± 4. 11% to 10. 48 ±
0.28% and 2.57 ± 1.09% respectively and this result was
significant in both cases.

For cold-shocked organisms,

the

plasmids R1 and F lac appeared to increase the sensitivity to
treatment with Cu2'+ ions from 78. 88 ± 2. 62% to 72. 98 ± 2. 25%
and to 69.28 ± 1.97% respectively,

although neither of these

differences appear to be statistically significant,

4.2.3. Effect of 5*C cold shock on the sensitivity of E. coll
organisms to acid and alkaline pH.

Organisms were cold-shocked at 5*C for a 1 hour period
and then exposed to acid pH 3.0 (HC1) or alkaline pH 11.0
<Na0H) for 15 minutes at 20*C.

The sensitivity of cold-

shocked and non-cold shocked populations to these treatments
was assessed using a viable count as described in section
4. 2. 1.
The effect of acid pH 3.0,

on shocked and non-shocked,

plasmid-bearing and plasmid-free populations of strain P678-54
is shown in Table 11.

Cold-shock treatment was demonstrated

to increase the sensitivity of both plasmid-bearing and
plasmid-free strains to pH 3.0.

This increase in sensitivity

for the cold-shocked organisms was significant to the 99%
confidence level in both cases.
sensitive to acid treatment,

P678-54 ColV"*" was more

whether cold-shocked or not,

the corresponding Col- organisms.
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Tabl e 11.

Survival of E, coli strains,
lh,

c old-shocked at 5 #C for

when treated with acid pH 3. 0 for

15 mins.

at

20 °C.

Mean % survival ± S. E. for:
non-shocked
cold-shocked
populations
populations

Strain

Dif ference
between means
(% confidence)

P678-54 ColV, I-K94

65.71 ± 3. 56

25. 60 ± 1. 87

Significant (99)

P678-54

77. 23 ± 2. 64

41. 29 ± 5. 33

Significant (99)

Results are given in terms of percentage survival after treatment compared
to that of an untreated control which is considered to have a 100%
survival. Kl° of* raplicc\fes — S,

Table 12. Survival of E. coli strains,

cold-shocked at 5*C for

lh, when treated with alkaline pH 11.0 for 15 mins.
at 20 *C.

Strain

Mean % survival ± S. E. for:
non-shocked
cold-shocked
populations
populations

Dif ference
between means
(% confidence)

P678-54 ColV, I-K94

3. 10 x 10-*
± 8. 00 x 10~3

3.50 x 10-3
± 2.00 x 10“3

Significant (95)

P678-54

7.50 x 10~*
± 2. 00 x 10-*

1.20 x 10-*
± 2.00 x 10"3

Significant (95)

Results are given in terms of percentage survival after treatment compared
to that of an untreated control which is considered to have a 100%
survival. N° op repl'ioa-fes = S
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The effect of alkaline pH 11.0 on shocked and nonshocked plasmid"*" and plasmid-" populations of strain P678-54 is
shown in Table 12.

Cold-shocking increased the sensitivity of

both plasmid-bearing and plasmid-free strains to alkaline pH
and this result was significant to the 99% confidence level in
both cases.

The presence of the ColV plasmid led to a

decrease in percentage survival of both cold-shocked and nonshocked organisms.

4.2.4. Effect of 5*C cold shock on the sensitivity of E. coli
organisms to chlorine.

Organisms were cold-shocked at 5*C for a 1 hour period
in river water and then exposed to a 0. 011 mgml-"1 free
available chlorine <FAC> for 4 minutes at 20°C.

The treated

organisms were then neutralised in a 50 mgml'-1 sodium
thiosulphate solution.

Sensitivity of cold-shocked and non-

shocked populations to this treatment was assessed using a
viable count as described in section 4.2.1.
The results shown in Table 13. demonstrated that for
E. coli P678-54 ColV-*", cold-shock treatment increased
sensitivity to the effects of chlorine.

The difference

between the percentage viability of shocked and non-shocked
populations was significant to the 99% confidence level.
However,

for the corresponding Col~ organisms,

both cold-

shocked and non-shocked populations were equally sensitive to
the effects of chlorine and there was no significant
difference between the sensitivity of cold-shocked and non
cold shocked chlorine-treated organisms.

The presence of the

ColV plasmid led to an increase in percentage survival of both
cold-shocked and non-shocked organisms compared to the
plasmid-free organisms.

-
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Table

13.

Survival of E. coli strains,
for lh,

cold-shocked at 5*C

when treated with 0.011

available chlorine for 4 mins.

Strain

mgrnl""'1 free
at 20*C.

Mean % survival ± S. E. for:
non-shocked
cold-shocked
populat ions
populations

Difference
between means
<% confidence)

P678-54 ColV, I-K94

49, 27 ± 0. 38

30. 40 ± 1. 78

Significant (99)

P678-54

16. 44 ± 1. 06

13. 58 ± 0, 72

Not significant

Results are given in terms of percentage survival after treatment compared
to that of an untreated control which is considered to have a 1007#
survival.
N° op replicates = 5

4.2.5.

Effect of

10*C cold shock on the sensit i v i t y of

E, coli organisms to acrylic acid.

Organisms were cold-shocked at 10°C for a 1 hour period
in river water and then exposed to a 1 mgml” 1 concentration of
acrylic acid for 4 hours at 20*C,

Sensitivity of cold shocked

and non-cold shocked populations to this treatment was
assessed using a viable count as described in section 4. 2. 1.
above.
The results shown in Table 14. demonstrated that for
E. coli strains 1829 and P678-54,

either plasmid free or

bearing the plasmids ColV, I-K94,

R1 or Flac,

cold-shocked

organisms were more resistant to treatment with 1 rngml"1
acrylate than were the non-cold shocked organisms.

The

differences between the mean percentage survival values of
cold shocked and non-cold shocked organisms was found to be
significant to the 99% confidence level in every case.
The presence of each of the plasmids ColV,

Flac and R1

did not affect the percentage survival of either cold-shocked
or non-shocked 1829 or P678-54 organisms when treated with
acrylic acid.

From Table 14. it can be seen that there is no

statistically significant difference in percentage survival
between the plasmid-free and plasmid-bearing organisms of
either strain.
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Table 14.

Survival of E. coli strains,
for lh,

when treated with

cold-shocked at

10°C

1 mgml""1 acrylic acid

for 4h at 2 0 ‘C.

Strain

Mean % survival ± S. E. for:
cold-shocked
non-shocked
populations
populat ions

Dif ference
between means
(% confidence)

P678-54 ColV,I-K94

17.92 ± 3.59

54. 88 ± 3. 00

Significant (99)

P678-54

16. 35 ± 5. 30

62. 64 ± 6. 96

Significant (99)

1829 ColV, I-K94

13. 50 ± 3. 22

60. 87 ± 5. 27

Significant (99)

1829

10. 43 ± 5. 21

49. 08 ± 7. 57

Significant (99)

1829 R1

12. 86 ± 2. 12

74. 76 ± 7. 60

Significant (99)

1829 Flac

14. 23 ± 3. 73

46. 64 ± 3. 43

Significant (99)

Results are given in terms of percentage survival after treatment compared
to that of an untreated control which is considered to have a 100%
survival.
No. 0£ rep^licia+eS - 5 ,
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4.2.6.

Effect of

10*C Cold Shock on the S e n s i t i v i t y of

E. coli Organisms to Cu2+ Ions.

Organisms were cold-shocked at 10*C for a 1 hour period
in river water and then exposed to a 3.75 pLgml”'
’ concentration
of Cu-2"*" ions for 24 hours at 20°C.

Sensitivity of cold

shocked and non-cold shocked populations to this treatment was
assessed using a viable count as described in section 4.2. 1.
above.
The results shown in Table 15. demonstrated that for
E. coli strains 1829 and P678-54,

either plasmid free or

bearing the plasmids ColV, I-K94,

R1 or Flac,

cold-shocked

organisms were more resistant to treatment with 3.75 pgml""''1
Cu2+ than were the non-cold shocked organisms.

The

differences between the mean percentage survival values of
cold shocked and non-cold shocked organisms was found to be
significant to the 99% confidence level in every case.
For E. coli P678-54,

the presence of the ColV plasmid

increased the percentage survival of cold-shocked and nonshocked organisms when treated with Cu2'
4' ions from 8.86 ±
3.89% to 22.93 ± 5.77% and from 42.26 ± 1.54% to 78.56 ± 5.26%
respectively and this difference was statistically significant
in both cases.
plasmids ColV,

For E. coli 1829,

the presence of any of the

R1 and Flac decreased the percentage survival

of both cold-shocked and non-shocked organisms when treated
with Cu2'1".

For cold-shocked organisms this decrease was not

statistically significant in any of the cases but for nonshocked organisms the difference was significant in the cases
of organisms bearing the plasmids ColV and Rl.
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Table 15.

Survival of E. coli strains,
for lh,

c old-shocked at

10°C

when treated with 3. 75 jjigml"-'1 Cus+ ions

for 24h at 2 0 #C.

Strain

P678-54 ColV,I-K94

Mean % survival ± S. E. for:
non-shocked
cold-shocked
populat ions
populat ions

Difference
between means
(% confidence)

22. 93 ± 5. 77

78. 56 ± 5. 26

Significant (99)

8. 86 ± 3. 89

42. 26 ± 1. 54

Significant (99)

1829 ColV, I-K94

13. 31 ± 4. 64

72. 94 ± 6. 25

Significant (99)

1829

34. 54 ± 3. 32

79. 51 ± 1. 41

Significant (99)

1829 R1

11.61 ± 0. 5

76. 71 ± 3. 29

Significant (99)

1829 Flac

17.58 ± 5.27

64. 60 ± 7. 65

Significant (99)

P678-54

Results are given in terms of percentage survival after treatment compared
to that of an untreated control which is considered to have a 100%
survival. N/°
r<2_pljecxta-S
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4.3. Effect of Starvation on the Sensitivity of E. coli
Organisms to Treatment with Environmental Inhibitory
Agents.

4.3.1. Sensitivity of starved E. coli organisms to treatment
with acrylic acid.

E. coli organisms receiving the starvation treatment
were incubated in sterile river water,

those organisms not

being starved were incubated in sterile river water
supplemented with 0.2% glucose <w/v>,
20 jjigml-1 tryptone.
for 24 hours.

10 pgml"1 humic acid and

Both populations were incubated at 20*C

The starved and non-starved organisms were then

both transferred to the sterile supplemented river water and
exposed to a concentration of 1 mgml"1 acrylic acid for a 16
hour period at 20*C.
The sensitivity of both starved and non-starved
organisms to the acrylate treatment was assessed using viable
count;

comparing the numbers of surviving organisms forming

colonies on NA with the numbers surviving of the corresponding
untreated controls,
populations,

starved and non-starved untreated

which were considered to have a 100% survival

rate.
The results are illustrated in Table 16.
strains P67S-54 and 1829,

E. coli

bearing the plasmid ColV,I-K94,

were

more resistant to treatment with 1 mgml"1 acrylic acid when
starved than were the corresponding non-starved organisms.
For P678-54 ColV, I-K94,

the non-starved populations had a mean

percentage survival of 6. 20 ± 1. 29% while the starved
populations had a percentage survival of 29.54 ± 5.57%,
increase in percentage survival of nearly 4-fold.
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Table 16.

Survival of starved and n on- st arv ed E. coli strains
when incubated with

1 m g m l -1 acrylic acid for

16h

at 20 *C.

Strain

Mean % survival ± S. E. for:
starved
non-starved
populat ions
populations

Dif ference
between means
(% confidence)

P678-54 ColV,I-K94

6. 20 ± 1. 29

29. 54 ± 5. 57

Significant (99)

69. 29 ± 2. 66

25.20 ± 2.27

Significant (99)

0. 40 + 0. 04

35. 46 ± 2. 62

Significant (99)

1829

69. 53 ± 5. 14

22.41 ±0. 98

Significant (99)

1829 R1

48. 28 ± 5. 26

27. 37 ± 1. 72

Significant (99)

1829 Flac

18. 47 ± 4. 93

46. 30 ± 5. 46

Significant (99)

P678-54
1829 ColV, I-K94

Results are given in terms of percentage survival after treatment compared
to that of an untreated control which is considered to have a 100%
survival. N/o Qj] pepl ica+os - 5.
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For 1829 ColV, I-K94,

the non-starved populations had a mean

percentage survival of 0. 40 ± 0. 04% while the starved
populations had a mean percentage survival of 35. 46 ± 2. 62%,
an increase in percentage survival for the starved populations
of nearly 90-fold.

The difference in resistance to acrylate

of starved and non-starved populations was shown to be
significant to the 99% confidence level.
E. coli strains P678-54 and 1829,

when plasmid free,

were less resistant to treatment with 1 mgml'"-1 acrylic acid
when starved than were the corresponding non-starved
organisms.

This was a complete reversal of the results

obtained with the same strains bearing plasmid ColV,I-K94.
For P678-54,

the non-starved organisms had a mean percentage

survival of 69. 29 ± 2. 66% while the starved organisms had a
mean percentage survival of 25. 20 ± 2. 27, a decrease in
percentage survival of the starved organisms of nearly 3-fold.
For 1829,

the non-starved organisms had a mean percentage

survival of 69. 53 ± 5. 14% while the starved organisms had a
mean percentage survival of 22. 41 ± 0. 98%,

a decrease in

percentage survival of the starved organisms of 3-fold.

The

difference in resistance to acrylate of starved and nonstarved populations was shown to be significant to the 99%
confidence level.
E. coli strain 1829,

carrying the plasmid Rl, was less

resistant when starved than was the corresponding non-starved
organisms to treatment with acrylate.

The non-starved

populations had a mean percentage survival of 48.28 ± 5.26%
while the starved populations had a mean percentage survival
of 27. 37 ± 1. 72%,

a decrease in percentage survival of the

starved organisms of nearly half.

The difference in

resistance to acrylate of starved and non-starved populations
was shown to be significant to the 99% confidence level.
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E. coli strain 1829,

carrying the plasmid Flac,

was more

resistant when starved than was the corresponding non-starved
organisms to acrylic acid treatment.

The non-starved

organisms had a mean percentage survival of 18. 47 ± 4. 93%
while the starved organisms had a mean percentage survival of
46.30 ± 5.46%,

an increase in percentage survival of the

starved organisms of over 100%.

The difference in resistance

to acrylate of starved and non-starved populations was
significant to the 99% confidence level.
E. coli strains bearing the plasmid ColV, I-K94 or the
closely-related plasmid F lac were more resistant to exposure
to acrylic acid following starvation treatment than were the
corresponding non-starved populations.

In contrast,

E. coli

strains bearing the R1 plasmid or plasmid-free strains were
more sensitive to acrylate following starvation than were the
corresponding non-starved populations.
The percentage survival values of starved populations
of both plasmid-free and plasmid bearing strains of E. coli
treated with acrylate were all approximately the same.

4. 3. 2. Sensitivity of starved E. coli organisms to treatment
with Cu2+ ions.

E. coli organisms receiving the starvation treatment
were incubated in sterile river water,

those organisms not

being starved were incubated in sterile river water
supplemented with 0.2% glucose <w/v>,
20 jigml-1 tryptone.
for 24 hours.

10 pgml"1 humic acid and

Both populations were incubated at 20*C

The starved and non-starved organisms were then

both transferred to sterile supplemented river water and
exposed to a concentration of 3.75 pgml-'1 Cu2+ ions for a
4 hour period at 20*C.
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The sensitivity of both starved and non-starved
organisms to the copper (II) ion treatment was assessed using
a viable count;

comparing the numbers of surviving organisms

forming colonies on NA with the numbers surviving of the
corresponding untreated controls,
populations,

starved and non-starved

which were considered to have a 100% survival

rat e.
The results
P678-54 ColV, I-K94

are illustrated in Table 17.

E. coli strain

was more resistant to treatment with 3. 75

pgml-1 Cu2'
1' ions when starved than were the corresponding nonstarved organisms.

The non-starved populations had a mean

percentage survival of 15. 97 ± 2. 25% while the starved
populations had a mean percentage survival of 45.79 ± 3.32%,
an increase in percentage survival for the starved populations
of nearly 3-fold.

The difference in resistance to Cu2+' of

starved and non-starved populations was significant to the 99%
confidence level.
E. coli P678-54,

plasmid-free,

was less resistant to

treatment with the copper (II) ions when starved than were the
corresponding non-starved organisms.

The non-starved

population had a mean percentage survival of 84. 12 ± 2. 23%
while the starved population had a mean percentage survival of
40.07 ± 5.70%,

a decrease in percentage survival for the

starved populations of 100%.
The percentage survival values of starved populations
of both plasmid-free and plasmid bearing strains of E. coli
treated with Cu2H" were all approximately the same.
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Ta bl e 17.

Survival of starved and non-starved E. coli strains
when incubated with 3.75 p.gml” 1 Cu2+ ions for 4h
at 20 *C.

Mean % survival ± S. E. for:
starved
non-starved
populations
populations

Strain

Dif ference
between means
(% confidence)

P678-54 ColV, I-K94

15.97 ± 2.25

45. 79 ± 3. 32

Significant (99)

P678-54

84. 12 ± 2. 23

40. 07 ± 5. 70

Significant (99)

Results are given in terms of percentage survival after treatment compared
to that of an untreated control which is considered to have a 100%
survival, t^o. oC- ropUcoiVo-S — S ,

Table 18. Survival of starved and non-starved E. coli strains
when treated with 0.011 mgml-1 free available
chlorine for 4 mins.

Strain

at 20*C.

Mean % survival ± S. E. for:
starved
non-starved
populat ions
populations

Difference
between means
(% confidence)

P678-54 ColV, I-K94

6.20 x 10“1
±1.30 x 10-2

8.38 x 10“*
±6.80 x 10-°

Significant (99)

P678-54

1. 45 x 10“2
±3.00 x 10~3

8.70 x 10~*
±1.00 x 10~5

Significant (99)

Results are given in terms of percentage survival after treatment compared
to that of an untreated control which is considered to have a 100%
survival. No.
r^-plicc^s =S.

4. 3. 3.

S e n s i t i v i t y of starved E. coli organisms to treatment
with chlorine.

E. coli organisms receiving the starvation treatment
were incubated in sterile river water,

those organisms not

being starved were incubated in supplemented river water as
described previously.
for 24 hours.

Both populations were incubated at 20*C

The starved and non-starved organisms were then

both transferred to sterile supplemented river water and
exposed to a concentration of 0.011 mgml'"'' free available
chlorine for 4 mins.

at 20*C.

Neutralisation of the chlorine

was carried out by diluting the treated organisms in 50 mgml'"''
sodium thiosulphate solution.
The sensitivity of starved and non-starved organisms to
chlorine treatment was assessed using a viable count;
comparing the numbers of surviving organisms forming colonies
on NA with the numbers surviving of the corresponding
untreated controls.
The results are illustrated in Table 18.

Both E. coli

P678-54 ColV" and Col~ strains were more sensitive to chlorine
treatment when starved than were the corresponding non-starved
organisms.

For ColV",

the non-starved populations had a mean

percentage survival of 0. 62 ± 0. 13 while the starved
populations had a mean percentage survival of 8.38 x

a

decrease in percentage survival for the starved populations of
over 100-fold.

The difference in resistance to chlorine

treatment of starved and non-starved populations was
significant to the 95% confidence level.

For P678-54 Col",

the non-starved populations had a mean percentage survival of
1.45 x lO”2 ± 3. 0 x 10~3, while the starved populations had a
mean percentage survival of 8. 70 x lO-** ± 1. 0 x 10~3, a
decrease in percentage survival for the starved populations of
16-fold.

The difference in resistance to chlorine treatment
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of starved and non-starved populations was significant to the
95% confidence level.
The percentage survival values of starved populations
of both plasmid-free and plasmid bearing strains of E. coli
treated with Cu2+ were all approximately the same.

4. 3. 4. Sensitivity of starved E, coli organisms to treatment
with acid and alkaline pH.

E. coll organisms receiving the starvation treatment
were incubated in sterile river water,

those organisms not

being starved were incubated in sterile supplemented river
water.

Both populations were incubated at 20*C for 24 hours.

The starved and non-starved organisms were then treated with
(

acidified (pH 3.0) or alkalinated (pH 11. 0) nutrient broth for
15 mins.

at 20*C,

The sensitivity of both starved and non-starved
organisms to acid pH 3.0 and alkaline pH 11.0 was assessed
using a viable count;

comparing the number of surviving

organisms forming colonies on NA with the numbers surviving of
the corresponding untreated controls.
The results of acid treatment at pH 3.0 are illustrated
in Table 19.

E. coll strain P678-54 ColV, I-K94 was more

sensitive to acid treatment when starved than were the
corresponding non-starved organisms.

The non-starved

populations had a mean percentage survival of 53. 29 ± 2. 97%
while the starved populations had a mean percentage survival
of 13. 60 ± 1. 96%, a decrease in percentage survival of nearly
4-fold.

The difference in resistance to acid pH of starved

and non-starved populations was significant to the 99%
confidence level.

P678-54 was equally sensitive to acid
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Table 19.

Survival of starved and non-starved E. coli strains
when treated with acid pH 3.0 for 15 mins,

at

20 ®C.

Mean % survival ± S. E. for:
non-starved
starved
populations
populations

Strain

Dif ference
between means
(% confidence)

P678-54 ColV, I-K94

53. 29 ± 2. 97

13. 60 ± 1. 96

Significant (99)

P678-54

77. 45 ± 1. 89

82. 94 ± 0. 93

Not significant

Results are given in terms of percentage survival after treatment compared
to that of an untreated control which is considered to have a 100%
survival. fsl°
rephc-ota-S =■S .

Table 20. Survival of starved and non-starved E. coli strains
when treated with alkaline pH 11.0 for 4 mins.

at

20 *C.

Strain

Mean % survival ± S. E. for:
non-starved
starved
populations
populat ions

P678-54 ColV, I-K94

0. 40 ± 0. 04

0.06 ± 0.02

Significant (99)

P678-54

1. 55 ± 0. 28

1. 29 ± 0. 50

Not significant

Difference
between means
(% confidence)

Results are given in terms of percentage survival after treatment compared
to that of an untreated control which is considered to have a 100%
survival. Nl° C^ P<2- p l i = 5 .
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treatment when starved or non-starved.

The difference in

resistance to acid pH was not statistically significant.
The results of alkali treatment at pH 11.0 are
illustrated in Table 20.

E. coli strain P678-54 ColV"" was more

sensitive to alkaline treatment when starved than were the
corresponding non-starved organisms.

The non-starved

populations had a mean percentage survival of 0.4 ± 0.04%
while the starved population had a mean percentage survival of
0. 06 ± 0. 02%,
fold.

a decrease in percentage survival of nearly 7-

P678-54 Col- was equally sensitive to alkaline

treatment when starved or non-starved.

The non-starved

population had a mean percentage survival of 1.55 ± 0.28%
while the starved population had a mean percentage survival of
1,29 ± 0.50.

The difference in resistance to alkaline pH was

not statistically significant.
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4. 4. Effect of Habituation of E. coli to Acid and Alkaline pH
on Environmental Survival.

It has previously been demonstrated that when bacteria
are exposed to a sub-lethal dose of certain stresses they may
acquire a phenotypic resistance,
habituated,

i. e. they will become

and will subsequently resist damage or killing by

a higher dose which is lethal to unhabituated or unadapted
organisms.

Accordingly,

habituation of E. coli to acid or

alkaline pH has been examined.

4. 4. 1. Habituation of E. coli to acid pH.

Escherichia coli, bearing the plasmid ColV, I-K94 or
plasmid-free,
37*C,

was grown in nutrient broth,

at pH values of pH 7.0 and pH 5.0,

and resistance to

lethal acidity (pH 3.0, HC1) was assessed.
given in Table 21.

at either 20*C or
The results are

in terms of the percentage viability of pH

3.0-treated populations compared to the untreated control
populat ions.
It was found that the organisms grown in nutrient broth
at pH 5.0 were more resistant to acid treatment than those
grown at pH 7. 0, that is, the cells grown at pH 5. 0 had become
habituated to acid treatment with pH 3.0 for 7 minutes.

ColV""

strains were less resistant to treatment with acid than were
the corresponding Col” strains.
Habituation to acid also occurred during growth of both
1829 and 1829 ColV, I-K94 at pH 5.0 in minimal medium at 20*C
and 37*C.

Organisms grown in minimal medium,

both at pH 5.0

and pH 7. 0, were more resistant to acid treatment than the
corresponding organisms grown in nutrient broth.
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Table 21. Acid resistance of acid-habituated and non
habituated E. coli strains in different incubation
media.

Strain

Habituation
temperature
CC)

Exposure
time at
pH 3. 0 (mins)

Mean % viability ± S. E. after
exposure of cells grown at:
pH 5.0
pH 7. 0

(i) Nutrient Broth
1829
ColV, I-K94

1829

37

7

61. 11 ± 5. 38

4. 19 ± 0. 70

20

7

60. 89 ± 7. 43

13. 30 ± 2. 30

37

7

58. 71 ± 4. 23

11. 57 ± 2. 00

20

7

72. 34 t 2. 40

16. 77 ± 3. 53

37

7

89. 00 ± 2. 14

55. 04 ± 4. 75

20

7

88. 74 ± 1. 49

48. 91 ± 4. 58

37

7

82.03 ± 0.92

55. 87 ± 0. 97

20

7

92. 05 ± 1. 28

48. 85 ± 0. 64

(ii) Minimal Medium
1829
ColV, I-K94

1829

The difference between the percentage viability of habituated and nonhabituated populations was significant to a 99% confidence level in every
case.
N° of ro-pltccitc.s =5.
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Statistical analysis of these results demonstrated that
the difference between the percentage viability for pH 5.0
(habituated) and pH 7.0 (non-habituated) grown organisms was
significant to the 99% confidence level in every case.

4. 4. 2. Habituation of E. coli to acid pH in natural media.

Escherichia coli 1829 ColV, I-K94 was grown in river
water,

sewage effluent and in distilled water and in the above

media supplemented with 10 jjLgml""1 humic acid,
threonine,

20 pgml” 1 leucine,

(w/v) glucose,
pH 7.0,

20 pgml"1

20 pgml-1 tryptophan and 0.2%

at 20*C and 37*C,

at pH values of pH 5.0 and

and resistance to lethal acidity (pH 3.0,

assessed.

HC1) was

The organisms were exposed to acid pH for 12 mins,

compared to 7 mins for organisms grown in nutrient broth and
minimal medium,

as the organisms grown in natural media were

treated in the stationary phase and were therefore more
resist ant.
The results are given in terms of percentage viability
± S. E. and are shown in Table 22.
It was found that organisms grown at pH 5. 0 were more
resistant to acid than those grown at pH 7. 0.

The cells grown

at pH 5.0 had become habituated to acid treatment with pH 3.0
for 12 minutes when grown in any of the media,

at 20°C and

37 *C.
Statistical analysis of the results showed that the
difference in percentage viability for habituated (pH 5.0) and
non-habituated (pH 7.0) organisms was significant to the 99%
confidence level.
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Table 22. Acid resistance of habituated CpH 5. 0) and non
habituated (pH 7.0) E, coli 1829 ColV, I-K94 in
natural media.

Medium

Distilled
H;20

Enriched
d. H20

Effluent

Enriched
Ef fluent

River water

Enriched
River water

Habituat ion
temperature
CC)

Exposure
time at
pH 3. 0 (mins)

Mean % viability ± S. E. after
exposure of cells incubated at:
pH 5. 0
pH 7. 0

20

12

88.08 ± 2. 32

49. 63 ± 2. 95

37

12

85. 85 ± 3. 46

43. 72 ± 3.62

20

12

91.88 ± 2. 58

22. 39 ± 5. 84

37

12

94. 42 ± 3. 70

48. 98 ± 3. 18

20

12

85. 74 ± 4. 77

21. 59 ± 6. 24

37

12

88. 79 ± 3. 92

54. 16 ± 0. 99

20

12

95.50 ± 1. 99

52.26 ± 2.56

37

12

87. 12 ± 2. 37

42. 95 ± 3.39

20

12

89. 46 ± 3. 90

54. 21 ± 4. 87

37

12

93. 16 ± 1. 90

46. 56 ± 5. 47

20

12

96. 43 ± 4. 00

64. 24 ± 0. 95

37

12

90. 82 ± 2. 49

48. 50 ± 2. 44

The difference between the percentage viability after acid exposure of
habituated and non-habituated populations was significant to the 99%
confidence level in every case. fVo. of TQ-plic.crh2.s = 5
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4. 4. 3. Induction of acid resistance of Non—habituated E. coli
to acid pH in minimal medium.

Initially E. coli 1829 ColV,I-K94 was grown in minimal
medium at 37*C at pH values of pH 5. 0 and pH 7. 0, and
resistance to lethal acidity (pH 3.0,
12 minute treatment time.

HC1) was assessed for a

The results are shown in Table 23.

and from those results it can be seen that organisms grown at
pH 5.0 were more resistant to acid than those grown at pH 7.0.
The mean percentage viability after acid treatment compared to
untreated controls which were assumed to have a percentage
viability of 100% for habituated (pH 5,0 grown) organisms was
78. 14 ± 3. 79% whilst for non-habituated (pH 7. 0 grown)
organisms it was reduced to 36. 59 ± 2. 60%.
The induction of acid resistance in non-habituated
(pH 7.0 grown) organisms was examined by transferring non
habituated (pH 7. 0 grown) organisms to minimal medium
acidified to pH 5.0 and then subjecting them to acid treatment
(pH 3.0, HC1) after 30 minutes and 60 minutes incubation at
this pH.

The induction of acid resistance,

of pH 7.0 grown

cells shifted to pH 5.0,^did not occur after a 30 minute
incubation period when viability was 38.92 ± 6.80,

and there

was no significant difference between this and the viability
of 36.59 ± 2.60 of non-habituated organisms.
60 minute incubation period,

However,

after a

acid resistance was induced.

The

difference between the mean percentage viability values of
78. 14 ± 3. 79% for habituated (pH 5. 0 grown) cells and 82. 31 ±
3.53% for cells induced to show acid resisance ( pH 7.0 grown,
shifted to pH 5.0 for 60 mins) was not statistically
signi ficant.
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Table 23. Induction of acid resistance of non-habituated
E. coli 1829 ColV, I-K94 exposed to pH 3.0 at 3 7 ’C
in minimal medium when different components of the
medium are removed.

Treatment
time
(mins)

Mean % viabUity ± S. E. of
treated organisms grown in
complete medium at pH:
5. 0
7.0

Mean % viability ± S. E. of treated
organisms after a pH shift from
7 to 5 for an incubation time of:
30 min
60 min

(i) MM with all components present :
12

78.14
±3. 79

36.59
±2. 60

38. 92
±6. 80

82. 31
±3. 53

(ii) MM without 0. 2% (w/v) glucose :
12

. 86.29
±2.49

79. 25
±3. 77

26. 70
±4.52

(iii) MM without tryptophan :
12

86.10
±2. 49

35.09
±3.79

40. 83
±6. 32

(iv) MM without a N-source :
12

82.98
±2. 80

39.78
±3. 57

50. 38
±1. 98

The difference between the percentage viability of non-habituated (pH 7.0)
organisms shifted to pH 5.0 for 60 min in complete minimal medium and that
of organisms in minimal medium without glucose were not significant. The
difference between those in complete minimal medium and those in MM without
tryptophan or without a N-source are significant to the 99% confidence
level. Mo.
n2^Vccxix2_s -=5.
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The induction of acid resistance in non-habituated
cells was then investigated in minimal medium when various
components of the medium were not present.
cells,

Non-habituated

shifted to pH 5.0 in minimal medium with 0.2% (w/v)

glucose absent,

became habituated to acid pH after a 60 minute

incubation period at that pH.

The mean percentage viabilities

of 82.31 ± 3.53% for organisms that had acid resistance
induced in complete minimal medium and of 79.25 ± 3.77% for
organisms induced in minimal medium deficient in glucose were
almost identical and the difference between the two values was
not statistically significant,
Non-habituated organisms,

shifted to pH 5.0 in minimal

medium deficient in 20 ugml"'"'1 tryptophan did not become
habituated to acid pH after a 60 minute incubation period.
The difference between the mean percentage viability of the
non-habituated organisms not shifted which was 35.09 ± 3.79%
and the shifted organisms which was 40. 83 ± 6. 32 was not
statistically significant.

The difference between the mean

percentage viabilities of 82.31 ± 3.53% for the non-habituated
organisms shifted to pH 5.0 in complete minimal medium and of
40.83 ± 6.32% for those shifted to pH 5.0 in minimal medium
deficient in tryptophan was significant to the 99% confidence
level.
Non-habituated organisms,

shifted to pH 5.0 in minimal

medium deficient in a source of nitrogen,

did become

habituated to some

extent to acidpH after 60 minutes.

difference between

viabilities of 50.38 t 1.98% for the

The

shifted organisms and of 39.78 ± 3.57% for the non-habituated,
unshifted cells was statistically significant to the 95%
confidence level.

However,

both the pH 5.0 grown,

they were less acid resistant than

habituated organisms and the organisms

shifted to pH 5.0 in complete minimal medium and the
difference between

viabilities of 82.31 ± 3.53% for the non

habituated organisms shifted to complete minimal medium and of
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50. 38 ± 1. 98% for the non-habituated organisms shifted in
minimal medium deficient in nitrogen was significant to the
99% confidence level.

4. 4. 4. Loss of acid resistance of habituated E. coli in sewage
ef fluent.

The loss of acid resistance of E. coli 1829 ColV, I-K94
organisms habituated (pH 5.0 grown) in nutrient broth was
investigated during a 48 hour incubation in sewage effluent at
pH 7.0 at 37*C and the results are given in terms of
percentage viabilily of the organisms treated with acid pH
(pH 3.0, HC1) for 20 minutes compared to the untreated control
organisms shown in Table 24.
The habituated (pH 5.0 grown) cells showed a dramatic
reduction in acid resistance after 24 hours and 48 hours
incubation in sewage effluent.

The mean percentage viability

at Oh was 68. 86 ± 5. 10%, after 24h it was reduced to 5. 32 ±
3.26% while after 48h it was 3.38 ± 0.41%.

The non-habituated

(pH 7.0 grown) cells also showed a dramatic reduction in their
resistance to acid pH after 24h and 48h incubation in
effluent.
3. 47%,

The mean percentage viability at Oh was 33.06 ±

after 24h it was reduced to 1. 71 ± 1. 24% while after

48h it was further reduced to 0. 33 ± 0. 11%.
After Oh, 24h and 48h incubation periods,

the

habituated organisms were more resistant' to acid pH than were
the non-habituated organisms.

This difference was

statistically significant to the 99% confidence level at Oh
and 48h but was not significant at 24h.
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Table 24. Loss of acid resistance of E. coli 1829 ColV, I-K94
habituated at pH 5.0,

or non-habi tuat ed at pH 7,0,

in nutrient broth after a 48h incubation in
effluent at pH 7.0 at 37*C.

Mean % viability ± S. E. after treatment
at pH 3. 0 when incubated in pH 7. 0
effluent for time period of:
Oh
24h
48h

Treatment
time (mins)

Habit uat ion
pH

20

5. 0

68. 86
±5, 10

5. 32
±3. 26

3. 38
tO. 41

7. 0

33. 06
±3. 47

1. 71
±1. 24

0. 33
±0. 11

Mo.

rep\vc.o(tas - U--
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4.4.5. Survival of habituated and non—habituated E .coli in
acidified natural media.

The ability of habituated (pH 5.0 grown)
1829 ColV,I-K94 organisms to survive was investigated in
acidified river water (pH 3.5, HC1) at 37°C.

The results are

shown in Table 25. and are given in terms of percentage
viability for organisms grown in river water at pH 5.0
compared to the control organisms grown in river water at
pH 7.0. The results of this investigation are also illustrated
in Fig.

15. as a line graph of viability plotted against

incubation time for habituated and non-habituated organisms.
The habituated organisms showed a reduction in viabilty
for the first 60 minutes of the incubation in acidified river
water.

The percentage viability of these habituated cells was

reduced from
60 min.

84. 46 ± 0. 30% at 0 min.

However,

after 60 min.

to 41. 47 ± 7. 47% after

incubation there was a rise in

viability for the habituated organisms to 87. 95 ± 1. 53% after
80 minutes and 91.93 ± 0.38% after 100 minutes incubation.
Presumably the increase in viability was due to the organisms
recovering their ability to plate on NB,

rather than to the

organisms multiplying in the nutrient-limited environment of
the river water.
The non-habituated organisms showed a dramatic
reduction in viability from 81.83 ± 2.05% at 0 mins.
3.04% for 20 mins.
mins.

to 7.96 ±

and then was further reduced over the 100

incubation period.

The differences between the mean

percentage viability of habituated and non-habituated
organisms was 99% significant at all the incubation periods
from 20 min.

to 100 min.
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Table 25.

Survival of habituated
(pH 7.0)

and non-habituated

E. coli 1829 ColV, I-K94 incubated in

acidified river water

Incubation
time (mins) in
acidified RW

(pH 5.0)

(pH 3.5)

at 37*C.

Mean % viability ± S. E. after pH 3.5 treatment
of cells grown up at pH:
5. 0
7. 0

0

84. 46 ± 0. 30

81.83 ± 2.05

20

69. 05 ± 2. 38

7. 96 ± 3. 04

40

38. 99 ± 3. 57

6. 80 ± 2. 36

60

41. 47 ± 7. 47

8. 15 ± 3. 50

80

87. 95 ± 1. 53

4. 95 ± 0. 35

100

91. 93 ± 0. 38

2. 85 ± 0. 05

Wo-

ro_pUdocW_S> = 4
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Figure 15.

Survival of habituated

(pH 5. 0) and non-habituated

(pH 7. 0) E. coli 1829 ColV, I-K94 incubated in
acidified river water

0

20

(pH 3.5)

at 37*C.

40
60
80
INCUBATION TIME (minutes)
B pH 5.0 grown

^ pH 7.0 grown

100

12

4. 4. 6. H a b i t u a t i o n of E. coli to alkaline pH.

E. coli 1829 ColV, I-K94 was grown in nutrient broth at
37*C,

at pH values of pH 9.0 and pH 7.0,

lethal alkalinity (pH 10.75,

and resistance to

NaOH) was assessed.

The results are shown in Table 26. and are given in
terms of percentage viability for alkaline pH treated
organisms compared to the untreated controls.
It was found that organisms grown in broth at pH 9.0
(habituated to alkali) were more resistant to killing (failure
of organisms to plate on NA) or damage (failure of organisms
to plate on NA + 0. 5% sodium deoxycholate) than were non
habituated (pH 7.0 grown) ones to lethal alkalinity (pH 10.75,
NaOH).

4. 4. 7. Habituation of E. coli to alkaline pH in natural media.

Escherichia coli 1829 ColV, I-K94 was grown in river
water and in river water supplemented with 10 pgml"1 humic
acid,

20 pgml-1 threonine,

20 pgrnl"1 leucine,

20 pgml"1

tryptophan and 0.2% (w/v) glucose at 20*C and 37*C,

at pH

values of pH 9. 0 and pH 7. 0 and resistance to lethal
alkalinity (pH 10.75, NaOH) was assessed.
The results in Table 27. are given in terms of
percentage viability for alkaline pH treated organisms
compared to the untreated controls.
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Table 26.

Alkali

resistance of habituated

habituated

(pH 9.0)

and non

(pH 7. 0) E. coli 1829 ColV, I-K94 to

pH 10.75 in nutrient

broth at 37*C.

Mean percentage of organisms forming
colonies (± S. E. ) after exposure
to pH 10.75 of cells grown at pH:
9.0
7.0
NA
NA/D0C
NA
NA/D0C

Treatment
time (mins)

5

36. 87
±6. 96

28. 48
±5. 41

1. 84
±0. 54

0. 16
±0. 06

8

11. 75
±1. 34

7. 91
±0. 94

0. 87
±0. 50

0. 02
±0. 01

j
8

£

co~

0

= 5.

i
I
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It was found that organisms grown at pH 9.0 (habituated
to alkali) were more resistant to killing (failure of
organisms to plate on NA) or damage (failure of organisms to
plate on NA + 0.5% DOC) than were non-habituated
(pH 7.0 grown) ones to lethal alkalinity (pH 10.75, NaOH) only
in river water at 20*C for both a 5 and 8 minute exposure
period,

and in enriched river water at 20*C for both 5 and 8

minute incubation periods.

In all of the other cases the

difference between the mean percentage viability for pH 9.0
and pH 7.0 grown organisms was not statistically significant.

j

-
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Ta ble 27.

Alkali resistance of habituated
habituated

(pH 7. 0)

(pH 9.0)

and non

E. coli 1829 ColV, I-K94 exposed

to pH 10. 75 in natural media at 20°C or 3 7 WC.

Medium

River
Water

Enriched
River
Water

River
Water

Enriched
River
Water

No. op

Habituat ion
temperature
CC)

Treatment
time
(mins)

Mean % viability ± S.E. after exposure
to pH 10.75 of cells grown at pH:
9.0
7.0
NA
NA/D0C
NA
NA/D0C

37

5

22. 83
±12. 23

13. 31
±5. 35

14. 18
±6. 56

7. 36
±5. 16

37

8

11. 47
±3. 81

5. 69
±1. 76

5. 00
±3. 03

4. 59
±4. 02

37

5

12. 88
±6. 10

5. 64
±3. 62

14. 46
±7. 90

6. 29
±2. 03

37

8

8. 21
±2. 99

2. 00
±1. 54

5. 75
±1. 57

4. 43
±1. 44

20

5

25. 78
±5. 76

13. 77
±3. 36

18. 00
±4. 61

4. 31
±0. 74

20

8

19. 12
±3. 20

14. 09
±3. 14

20. 40
±2. 33

9. 07
±2. 02

20

5

24. 67
±3. 31

24. 26
±2. 16

13. 07
±4. 21

4. 72
±1. 72

20

8

23. 98
±4. 65

23. 17
±3. 28

13. 14
±4. 08

11. 05
±3. 48
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4.5. Effect of Changes in Environmental Conditions on the
Conjugal Transfer of The ColV, I—K94 TnlO Plasmid.

4.5.1. Effect of incubation medium on the frequency of ColV
plasmid transfer in free and surface attached
populat ions.

The transfer frequency of plasmid ColV, I-K94 TnlO
between the donor E. coli 1829 and the recipient P678-54 was
examined in a range of different incubation media.

Donor and

recipient organisms in both free and attached model systems
were incubated statically in the required medium for 210
minutes at 37#C.
Transfer frequency is calculated as the number of
transconjugants arising per total recipient population.
Results are quoted as an index comparing transfer in the
stated medium to that in aerobic broth under otherwise
identical conditions.

The results are shown in Table 28.

The use of poorly defined media,

both Davis minimal

medium or distilled water supplemented with 0.2% glucose and
20 ugml- '
1 tryptone caused a reduction in the transfer
frequency observed in both free and surface attached
populations.

However,

was less affected.

in both cases,

the attached populations

In Davis minimal medium,

transfer

frequency of the surface attached organisms was reduced by
nearly one and a half times whilst the transfer frequency of
the free organisms was reduced by over 55-fold.
supplemented distilled water,

In the

the transfer of the surface

attached organisms was reduced by more than 30-fold whilst the
transfer frequency of the free populations was reduced by over
300-fold,

Statistical analysis showed that the difference

between the mean values of transfer frequency for free and
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Table 28. Effect of incubation medium (as compared to
aerobic broth) on the transfer frequency of
plasmid ColV, I-K94 TnlO from 1829 to P678-54 after
a 210 min static incubation period at 37*C.

Incubation
Medium

Mean Transfer Frequency for:
Attached
Unattached
population
population

Difference
between means
(% confidence)

7. 41 X 10-1

Significant (99)

5. 44 X 10-1
±2. 80 X 10“2

±2. 39 X 10-2

7. 06 X io-1
±6. 40 X 10"2

1. 76 X 10“=
±7. 80 X io-*

Significant (99)

3. 03 X 10“2
dH:20+0. 2% glucose
+ 20pgml_1 tryptone ±5. 90 X io-*

3. 21 X 10-3
±1. 24 X 10-3

Signif icant (99)

Ef fluent

6. 58 X io-1
±1. 23 X 10"2

2. 52 X IO"1
±3. 00 X 10"2

Significant (99)

River water

2. 07 X io-1
±1. 45 X 10~2

9. 35 X 10“2
±8. 78 X 10“3

Significant (99)

Enriched
River water

3. 50 X io-1
±7. 83 X 10-3

2. 53 X io-1
±5, 20 X 10~2

Not significant

Seawater

1. 73 X 10“3
±1. 21 X 10”*

2. 52 X 10-®
±1. 00 X io-®

Signi ficant (99)

Anaerobic broth

DMM

No.

r<2-p\icia4-e_Sl = (o.

Transfer frequency

=

Transfer frequency in stated medium
--------------------------------Transfer frequency in aerobic broth

-
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attached organisms was considered to be significant to the 99%
confidence level.
In natural media such as effluent,

river water and

seawater there was also a reduction in transfer frequency for
both free and attached populations.

In sterile effluent,

transfer frequency of attached organisms was reduced by one
and a half times whilst for free organisms it was reduced by
nearly 4-fold.

In sterile river water,

transfer frequency of

attached organisms was reduced by nearly 5-fold whilst for
free organisms it was reduced by over 10-fold.

In sea water,

transfer frequency of attached organisms was reduced by over
500-fold whilst for free organisms it was reduced by nearly 4
x 10^-fold.

In enriched river water,

for the attached

populations there was a decrease in plasmid transfer frequency
of nearly 3-fold whilst for the free populations there was a
decrease of nearly 4-fold.

Statistical analysis demonstrated

that the difference between the mean values of transfer
frequency for free and attached organisms was considered to be
significant to the 99% confidence level,

except in the case of

enriched river water where the difference was not found to be
signi ficant.
In anaerobic broth,

the reduction in transfer frequency

was more marked in attached populations than in free ones.
Transfer frequency for attached organisms was reduced by
nearly 50% whilst for free organisms it was reduced by 20%.
Statistical analysis showed that the difference was
significant to the 99% confidence level.
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4.5.2. Effect of incubation temperature on the frequency of
ColV plasmid transfer in free and surface attached
populat ions.

The transfer frequency of plasmid ColV, I-K94 TnlO
between the donor E. coli 1829 and the recipient P678-54 was
examined at the temperatures of 20*C,
Donor and recipient organisms,

25*C,

30*C and 37°C.

in the ratio of 1:2,

in both

free and surface attached model systems were incubated
statically in broth at the required temperature for a 210
minute incubation period.
The results are quoted for each temperature in terms of
transfer frequency which is calculated as the number of
transconjugants arising per total recipient population.

The

results are shown in Table 29.
Transfer frequency was seen to diminish with decreasing
temperature over the range from 37*C to 20*C for both free and
surface attached model systems.
Greater transfer took place within the surface attached
populations than within the free populations over the range of
temperatures from 25*C to 37*C.

This difference between the

transfer frequency for the free and attached populations
became more marked as the temperature decreased.

At 25 *C, the

frequency of transfer for the free populations was reduced by
nearly 50% compared to the attached populations.

At 30°C,

the

transfer frequency for the free populations was reduced by 20%
compared to the attached populations.
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Table 29. Effect of incubation temperature on the transfer
frequency of plasmid ColV, I-K94 TnlO from E, coli
1829 to P678-54 after a 210 min incubation period
in nutrient broth.

Incubation
temperature
(*C)

37

Mean Transfer Frequency for:
Attached
Unattached
population
population

8. 54
±1. 43

X 10"1
X io-2

±9. 83 X 10”3

30

7. 36
±1. 14

X io-1
X io-2

6. 06
±6. 12

X 10”1
X 10-3

Significant (99)

25

6. 50
±4. 20

X io-1
X 10~2

3. 65
±3. 70

X
X

10”1
10”2

Signif icant (99)

10~2

1. 61
±1. 65

X
X

10”1
10”2

Signif icant (99)

20

7. 07

X

±9. 08 X 10~3

7. 41

X

10-1

Difference
between means
(% confidence)

Significant (99)

Nlo. o^- r£jp\\c.cxW^ = (o .

Transfer frequency = number of transconjugants arising as a proportion
of the total number of recipient organisms.
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At 37°C,

the transfer frequency for the free population was

15% less than that of the attached population.
20°C,

However,

at

the frequency of plasmid transfer for the attached

organisms was less than that of the free organisms.
attached organisms,

For

the transfer frequency was reduced by over

2-fold compared to the free organisms.
Statistical analysis demonstrated that the difference
between the mean values of transfer frequency for free and
attached populations was significant to the 99% confidence
level in every case.

4.5.3. Effect of Cell density on the frequency of ColV plasmid
transfer in free and surface attached populations.

The ability of free and surface attached P678-54
recipient cells to receive the plasmid ColV, I-K94 TnlO from
the donor 1829 was studied by incubating the donor and
recipient organisms together,

in a ratio of 1:2,

statically in

broth at 37*C for 210 minutes using total initial cell
densities ranging from 4. 0 x 10e to 2.5 x 10:r organisms ml” 1.
The results are quoted in terms of transfer frequency
which is calculated as the number of transconjugants arising
per total recipient population.

The results are shown in

Table 30. and in Figure 16.
The frequency of plasmid transfer was found to be
dependant on the initial cell density and declined as the
initial cell density declined.
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Table 30.

Effect

of cell density on the transfer frequency

of ColV, I-K94 TnlO from 1829 to P678-54 during a
static incubation in broth at 37*C for 210 min.

Total cell
number

Mean Transfer Frequency for:
Attached
Unattached
population
population

Difference
between means
(% confidence)

3. 16 X 10"1
±7. 70 X 10-3

9. 35 X 10-*
±2. 04 X 10-*

No significance

4. 11 X io-1
X 10~*

1. 47 X io-1
±1. 66 X io-*

Significant (95)

±1. 95
2. 5 X 10*

6. 50 X 10'1
±3. 95 X 10~*

1. 41 X io-1
±1. 26 X io-*

Significant (99)

4. 0 X 10®

7. 72 X io-1
±5. 89 X io-*

2. 21 X io-1
±5. 43 X io-*

Significant (99)

1. 0 X 10*

7. 99 X io-1
±3. 45 X io-*

7. 05
±1. 05

Significant (95)

2. 5 X 10*

8. 63 X 10"1
±3. 00 X 10"*

7. 75 X io-1
±2. 87 X 10~*

4. 0 X 10s

1. 0 X 10®

X io-1
X io-*

No significance

N o . o-C r<2,p\\cctes = Co .

Transfer frequency = number of transconjugants arising as a proportion of
the total number of recipient organisms.
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I
Figure 16. Effect of attachment on transfer frequency of
plasmid ColV,I-K94 TnlO from 1829 to P678-54
after a 210 min static incubation in broth at 37*C.
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^ free

Greater transfer took place amongst the surface
attached organisms than free organisms over the whole range of
initial cell densities.

This difference between transfer

frequencies for the attached and free populations was more
marked at the lower cell densities and was much smaller at
cell densities of 1. 0 x 10"7” and 2.5 x lO-7 organisms ml-1.
At an initial cell density of 4 x 10~; cells ml'"1 the
transfer frequency for the attached organisms was over 3-fold
greater than for free organisms.

However,

statistical

analysis showed that the difference between the mean values of
transfer frequency of attached and unattached organisms was
not significant.
Transfer frequency at a cell density of 1.0 x 10fe" cells
ml” 1 for the attached organisms was nearly 3-fold greater than
for free organisms and this difference was significant to the
95% confidence level.
For a cell density of 2.5 x 10s cells ml"1 the transfer
frequency for the attached populations was over 4.5-fold
greater compared to the transfer frequency for free organisms
and this difference was 99% significant.
At a cell density of 4. 0 x 10e organisms ml"1 the
transfer frequency for attached cells was nearly 3.5-fold
greater compared to that for free cells.

This difference was

99% significant.
For a cell density of 1. 0 x 10'z organisms ml” 1 the
transfer frequency for the attached organisms was nearly 12%
greater than for free organisms and this difference was 95%
signi ficant.

-
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Transfer frequency at a cell density of 2. 5 x 10'r
organisms ml-'1 was almost identical for attached and free
populations.

Statistical analysis showed that the difference

in transfer frequency between the free and attached organisms
was not significant.

4.5.4. Effect of incubation pH on the frequency of ColV
plasmid transfer in free and surface attached
populat ions.

The transfer frequency of plasmid ColV, I-K94 TnlO

:

between the donor E, coli 1829 and the recipient P678-54 was

|

examined over a range of pH values from pH 4. 0 to pH 9.0.

|

Donor and recipient organisms,

f
j

in the ratio of 1:2, in both

free and attached model systems were incubated statically in

!

broth at the required pH at 37*C for 210 minutes.

|

frequency which is calculated as the number of transconjugants

I

!

The results are quoted for each pH in terms of transfer
arising per total recipient population.

The results are shown

in Table 4. 31. and illustrated graphically in Fig.

17.

Transfer frequency was demonstrated to be greatest at
pH 7.0 and then was seen to diminish as the alkalinity or
acidity of the incubation broth was increased.
Statistical analysis of these results showed that there
was no significant difference between the transfer frequencies
for free and attached populations at any of the pH values
used.

-
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Table 31.

Effect

of incubation pH on the transfer frequency

of ColV, I-K94 TnlO from 1829 to P678-54 during a
static incubation in broth at 37*C for 210 min.

Mean Transfer Frequency for:
Attached
Unattached
population
population

Incubation
pH

Difference
between means
<% confidence)

4. 4

1. 79 X 10“2
±2. 49 X 10-3

6. 94 X 10-3
±3. 57 X 10-4

No significanc e

5. 0

3. 12 X 10“ 1
±5. 80 X 10~2

1. 57 X io-1
±1. 34 X 10“2

No significanc e

io - 1

2. 19 X io-1
±4. 35 X 10“2

No significanc e

±5. 00 X io-=
6. 0

4. 05 X io-1
±1. 73 X 10"2

4. 79 X io-1
±8. 74 X 10“3

No signific ance

7. 0

6. 18 X io-1
±2. 23 X 10“2

6. 84 X io-1
±3. 56 X 10~2

No significanc e

8. 0

4. 63 X 10-'
±3. 11 X 10-=

3. 23 X IO"1
±9. 22 X 10~3

No significanc e

9.0

3. 71 X 10~2
±6. 19 X 10-3

4. 00 X 10~2

No s ignificance

±1. 74 X 10-3

5. 5

Nfo • ^

3. 56 X

rS-p\icaVo_^ — fc-

Transfer frequency

=
Transfer frequency in acidified or alkalinized broth
Transfer frequency in broth alone

-
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Figure 17.

Effect of incubation pH on transfer frequency of
ColV,I-K94 TnlO from 1829 to P678-54 during a
static incubation in broth at 37°C for 210 min.
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4.5.5.

Effect of inhibitors on the frequency of ColV plasmid
transfer in free and surface attached populations.

The transfer frequency of plasmid ColV between the
donor E. coll 1829 and a suitable recipient was examined in
nutrient broth when a range of inhibitory agents were present.
Recipients were chosen as being resistant to the inhibitor
under test.
in both

Donor and recipient organisms,

in a ratio of 1:2,

free and attached model systems were incubated

statically with the required inhibitor in aerobic broth for
210 minutes at 37"C.
Transfer frequency is calculated as the number of
transconjugants arising per total recipient population.
Results are quoted as an index comparing transfer in aerobic
broth plus the inhibitor to that in aerobic broth alone under
otherwise identical conditions.

The results are shown in

Table 32.
The presence of each of the inhibitory agents was
demonstrated to cause a reduction in the frequency of plasmid
transfer observed in both free and surface attached organisms.
The presence of 500 pgml” 1 bile salts decreased the
transfer frequency to a lesser extent for the attached
population than for the free population.

The transfer

frequency of the attached organisms was reduced by nearly 20%
whilst that of the free population was reduced by nearly 80%.
The difference between the mean values of the transfer
frequency for free and attached organisms was significant to
the 99% confidence level.
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Table 32. Effect of inhibitors on the transfer frequency of
plasmid ColV, I-K94 TnlO during a static incubation
in nutrient broth at 37#C for 210 min,

using 1829

as the donor strain.

Transfer frequency for:
Attached
Unattached
population
population

Difference
between means
(.% confidence)

Inhibitor
(jigml-1)

Recipient
Strain

Bile salts
500 pgml-1

P678-54

8. 17 X 10-1
±6. 19 X 10~2

2. 03 X 10” 1
±1. 46 X 10”3

Significant (99)

SDS
100 pgml"1

P678-54

1. 20 X io-1
± 0. 0

2. 29 X 10“2
±1. 17 X 10-3

Significant (99)

Streptomycin

P678-54

3. 30 X io-1
±3. 93 X 10~2

1. 23 X io-1
±7. 62 X 10~s

Significant (95)

Nalidixic
Acid
10 pgml-1

J53 Nalr

1. 47 X IO”1
±9. 50 X 10~3

5. 29 X 10“2
±1. 68 X 10-3

No significance

Ampicillin
30 pgml-1

P678-54 R1

1. 60 X io-1
±2. 93 X 10~2

3. 77 X io-1
±1. 36 X io-2

No significance

5. 00 X 10"1
±4. 48 X 10~2

2. 85 X io-1
±1. 08 X 10-3

Significant (99)

P678-54 R1

4. 41 X io-1
±2. 77 X 10”2

1. 33 X IO” 1
±1. 50 X 10“3

Significant (99)

P678-54 R1

2. 71 X io-1
±4. 01 X 10~2

9. 61 X 10“2
±1. 75 X 10-2

Significant (99)

200 pgml-1

Chloramphenicol
20jj.gml"_1
P678-54 R1

Kanamycin
25 pgml-1

Spectinomycin
25 pgml-1

No. oL ter^lieabiS - Co.
Transfer frequency

=

Transfer frequency in broth + inhibitor
Transfer frequency in broth alone

^Recipients chosen as being resistant to killing by the inhibitor at the
level used.
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100 mgml""1 of the detergent,

SDS,

caused a reduction in

transfer frequency which was markedly less for attached
populations than for free populations.

The transfer frequency

of the attached organisms was reduced by over 8-fold whilst
that of the free organisms was reduced by over 40-fold,

and

this difference was significant to the 99% confidence level.
The presence of 200 pgml""1 of the antibiotic
streptomycin caused a decrease in the transfer frequency which
was greater for free organisms than for attached ones,

The

transfer frequency of the attached organisms was reduced by 3fold whilst for the free organisms it was reduced by over 8fold and this difference was significant to the 99% confidence
level.
20 mgml'-1 of the antibiotic chloramphenicol decreased
the transfer frequency of the attached organisms to a lesser
extent than for the free organisms.

The transfer frequency of

the attached organisms was reduced by 2-fold whilst for the
free organisms it was reduced by 3.5-fold and this difference
was 99% significant.
The presence of 25 pgml""1 of the antibiotic kanamycin
caused a decrease in the transfer frequency which was greater
for free organisms than for attached ones.

The transfer

frequency of attached organisms was reduced by over 2-fold
whilst for free organisms it was reduced by 7.5-fold and this
difference was significant to the 99% confidence level.
25 pgml"1 of the antibiotic spectinomycin led to a
reduction in transfer frequency which was less for attached
than free organisms.

The transfer frequency of the attached

organisms was reduced by over 3.5-fold whilst for free
organisms it was reduced by over 10-fold and this result was
significant to the 99% confidence level.
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For the antibiotics,
30 jjigml'"1 ampicillin,

10 jigml” 1 nalidixic acid and

the transfer frequency of both free and

attached organisms was reduced but the difference between the
transfer frequency of attached and free populations was not
signif icant.
From this study,

it appears that the presence of an

inhibitory substance causes a reduction in the frequency of
plasmid transfer observed in both free and surface attached
organisms.

However,

this reduction in transfer frequency was

more significant for those organisms which were not surface
at tached.

-
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DISCUSSION

5. 1. Attachment as a Factor in the Survival of E. coli in the
Environment.

ColV plasmids have been shown to confer or enhance
several bacterial properties that may be related to virulence.
Some of these specifically depend on the presence of
derepressed transfer properties,
(Clancy and Savage,

1981),

i.e.

enhanced adhesion

increased surface hydrophobicity

(Tewari et al. , 1985) and autoagglutination,

which may impede

phagocytosis and killing by inhibitory agents (Rowbury et al, ,
1985).
It is known that the presence of some ColV plasmids in
certain E. coli strains leads to increased sensitivity to a
number of inhibitory agents such as acrylate and chlorine
(Hicks and Rowbury,
1986).

However,

1987) and acidic pH (Cooper and Rowbury,

it has also been shown that attachment of

both ColV"** and Col” strains of E. coli to glass beads increased
the resistance of these organisms to certain inhibitory agents
such as acrylate,

divalent copper ions,

(Hicks and Rowbury,

1986,

acid pH and chlorine

1987a, b; Poynter et al. , 1986).

5. 1. 1. Role of attachment in the resistance of ColV''’ organisms
to pH 3. 5 in the presence of a weak acid.

It has previously been demonstrated that certain
strains of E. coli become extremely acid sensitive when some
ColV plasmids are introduced into them (Cooper and Rowbury,
1986).

This acid sensitivity appears to depend on the

presence of transfer components.
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These may confer acid

sensitivity by allowing hydrogen ions to cross the outer
membrane more readily .

The tight packing of the

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) maintains the impenetrability of the
outer membrane to many inhibitory agents and insertion of
transfer components into the outer membrane may weaken LPS-LPS
bonds,

as has been suggested for compounds with strongly

cationic regions (Hancock,

1984).

This could then allow

increased permeation and acid killing,
transfer components (e.g.

Alternatively certain

pili) might act as pores to allow

increased acid permeation across the outer membrane.
The acid sensitivity of enteric organisms is
significant for their survival in the natural environment.
Those organisms present in the aquatic environment are
commonly exposed to acid pHs as a result of the occurrence of
acid rain and acid snow melts;

acid run-offs from fields may

arise due to the agricultural use of acid slurries or acidgenerating fertilizers,
range of acid effluents.

whilst chemical processes produce a
Organisms in the aquatic environment

may also encounter weak acids such as butyrate,
acetate,

e.g.

in the vicinity of sediments.

and multiply in the intestine,

propionate and

In order to reach

ingested organisms must survive

exposure to gastric acid (ca. pH 2), they may also be exposed
to a number of weak acids present in ingested food.

Mild acid

pH together with weak acids also occurs in the upper
intestine,

in the phagolysosomes and in the urinary tract.

The results presented here (see Table 5. ) have
demonstrated that there is a significant increase in the
resistance of attached E. coli ColV"" organisms compared to the
corresponding unattached organisms when treated with each of a
number of weak acids at pH 3. 5.
enhanced by the ColV plasmid,

Thus attachment,

which is

may provide an explanation for

the apparently contradictory observation of extreme acid

-
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sensitivity of free ColV"' organisms (Cooper and Rowbury,
1986),

in contrast to the frequent implication of E. coli ColV""

strains in intestinal and invasive disorders (Fredericq and
Joiris,

1950; Smith,

1974).

Thus it is likely that organisms attached to food and
other particles in the intestine,

and organisms attached to

particles in aquatic systems will be relatively more acid
resistant.

This will have a greater effect on the survival of

ColV"" organisms than on that of Col~ organisms,

since,

firstly

it has been shown that ColV"" organisms attach better than Col“
ones to surfaces,

and secondly,

attached ColV"* organisms

appear to be more acid resistant than attached Col“ ones
CPoynter et al. , 1986).

5. 1. 2. Role of attachment in the sensitivity of E. coli
organisms to inhibitory chemical agents.

Previous work has demonstrated that the introduction of
some ColV plasmids into E. coli K12 resulted in increased
sensitivity to the hydrophobic antibiotics,
novobiocin,

rifampicin and

to which most Gram-negative organisms are

relatively resistant

(Davies et al. , 1986).

increased sensitivity to be expressed,
colicin components have to be present

For this

both transfer and
(Davies et al. , 1986).

It is thought that insertion of these transfer and colicin
components into the outer membrane leads to disruption of the
tight packing of the LPS molecules in the outer leaflet of the
outer membrane,

and this in turn causes the appearance of

permeable phospholipid bilayer regions in the outer membrane
(Nikaido and Nakae,
(Hancock,

1979),

or discontinuities in the LPS

1984).
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From the results presented in this study (see Tables 7
and 8) it can be observed that free E, coli ColV-1" organisms are
generally more sensitive than the corresponding Col"' organisms
to a number of inhibitory substances.

This appears to

correspond with the observations of Davies et al.

(1986) that

ColV""' strains are more sensitive to the antibiotics rifampicin
and novobiocin.

Here,

the most marked effects of ColV, I-K94

were on the sensitivity of free organisms to the antibiotics
Streptomycin,

Rifampicin,

Erythromycin,

and to the inhibitory agents CTAB and H::20.;::: (see

Tables 7. and 8. ).

Nalidixic acid, Chloramphenicol and

The increased sensitivity to the

antibiotics and other inhibitory substances examined is
probably due to the presence of plasmid-encoded transfer and
colicin components which disrupt the tight packing of the LPS
molecules in the outer membrane and increase the permeability
of the outer membrane to these inhibitors.

However,

when

organisms of the ColV"" strain were attached to glass beads in
a column they became signifleantly more resistant to treatment
with any of the inhibitory agents than were the corresponding
Col"' ones.

Thus attachment of ColV"'" organisms completely

overrode their observed sensitivity to treatment with
antibiotics and other inhibitory agents.

However,

attachment

of Col” strains did not appear to markedly enhance their
resistance to the inhibitors.

The effect of attachment on

survival will obviously be more significant for strains
bearing the ColV plasmid because ColV"" organisms have been
shown to attach better than Col” ones to surfaces.

One

possible mechanism for the effect of attachment on resistance
is that organisms form layers on the surface and that
inhibitors fail to penetrate through to organisms in lower
layers.

If this is so then the sensitivity of attached Col”

cells may indicate that thinner layers of these are formed on
part icles.
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5. 1. 3. M e c h a n i s m of plasmid-mediated attachment.

Plasmid-mediated attachment has been shown to be
absolutely dependent upon the presence of derepressed transfer
components (Hicks,

1988).

It is possible that F-like sex pili

may be involved in the adhesion process.

These structures

have been implicated in the enhanced adhesion of ColV""
organisms to epithelial surfaces (Clancy and Savage,

1981).

Sex pili are significantly hydrophobic (Date et al. , 1977) and
may enhance non-specific bacterial attachment to negativelycharged surfaces by either side or tip binding.

Subsequent

retraction of the pilus would thus lead to close contact
between the bacterial cell and the particle surface.

That the

union between the cell and the particle is reversible is
demonstrated by vigorous shaking,

which releases the attached

organisms.
Alternatively,

other exposed outer membrane transfer

components such as the TraT protein may account for the
increased attachment.

The TraT protein,

and other plasmid-

specified outer membrane alterations such as those due to the
presence of

colicin components,

may act either to affect

surface properties (e.g. charge),

or to stabilise attachment.

Surface properties are significantly altered by changes in the
composition of the LPS.

It has previously been shown that the

insertion of colicin components causes the outer envelope of
ColV"" organisms to become more permeable to the hydrophobic
antibiotic rifampicin (Davies et al. , 1986),
destabilisation of the LPS layer,

possibly due to

This weakening of the LPS

bonds may indirectly enhance surface attachment.

Certainly

attachment of ColV"" organisms has been shown to be partially
dependent upon the presence of colicin components (Hicks,
1988).
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5. 1. 4. Role of plasmid—mediated attachment in bacterial
survival.

i,

[

The ability of an organism to adhere to surfaces has

i

been proposed as a survival stratagem which may protect them
from a wide range of environmental stresses (Roper and
Marshall,

1974; Brown et al. , 1977; Ridgeway and Olsen,

Herson et al.

1982).

(1987) demonstrated that attached populations of

Enterobacter cloacae appear to remain resistant to chlorine
residues in the distribution water supply.
There are a number of possible explanations for the
increased resistance to inhibitory agents of attached
organisms.
One such explanation is that the concentration of a
toxic substance may be lower at an interface than in solution.
However,

it has been shown that there is a significant

concent rat ion of substances at solid surfaces (Wardell et al. ,
:

1983).

These two conflicting points could be satisfactorily

resolved if the inhibitory substances were demonstrated to
bind irreversibly to the surface,
inhibitory action.
adsorption,

Marshall

thus having no further

(1979) has demonstrated both the

and the irreversible binding,

of both ions and

macromolecules at surfaces.
Another possible explanation for the increased
resistance of surface-attached organisms to inhibitors is that
the effect of a toxic substance may be masked,

or compensated

for, because of the greater concentration of nutrients or
other dissolved components at an interface (Wardell et al. ,
1983).
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It is possible that attached organisms may be as
susceptible as free organisms to the effects of inhibitory
agents,

but damaged organisms may be repaired more efficiently

if surface-attached,

either because of higher nutrient levels

(Wardell et al. , 1983; Hermansson and Marshall,

1985) or

because close proximity of cells allows cross-protection
through cross-feeding,

co-metabolism,

hydrogen transfer (Fletcher,
However,

1984;

proton-transfer and

Wardell et al. , 1983).

this seems unlikely where treatment is carried out in

terms of minutes,
from surfaces,

with immediate removal of treated organisms

especially since treated populations show no

lag period during subsequent cell mass increase in nutrient
broth.
None of the previous explanations seem adequate to
explain why attached ColV"- organisms are more resistant to the
effects of environmental inhibitors than are corresponding
attached Col“ ones.

The most plausible reason is that

attachment to a surface may involve several layers of cells
with subsequent protection of buried organisms.
ColV"'" organisms have been demonstrated to attach better to
solid surfaces than the corresponding Col'"' ones and thus
presumably form thicker layers than Col" ones,

leading to the

greater survival of ColV-'" organisms that has been observed
(Poynter et al. , 1986; Hicks and Rowbury,

1986,

1987a, b).

This may also explain why attached Col” organisms were
generally not much more resistant than free ones.
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5.2.

Effect of Cold Shock on the Sensitivity of E. coli to
Chemical Environmental Agents.

It has previously been reported that the effect of cold
shock on certain bacteria may be due to interference with
bacterial permeability control mechanisms (Meynell,

1958).

There is evidence that leakage of normal internal constituents
occurs when susceptible bacteria are chilled (Strange and
Dark,

1962; Strange and Ness,

e. g. RNase,
0H~ ions,

1963) and certain agents,

amylo-naphthalene-8-sulphonate, H +' ions and

enter bacteria subjected to cold shock more readily

(Strange and Postgate,

1964).

Thus,

the presence of acid and

alkali accelerated the death of Aerobact er aerogenes at 0*C
more than at 20*C (Strange and Postgate,
studies,

however,

The above

generally involved a brief cold shock

followed by a test of sensitivity.
environment,

1964).

however,

In the natural

organisms will often be exposed to the

lower temperature for a long period prior to the inhibitor
treatment and therefore a period of lh at the lower
temperature was used prior to challenge.
adaptation,

This may permit

as occurs for several other stresses ((Jeggo,

1979; Mackey and Derrick,

1986;

1987;

Schlesinger et al.,

1982).

5. 2. 1. Copper salts.

The major sites of entry of metallic ions such as
copper (II) salts are believed to be the porins (Luktenhaus,
1977).

In particular,

OmpF is used since its pores are larger

than those of OmpC, and a higher proportion are open under
normal conditions.

The LPS also has a high affinity for

divalent metallic ions,

including Cu2+, attributable to the

phosphoryl substituents (Ferris and Beveridge,
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1986).

There are conflicting reports in the literature
concerning levels of outer membrane proteins in ColV" and Col”
strains.

De Pacheco et al.

<1985) found no significant

difference between the levels of OmpF in ColV"" and plasmid”
strains of E. collt thus ColV"" strains will have comparable
levels of OmpF and OmpC to isogenic Col” strains,and therefore
Col” and ColV"" organisms ought to be equally susceptible to
the damaging effects associated with exposure to copper salts
(Hicks,

1988).

However,

Moores and Rowbury (1982) suggested

that under certain circumstances ColV"" organisms have lesser
amounts of outer membrane protein than corresponding Col”
ones.
The results of this study (see Tables 10 and 15) have
shown that the cold-shock treatment of organisms for lh, at a
temperature of either 5*C or 10°C,

significantly increases the

resistance of both plasmid-bearing and plasmid-free strains of
E. coli to the damaging effects of copper salts.

One

possibility is that cold shock treatment leads to either loss
or damage of the porins,

or alternatively,

closure of the pore

created by the OmpF protein to the uptake of Cu2"1" ions.

This

could be tested by examining the sensitivity of cold-shocked
organisms to other agents which use the porins,
chloramphenical

(Rossouw and Rowbury,

1984.

e,g.

Alternatively,

induction of a cold-shock operon (Jones et al. , 1987) may have
permitted organisms to repair damage caused by Cu2"' better
than non-shocked organisms.
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5. 2. 2. Acrylic Acid.

It has previously been demonstrated that free organisms
of E, coli are sensitive to damage and killing when exposed to
acrylic acid in water (Brown et al. , 1977).

This effect has

been shown to be temperature-dependent, with organisms exposed
at 4*C being much less affected than those exposed at 20°C
(Hicks and Rowbury,

1987).

In previous studies it has been shown that free ColV"
organisms treated in distilled water were markedly more
sensitive to the killing effects of acrylic acid than were
comparable Col” populations exposed to identical conditions
(Hicks,

1988).

The presence of the ColV plasmid has been

previously correlated with increased envelope permeability
(Rowbury et al. , 1985; Davies et al. , 1986),

typically to high

molecular weight species or hydrophobic molecules.

Such

agents are normally prevented from entering the cell by the
LPS layer.

The increased permeability of the outer membrane

of ColV" organisms may arise due to sites of weakness within
the envelope,

for example,

Alternatively,

where F-like sex pili project.

destabilization of LPS-LPS bonds may result

from the presence of ColV-specified transfer components,
as the TraT protein,
membrane.
unknown.

such

or colicin components in the outer

The mechanism of uptake of acrylic acid is, so far,
It could conceivably be absorbed via the pores,

created in the outer membrane by the proteins OmpF and OmpC
(Lutkenhaus,

1977) and even more likely,

by the PhoE protein

pores since acrylate is a small anionic molecule. .
The results of this study indicate that ColV" organisms
treated in river water were generally no more sensitive than
the corresponding Col

ones,

when treated with 1 mgml"-'

acrylate for 4h (see Tables 9 and 14).

This correlated with

the results demonstrated by Hicks and Rowbury (1987),
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where

the effects of acrylate on ColV" organisms were shown to be
lessened when organisms were incubated in seawater or sewage
effluent,

rather than in distilled water.

It is possible that

attachment of ColV" organisms to the natural particles present
in the river water affords protection against the effects of
acrylate treatment by one of the mechanisms suggested earlier
in this report.

One set of results (for non-shocked

organisms) did show greater sensitivity of ColV" organisms
(see table 4. 6. ), whereas the other set did not
4. 10. ).

(see table

The discrepancy may relate to differences in the

river water samples used for acrylate treatment,

for example,

the river water used for one set may have contained more
particulate matter.
This study indicated that exposure to cold shock
temperatures of either 5*C,

or 10*C,

for a Ih period led to

increased resistance of both plasmid-bearing and plasmid-free
strains to the damaging and killing effects of acrylic acid
(see Tables 9 and 14).

This may correspond to the results of

Hicks and Rowbury (1987),

who found that organisms treated at

4*C were much less sensitive than those exposed at 20*C.
If the acrylate is taken up into the cell via the porins in
the outer membrane then cold shock may cause the closure of
the porins or damage to them,
function.

thus leading to loss of normal

If uptake is across the LPS,

in some way,

then cold shock may,

act to decrease envelope permeability.

Alternatively,

adaptation to cold (e.g.

by induction of a

cold-shock operon) may allow better repair of acrylate damage
by cold-shocked organisms.
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5. 2. 3. Chlorine.

When ColV plasmid-bearing and plasmid-free organisms
were exposed to a 5*C cold shock for lh, it was observed that
the ColV'1' organisms were significantly less resistant to
chlorine than were the corresponding non-shocked ones (see
Table 13).

However,

the Col"" organisms showed no significant

difference between cold shocked and non-shocked organisms to
chlorine treatment.
findings,

Significantly,

contrary to previous

non-shocked ColV-4- organisms were more resistant to

chlorine treatment than were corresponding Col“ ones.

It is

possible that the ColV''*" organisms were able to attach to
particles present in the river water,
was carried out,

in which the treatment

and thus they were able to survive the lethal

effects of chlorine treatment by one of the mechanisms
discussed earlier.

Cold shock might have reduced their

attachment ability and therefore their resistance.

5. 2. 4. Acid and Alkaline pH.

It has previously been demonstrated that certain
strains of E. coli become extremely acid sensitive when some
ColV plasmids are introduced into them (Cooper and Rowbury,
1986).

This acid sensitivity appears to depend on the

presence of derepressed levels of transfer components,
been discussed previously in section 5. 1. 2. .

Also,

as has

the

introduction of the ColV, I-K94 plasmid into E. coli gave
derivatives which were more sensitive to alkaline pH.

The

presence of transfer and colicin components together appears
to lead to reduced tolerance to alkaline pHs (Rowbury,
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1986).

The results from this study (see Tables 11 and 12) seem
to correlate with previous reports,

with the plasmid-bearing

organisms being significantly less resistant to the effects of
acid (pH 3.0) and alkaline (pH 11.0) pH than the corresponding
Col” ones when populations were not cold shocked.
differences are smaller than previously observed,

The
possibly

because in river water ColV"" organisms are partially protected
by attachment to particles.
When organisms were subjected to cold shock treatment
for lh at 5 #C, both ColV plasmid-bearing and plasmid-free
populations were significantly less resistant to extremes of
pH (both acid and alkaline) than were the corresponding nonshocked ones (see Tables 11 and 12).
It is possible that cold-shock treatment of organisms
may disrupt the LPS-LPS bonding,

thus increasing the

permeability of the outer membrane and allowing increased
damage by both acid and alkaline pH.

Obviously,

the ColV""

organisms are more susceptible to injury by extremes of pH
because of the weakening of the LPS-LPS bonding due to the
insertion of transfer and colicin components in the outer
membrane.

5.2.5. Environmental Consequences of Cold Shock.

Enteric organisms,
their animal host,

such as E. colit present at 37*C in

may be subjected to cold shock when they

are expelled in the faecal material of man and other animal
hosts.

They may encounter a cold shock when 1. they enter the

sewage system,
into,

and 2. when they go from the sewage system

for example,

river water or seawater.

In addition,

bacteria expelled from animal hosts may be subjected to cold
shock when they directly enter a body of water.

Faecal
J

i
j
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organisms entering

a body of water may experience

acold

shock from 37°C to

0*C, 5*C or 10*C depending on the time of

year.
Cold shock has previously been demonstrated to increase
susceptibility to certain agents,
(Strange and Postgate,

1964),

e.g.

RNase,

H'1
" and OH”' ions

possibly due to interference

with bacterial permeability control mechanisms (Meynell,
1958).

Thus,

the effect of cold shock on enteric organisms

such as E. coli may

be to alter

inhibitory effects

of chemical and biological agents found

water,

their ability to resist the

but as stated previously,

in

the cold shock conditions

which generally occur may involve adaptation to the low
t emperat ure.
Copper salts are frequent pollutants of the aquatic
environment and this may be of public health significance
because low levels of copper in chlorine-free distribution
water caused injury in coliform populations (Domek et al. ,
1984).

Only very small concentrations of Cu(II) are required

to cause injury to coliforms.

Copper present at levels of

7-540 pgl”'1 has been observed to cause injury to coliforms
(Domek et al. , 1984).

Copper was demonstrated to be acutely

toxic to the estuarine microbial community;

10 jigl” 1 added

copper reduced bacterial abundance (i.e. colony-forming units)
by 60% and inhibited amino acid turnover by 30% (Jonas,
Porins allow
(Luktenhaus,

1977;

1989).

Cu2+ ions to enter the cell
Rossouw and Rowbury,

1984).

protein is the most important in this respect.

The OmpF
The LPS has

also been demonstrated to have a high affinity for divalent
metallic ions such as copper (Ferris and Beveridge,
After entry,

1986).

there may be a range of inhibitory effects.
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For example,

copper— injured coliforms show impaired

respiratory action,

probably due to copper binding to the

thiol groups of respiratory enzymes near the cell surface
(Domek et al. , 1987).
Cold shock temperatures,

of 5 and 10*C, have been

demonstrated here to increase resistance of E. coli ColV"1
" and
Col” strains to the inhibitory action of 3.75 pgml” 1 Cu2'+ ions
over a lh treatment period.

As copper has been demonstrated

to be absorbed via the porins,

particularly OmpF,

then cold

shock treatment may inhibit the normal function of the porins
or allow better repair of Cu2+-induced damage.

Thus,

cold

shock may be an advantage for E. coli and other coliforms
entering the aquatic environment from an animal host,

where

copper salts are present.
Toxic algal products may affect enterobacterial
survival in the marine and estuarine environment
et al, , 1977; Elliot and Colwell,

1985).

(Brown

Acrylic acid is

proposed as an important toxic agent in the survival of
enterobacteria in the aquatic environment.

Acrylic acid may

be of particular significance in shellfish beds such as that
of the oyster.

When oysters were fed the alga P. tricornut. urn,

which produces acrylic acid,

a decline was seen in the E. coli

populations (Brown et al. , 1977).

Thus,

the presence of

acrylic acid may be of significance to Public Health because
many shellfish are either eaten raw,
cooked.

or only very lightly

The presence of the agent might,

infections from shellfish,

therefore,

reduce

whilst bacterial acquisition of

resistance to it might allow infections by contaminating
organisms.
Both 5*C,

and 10*C cold shock have been demonstrated to

increase the resistance of E. coli ColV1" and Col” strains to
the inhibitory effects of 1 mgml” 1 acrylicacid for a
treatment period of 24h.

It is not known how acrylate is
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absorbed into the bacterial cell.
especially any PhoE pores,

It may enter by the pores,

which may cease to function

irreversibly when the organism is chilled.

Alternatively,

cold-shocked organisms may be able to repair damage caused by
acrylate better.

Thus,

one effect of cold shock may be to protect

coliform organisms entering the aquatic environment,

from the

damaging effects of acrylic acid and other toxic algal
product s.
Chlorine is commonly used to disinfect potable water
supplies.

The active bactericidal factor in chlorination is

the undissociated hypochlorous acid (H0C1).

Chlorine

increases the cell envelope permeability of treated organisms
(Camper and McFeters,

1979; Venkobacher et al. , 1977).

It has previously been shown that chlorination
proportionally enriches antibiotic resistant potential
pathogens (Murray et al. , 1984).

Le Clerc and Mizon (1978)

found R-” organisms constituted only 0. 1 - 1.0% of total
organisms in faecal material,
wastewater,

10% of the total in urban

50% of the total in river water and 80% of the

total in potable water.

It has also been suggested that

chlorination may enhance the transfer of R factors to
surviving organisms (Murray et al. , 1984).

From this study,

both ColV-*- and Col~ organisms were shown to be more sensitive
to chlorine treatment after cold-shocking;
disruption of the LPS by chilling.
health significance;

probably due to

This may be of public

both plasmid-bearing and plasmid-free

enteric organisms may be more susceptible to the lethal
effects of chlorination when they are cold-shocked prior to
chlorine treatment.
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Organisms may encounter highly acidic and alkaline pHs
in a variety of situations.
pH results from acid rain,

In the aquatic environment,

acid

acid mine and chemical wastes and

acid run-offs from fields treated with acid generating
fertilisers and agricultural wastes,
from alkaline sewage,

and alkaline pH results

chemical industrial effluents and

agricultural wastes.
It has been demonstrated that the introduction of the
ColV plasmid into certain strains of E. coli gave derivatives
which were sensitive to acid and alkaline pH (Rowbury,
Cooper and Rowbury,

1986).

1986;

The plasmid-encoded transfer

components may make the ColV'" strains more sensitive by
destabilising the LPS of the outer membrane,

allowing

increased penetration of H'" and OH™ ions.
In this study,

cold shock led to the increased

sensitivity of ColV-" and Col™ organisms to the inhibitory
effects of acid and alkaline pH.

This may be of particular

significance for enteric organisms entering the natural water
system from an animal host and thus experiencing cold shock.
The presence of strongly acidic and alkaline pHs in the
aquatic environment may reduce the percentage of plasmidbearing organisms.
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5.3.

Effect of Starvation on the Sensitivity of E. coli
to Environmental Inhibitory Agents.

Enteric bacteria entering the aquatic environment
encounter a heterogeneous environment and are subjected to
fluxes of nutrients,
and starvation.

encompassing surfeit,

To be successful,

sub-optimal amounts

enteric organisms must

survive periods of deprivation and then recover rapidly when
the supply of nutrients improves.
The stress induced by starvation may increase
sensitivity to secondary stresses such as chemical agents,
sunlight,

u, v. light,

pH, temperature and warming/cooling

stresses (Wu and Klein,

1976).

It has been demonstrated that

short-term stress in water causes cellular envelope damage
(Zaske et al. , 1980), however,

this damage is likely to be

caused by the low osmotic pressure of the very dilute medium
rather than by starvation per se. , especially as other work
has shown that long term starved cells are more resistant to
some agents (Jenkins et al. , 1988).

Zaske et al.

(1980)

have

shown that the sensitivity of E. coli to lysozyme increases as
the cell wall and surface structures become altered,
or disorganised.

damaged

Lysozyme may penetrate through the envelope

when the LPS and protein moieties within the outer membrane
are damaged (Tamaki and Matsuhashi,

1973).

Starved bacteria

alter their protein concentration and composition (Jaan
et al. , 1986; Amy et al. , 1983; Hood et al. , 1986).

Growth of

organisms under carbon or nitrogen limitation leads to drastic
changes in cell surface properties and adhesion pattern (Brown
et al., 1977).

It has also been suggested that the outer

membrane of E. coli becomes more fluid upon nutrient
deprivation so that antibiotics and heavy metals are more
readily absorbed (Massa et al. , 1988).
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As observed before (Hicks and Rowbury,

1987a),

the

presence of the plasmids ColV, I-K94 and F lac sensitised non
starved E. coli to acrylate.

When E. coli strains bearing the

plasmids ColV,I-k94 and Flac were starved in river water for
24 h they became more resistant to the inhibitory effects of
both acrylic acid and copper (II) ions.

However,

strains

bearing the plasmid Rl, or which were plasmid-free,

when

starved became more sensitive to both inhibitory agents (see
Tables 16 and 17).

Copper has previously been demonstrated to

be absorbed via the porins,

particularly OmpF,

and if acrylate

is taken up in the same way then it is possible that the
starvation process used here may have affected the levels of
OmpF in the outer envelope.
protein in the cell envelope,

Starved cells may make more OmpF
and thus one would expect to see

increased sensitivity of starved organisms to the effects of
the inhibitory agents.

Such an explanation would be in accord

with other work (Nikaido and Vaara,

1985).

This is, in fact,

what is seen in the case of plasmid-free organisms and
organisms bearing the plasmid Rl.

However,

ColV"" organisms

behaved differently being more resistant to acrylate after
starvation.

This may be because they sometimes have less OmpF

protein than the corresponding Col“ ones (Moores and Rowbury,
1982).

The ColV, I-K94 plasmid is closely related to the Flac

plasmid (Hardy,

1975),

and thus F lac organisms may also have

less OmpF protein in the outer membrane than corresponding
plasmid-free ones.

Alternatively,

starvation may simply have

abolished the envelope changes which lead to ColV-encoded
acrylate sensitivity,

hence causing Col

and ColV"1
" (and Rl

and Flac*") strains to have approximately the same sensitivity
to acrylate.
When organisms of E. coli strain P678-54,
the plasmid ColV, I-K94 or plasmid-free,

either bearing

were starved for 24h

both populations became more sensitive to the inhibitory
effects of chlorine (see Table 18).

Starvation has been

demonstrated to cause damage to the cell envelope (Zaske et
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al. , 1980) and chlorine has a similar effect.
is absorbed,

Once chlorine

its effects include unbalanced metabolism after

destruction of key enzymes,

disruption of protein synthesis,

inhibition of oxygen uptake, creation of chromosome
abberations and induction of DNA lesions (Venkobachar,
Thus,

1977).

cell envelope damage caused by starvation could explain

the increased sensitivity of both ColV-*" and Col" strains to
chlorinat ion.
When an E. coli strain, bearing the plasmid ColV, I-K94
was starved for 24h,

it became more sensitive to the

inhibitory effects of acid pH 3.0 and alkaline pH 11.0 (see
Tables 19 and 20).

Short-term exposure in water causes cell

envelope damage and increased permeability to certain
substances (Zaske et al. , 1980).

This envelope damage might

explain the increased sensitivity of the ColV"1" and Col~
strains to acid and alkaline pH.

ColV*' strains were probably

more sensitive to the inhibitory effects of acid and alkaline
pH because of the transfer components present in the outer
membrane.
Starvation-survival has an important bearing on the
dissemination of antibiotic resistance factors and other
plasmids.

It has previously been demonstrated that there is

no difference in the survival of plasmid-bearing and plasmidfree strains of E. coli when starved (Flint,

1987),

even though

it has been shown that the possession of a plasmid confers an
energetic disadvantage upon the host in the absence of
selection pressure.

Such starved organisms were not, however,

subjected to inhibitor challenge (Flint,

1987).

From this

study it appears that the carriage of the Flac plasmid,

and

the F-like plasmid ColV, I— K94, may increase the survival of
the host E. coli when subjected to certain environmental
inhibitors,

e.g.

acrylate and copper(II) ions.
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5. 4. H a b ituation of E. coli to Acidic and Alkaline pH.

The contamination of the natural aquatic environment
has recently become a major source of concern.
and alkalinisation of rivers,

Acidification

streams and estuaries may occur

through a variety of mechanisms (see section 5, 1. 2. for a
summary of these) and usually occur periodically,

with

periodic discharges of effluent at a particular site.
Diffusion from these sites leads to gradual pH changes at
nearby locations from neutrality to a maximum extreme of pH
and back to neutrality,

due to dilution and neutralisation.

It has previously been demonstrated that when bacteria
are exposed to a sub-lethal dose (an adaptive dose) of certain
stresses,

they acquire phenotypic resistance and subsequently

resist damage or killing by a higher dose which was previously
lethal to the (unadapted) organisms (Mackey and Derrick,
Demple and Halbrook,

1987;

1983).

Acidification and alkalinisation affect normal aquatic
bacteria,

and extreme pHs may also affect the survival of

pollutant organisms such as E. coli.
Initially,

in this study,

E. coli 1829 ColV, I-K94 and

the corresponding plasmid-free strain were grown in nutrient
broth at 20*C and 37*C at acid pH (pH 5.0,
HC1) or at pH 7.0,
assessed.

produced by adding

and resistance to lethal acidity was

Organisms grown at pH 5.0 were found to be more

acid resistant than those grown at pH 7.0 (see Table 21).
Habituation to acid was also observed for 1829 ColV"" and Col”'
grown in minimal medium at pH 5.0 at 20°C and 37*C (see
Table 21).
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Habituation to acid for ColV" organisms also occurred
during incubation at pH 5.0 in distilled water,
effluent and river water,

sewage

and in the above media supplemented

with amino acids and glucose at 20°C and 37#C (see Table 22).
Accordingly,

habituation to acid could probably occur in

nat ure.
Habituation to lethal alkalinity has also been
demonstrated.

ColVH' organisms grown in broth at 37 *C at pH

9. 0 (habituated to alkaline pH) were more resistant to killing
(failure to plate on nutrient agar) or damage (failure to
plate on nutrient agar plus 0.5% sodium deoxycholate) than
were pH 7. 0-grown ones (see Table 26).

Habituation to alkali

also occurred during growth at pH 9.0 in river water and
enriched river water (see Table 27).

Thus organisms exposed

to sub-lethal alkalinity in the natural aquatic environment
might become habituated to previously lethal challenges.
The above results are for organisms grown at the
habituation pH for several hours.

However,

it has been

demonstrated that habituation can occur much more rapidly in
broth,

namely to acid in 15 minutes and to alkali within 30-60

minutes at 37°C (Rowbury et al. , 1989).

It would be of

interest to determine whether the induction of habituation
occurs at a similar rate in the natural aquatic environment.
Certainly,

ColV'1
' strains become habituated to acid (pH 3.0) in

minimal medium at 37®C within 60 minutes.

However,

when

various components of the minimal medium are not present,
induction of habituation may take longer or not occur,

When

glucose was not present there was no change in the rate of
induction of habituation;
allowed induction.

presumably endogenous energy sources

However,

when tryptophan was absent,

ColV"'"

organisms did not become habituated to acid pH within the 60
minute incubation period to any significant degree.
nitrogen source was absent,

When the

organisms habituated to some

extent within the 60 minute incubation at 37®C (see Table 23).
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The finding that habituation to acid occurs rapidly at
37*C in nutrient broth,
medium,

and within 60 minutes in minimal

strongly suggests that these habituation processes

involve the phenotypic gain of resistance to the stress and
thus rules out the selection of resistant mutants.
Procaryotes have been shown to respond to stresses by inducing
specific sets of proteins characteristic to each stress
(Gottesman,

1984).

The presence of such stress proteins may

reduce damage by the stress challenge dose or allow increased
repair of stress-damaged cells.

The inducible gain of

resistance to acid or alkali reported here may involve the
synthesis of similar stress proteins since protein synthesis
is needed for habituation (see Table 23).
and alkali causes DNA damage.
damage by acid.

Also,

Treatment with acid

Habituated cells show less DNA

acid-habituated cells can repair DNA

damage more efficiently.

It may be an advantage for organisms in the aquatic
environment to retain this habituated phenotype in case of
another potentially lethal challenge with acid pH.

Habituated

organisms incubated in sewage effluent at pH 7.0 were more
resistant over 48 hours than were non-habituated ones.
However,

both populations were much more acid sensitive than

prior to the incubation in effluent
Lastly,

(see Table' 24).

it is of interest to discover how long

habituated organisms (pH 5. 0-grown) are able to survive in
acidified river water (pH 3.5, HC1) at 37°C.
organisms,

over 100 minutes,

The habituated

showed a decline in colony-

forming ability and then a return to original levels, whereas
non-habituated (pH 7. 0-grown) organisms showed a rapid and
continued decline in viability by nearly 40-fold over 100
minutes (see Table 25 and Fig.

15).
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Accordingly,

E. coli can habituate to acid and alkali,

and this may influence its survival and abundance in waters
subject to periodic extremes of pH.
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5. 5. Conjugation in Natural Waters.

Recently there has been a great deal of concern
regarding the dissemination of plasmids in natural waters,
which has led to a number of in situ studies (Grabow et al. ,
1975; Altherr and Kasweck,
Gowland and Slater,

1984).

1982; Mach and Grimes,

1982;

These studies have demonstrated

in situ transfer in river water and sewage treatment plants,
although frequencies of transfer were low,
controlled laboratory matings.

relative to

A number of factors have been

suggested which interact together to limit or prevent conjugal
transfer.

These include low cell densities of donor and

recipient organisms,
temperature,
interference.

low metabolic activity,

non-optimum pH or

and pilus injury or pilus receptor site
These factors may be overcome,

and the

potential for conjugation in the environment thereby enhanced,
by mechanisms which promote physical contact between cells.
Surface attachment of the cells is obviously one such
mechanism.
There is widespread potential for conjugation at
interfaces in the environment.

Small particles are commonly

found in the intestinal tract and in aquatic locations,
may provide sites for bacterial attachment.
previously been discussed,

Moreover,

and
as has

some plasmid-bearing strains have a

greater tendency to adhere to such particles than do the
plasmid-free strains.
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5.5. 1. Factors involved in frequency of plasmid transfer.

In this study the frequency of occurrence of plasmid
transfer events was investigated in both liquid media and at a
surface-liquid interface.

The survival of ColV-encoded

genetic information is probably strongly influenced by the
potential for conjugation in the environment,

and accordingly

this was examined using a derivative of the ColV, I-K94 plasmid
which carries a readily detectable tetracycline resistance
marker on an inserted transposon,

TnlO.

One factor which may influence the frequency of plasmid
transfer is the quiescence or dormancy of many bacteria in
natural aquatic environments.

For aquatic marine biotypes,

over half have been found in a state of metabolic dormancy or
starvation (Stevenson,

1978).

Where nutrients are scarce,

attached organisms show higher growth rates compared to free
ones.

Higher growth rates may be the result of dissolved

nutrients in the bulk liquid adsorbing to inert particles.
These form a layer of surface active organic nutrients which
are available to reversibly attached organisms (Hermansson and
Marshall,

1985).

Thus it is not surprising that conjugal

transfer in nutrient-limited waters is enhanced when an
organism is surface bound.

Significantly,

a greater level of

plasmid transfer was observed in poor media such as DMM,
effluent,

river water,

seawater and supplemented water,

when

organisms were attached as opposed to free (see Table 28).
It has previously been demonstrated that plasmid transfer is
most markedly reduced due to the low metabolic rates of
organisms in natural habitats (Reanney et al. , 1983).
Low cell density has been proposed as a factor which
may limit conjugal transfer (see Table 30).

Bacterial numbers

in the environment are commonly within the range of 103 - 10e
organisms ml” -1 (Goulder,

1977).

Conjugal transfer of the ColV

plasmid under these conditions of low cell density was
demonstrated to be favoured at an interface as compared to
when free in liquid medium.

This is probably due to the

greater ease with which cell to cell interactions are
established when organisms are locally concentrated at an
interface.

However,

with increased cell numbers,

transfer was equally favoured in liquid media,
interface.

conjugal

or at an

It has previously been documented that there is a

good correlation between cell density and frequency of plasmid
transfer (Cullum et al, 1978).
Non-optimal temperature probably inhibits transfer in
the natural environment.

Studies indicate that most plasmids

transfer optimally at temperatures between 25* - 38*C (Yoshika
and Nakatani,

1976).

Singleton and Anson <1981) detected no

transfer of the plasmid Rl- drd 19 with 3h mating at 17*C,
48h mating at 15*C.

or

This requirement for optimal temperature

was also reflected in the present study,

but significantly

higher frequencies of ColV plasmid transfer were observed in
attached systems compared to free ones incubated in broth at
20*,

25*,

30* and 37*C (see Table 29).

This further suggests

that conjugal transfer in the natural environment may be
favoured at an interface.
Studies indicate that there is no single optimum pH for
conjugation,

rather the optimum pH may depend on the identity

of the plasmid,
cells,

the characteristics of donor and recipient

or various combinations of these and perhaps other

factors.

Singleton and Anson (1983) reported a pH optimum for

the transfer of the plasmid Rl-drd-19 of pH 6.9.

Fisher

(1957) found an optimum of pH 6.0 for transfer mediated by the
F-plasmid in E. coli.

Harada and Mitsuhashi (1977) reported an

optimum of pH 7.5 for transfer of plasmid Rll to E. coli.

The

results of this study (see Table 31) indicate an optimum pH of
approximately pH 7.0 for transfer of the ColV plasmid by
E. coli in broth when either free in liquid medium or surface
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attached.

However,

there did not appear to be any significant

difference with respect to pH optimum,
frequencies of attached systems,

between transfer

as opposed to free ones.

It has been suggested that plasmid transfer may occur
in rivers and coastal waters,

where the pH may range from 5.0

in acid lakes to 8.0 in estuaries.

Since different plasmid-

donor— recipient systems have different pH optima,

transfer may

be possible in one aquatic environment but not in another.
Hence,

if the optimum pH for transfer is at least partly

plasmid determined,
selection,

particular environments could favour,

by

the transfer of particular plasmids so that pH may

be a contributory factor in the evolution and distribution of
plasmids in environmental waters.
There have been contradictory reports in the literature
regarding the effect of an anaerobic environment,
an aerobic one,

compared to

on the degree of conjugal transfer.

Burman

(1977a) suggested that expression of plasmid fertility varied
considerably between different plasmids.
have been distinguished,
ii) moderate,

Three main groups

showing either i) strong,

or iii) little or no reduction in fertility

under anaerobic conditions.

The natural habitat of E. coli is

the intestinal tract

1974) which is populated

(Cooke,

principally by strict anaerobes.

This indicates that although

E. coli is a facultative species,
anaerobic.

its natural environment is

E. coli in the natural aquatic environment

encounters anaerobiosis,

for example,

in sediments.

The

transfer of R-plasmids has been demonstrated in vivo, although
at much reduced rates compared with in vitro aerobic
experiments (Wiedemann,

1972).

Burman (1977) suggested that

anaerobiosis influences the degree of repression of the
fertility functions of the plasmid,
format ion.
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such as sex pili

In this study it appeared that surface attached
organisms exhibited significantly lower frequencies of plasmid
transfer than those organisms in a free system under anaerobic
conditions.

In both free and surface attached systems,

the

degree of conjugal transfer of the plasmid ColV, I-K94 TnlO was
significantly reduced compared to the corresponding systems in
aerobic conditions (see Table 28).
There has been much concern recently about the public
health significance of resistance plasmid transfer in
environments selective for R-factors.

Generally,

bacteria

with the greatest levels of resistance have been isolated from
environments with the greatest potential for significant
contamination by antimicrobial agents,
sewage effluents,

for example,

hospital

the intestinal tracts of patients receiving

antibiotic treatment and areas practising animal husbandry.
Studies show that the transfer of R-factors occurs at a
relatively high rate in the gastrointestinal
1973; Smith,
and Smith,

1972),

(Anderson et al. ,

urinary and respiratory tracts (Gardner

1969) of mammals,

including humans.

In this study it appears that the presence of any of
the six antibiotics in the mating mixture caused decreased
levels of ColV,I-K94 TnlO plasmid transfer frequencies.
However,

for the antibiotics streptomycin,

kanamycin and spectinomycin,

chloramphenicol,

transfer events were

significantly less affected when the mating pairs were surface
attached (see Table 32).
Conjugation is also known to be inhibited by the
presence of bile salts (Wiedemann,

1972).

It is likely that

this inhibition of transfer in the presence of bile salts such
as sodium taurocholate is mediated in a similar fashion to
that of SDS.

Both inhibitors probably act by causing a

reduction in surface tension (Anderson,

1975).

SDS also acts

to inhibit the function of sex pili (Tomoeda et al. , 1975).
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These factors are probably significant in the intestinal tract
of mammals,

causing a reduction in plasmid transfer.

In this study,

it appears that for free organisms the

presence of both bile salts and SDS leads to a marked decrease
in conjugal transfer.
pairs,

However,

for surface attached mating

there is a significantly improved rate of conjugal

transfer compared to free ones (see Table 32).
In this study,

the resistance of surface bound mating

pairs to treatment with detergents and a number of
antibiotics,

compared to free populations was observed.

Surface bound populations may be protected from the inhibitory
action of such agents by one of the following mechanisms (see
sect ion 5.1.4.).
Firstly,

the concentration of the toxic substance may

be lower at the surface than in solution,

or ions and

macromolecules may be adsorbed and irreversibly bound at the
surface and therefore have no further inhibitory action
(Marshall,

1976).

Secondly,

attached organisms,

when damaged,

may be able

to repair more efficiently because of higher nutrient levels
(Wardell et al. , 1983; Hermansson and Marshall,
through cross-feeding,
transfer (Fletcher,
However,

co-metabolism,

1985),

or

proton and hydrogen

1984; Wardell et al. , 1983),

the most plausible explanation for this

resistance of surface bound mating systems to the inhibitory
effects of detergents and antibiotics,

is that attachment may

involve several layers of cells being applied to the surface,
with subsequent protection of buried organisms.
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Bradley et al.

(1980) found that many E. coli plasmids

only transfer efficiently on solid surfaces.

In their study,

they distinguished three types of mating system and associated
them with pilus morphology.

Thus,

surface obiigatory-type

mating is associated with rigid pili (transfer was 2000 times
more efficient at an interface),
is associated with thick,

surface preferred-type mating

flexible pili (transfer was 45 to

470 times more efficient at an interface),

and finally

surface-independent type mating is associated with thin,
flexible pili (transfer equally efficient on solid or in
liquid medium).
ColV,I-K94,
pili and,

like F, presumably encodes thin flexible

therefore in Bradley’s terminology (Bradley et al, ,

1980) surface-independent type mating.

Nonetheless,

the

results of this study indicate that conjugal transfer in the
natural aquatic environment,

even for such plasmids,

more efficient at an interface.

may be

There are a number of reasons

why the conjugal transfer of plasmids between attached
bacteria may be favoured.

One of the most plausible

explanations is that attachment may allow stabilization of
mating aggregates.

Sex pili,

of all types,

are by nature very

fragile structures and are prone to damage by shearing forces
(Novotny et al. , 1969) at least until retracted.
A second explanation is that the maintenance of some
degree of metabolic activity is allowed when cells are
attached as opposed to free.

It is generally thought that

surface-attached bacteria in aqueous environments are more
active than free-living ones (Marshall,

1976).

It has been

demonstrated that the attachment of organisms alters their
physiology (Bright and Fletcher,
1983).

1983; Fletcher and Marshall,

The environmental conditions at a solid-liquid

interface differ from those in the bulk liquid phase and thus
the physiological activity of bacteria attached to surfaces
may differ from that of free-living cells (Fletcher,
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1984).

Nutrients may be adsorbed and thus concentrate at a surface,
leading to increased metabolic activity of attached bacteria.
In addition,

substrate uptake mechanisms or respiratory

efficiency may be enhanced by surface-induced modifications in
cell membrane structure (Fletcher,

1984).

Cells attached in a

microcolony may benefit from a resultant pool of protons.
In poor media,

such as distilled water plus tryptone

and glucose supplements,
supplemented river water,

river water,

seawater and

there was significantly greater

transfer detected in attached systems compared to free ones
(see Table 28).
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